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Look no further, we've got the board 
for your microprocessor. And your 
PROM. And your RAM. Off the shelf. 
At standard prices. 

These new socket boards are the 
latest designs in our 20 family of 
socket boards: 
H-2954 Eight 22-pin sockets and eight 

16-pin sockets, $75. 
H-2955 Three 28-pin sockets and six 

16-pin sockets, $42. 
H-2961 Three 40-pin sockets, $36. 

These socket boards come to you 
sized and spaced for instant LSI 
mounting. Like our entire 20 family 
of socket boards, they include built-in 

filtering for low noise. On the reverse 
side the only wire-wrap pins you have 
to cope with are those of the sockets 
themse lves. Power connections to 
these sockets are made with our 
unique soldered wire loops. 

We can also give you complete 
support hardware, including frames, 
drawers, 1/0 connectors, and tools. 
Not to mention our automated wiring 
service. 

We're ready for you right now. And 
so is our nationwide distributor, G. S. 
Marshall. So call either of us today. Or 
tear out this page and keep it as a 
reminder until you are ready. 

EECD 
FOR PACKAGING 

1441 East Chestnut Avenue, Santa Ana, California 92701 
Phone 714/835-6000 
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Requ\rementa: \nstol\at\on ot 33 apea\<e\'a and a tenTI\na\ 

~· requ\rlng 4 home runs of up to '\2 cob\es each. 

The .cab\e: 9000 feet ot a.den 8761, me>COnductor 

wlth Beldfolr sh\9'dlng supp"ed \n 84Mden's rvem UNR£E\.. 

dlspenser. 

The results: According to the contractor, UNREa saved 

45 minutes per home run. 

Permitted one man to pull cab\e unaulsted, treeing a 

helper to make speaker hookups. 

Produced a 13% aav\ng In \Ntal\at\on t\me. 
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60 ISA-75 CONFERENCE AND EXHIBIT 

This year's Instrument Society of America Conference focuses on "The 
Real World of Instrumentation," presenting technical sessions, manufac
turers' application papers, and exhibits on practical applications 

69 USING A MICROPROCESSOR: A REAL-LIFE APPLICATION 
PART 1-HARDWARE 

by James D. Logan and Paul S. Kreager 

Details on a microprocessor-based system, and problems encountered in 
its development and how they were solved should aid others tackling a 
similar implementation 

79 BUILDING TODAY'S TECHNOLOGIES INTO 
A LARGE-SCALE TIME-SHARING SYSTEM 
by Gerald F. Atterbury and George F. Adams 

Sufficient attention paid to system design details allows advanced tech
niques to be combined with relatively straightforward packaging, fabrication, 
and manufacturing methods 

87 PARALLEL CRC LETS MANY LINES USE ONE CIRCUIT 
by Arun K. Pandeya and Thomas J. Cassa 

Parallel implementation of the cyclic redundancy check code that ensures 
transmission reliability is possible with little system redesign; fast enough to 
share a single circuit among several transmission lines, it reduces costs 

94 SMOOTH TAPE HANDLING INCREASES CASSETTE DRIVE RELIABILITY 
by Sidney Davis 

Longer tape life, high MTBF, and increased performance can be achieved 
by combining electronic capstan control with zero-speed capstan engage
ment in magnetic tape cassette drives 

98 USING A CALCULATOR CHIP 
TO EXTEND A MICROPROCESSOR'S CAPABILITIES 
by Patrick H. Stc:tkem 

A calculator chip can aid in quick and easy performance of floating-point 
calculations in a microprocessor system. It is less complex than software 
stored in ROM, and can overlap its processing with that of the CPU 

100 ADVERSARY ANALYSIS: COMPUTERIZED TESTING OF COMPUTERS 
by William S. Holderby 

When applied to production testing, the adversary technique solves many 
problems by permitting mass-testing, yet providing thorough fault analysis 

116 DIGITAL STORAGE UNIT CONVERTS CRT DISPLAY 
INTO LOGIC ANALYZER 

Virtually any CRT monitor or oscilloscope can be useq to display data as a 
logic timing diagram by adding a digital storage module 
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Reduce Your Power Supply Size 
and Weight By 70% 

A new way has been found to sub
stantially reduce power supply size 
and weight. Consider the large 
power supply shown at left in the 
above photo - it uses an input 
transformer, into a bridge rectifier, 
to convert 60 Hz to 5 volts DC at 
5 amperes. This unit measures 
6W'x4"x7W' and weighs 13 pounds. 
Abbott's new model Z5Tl0, shown 
at right, provides the same per
formance with 70% less weight and 
volume. It measures only 2Jfx4"x6" 
and weighs just 3 pounds. 

This size reduction in the Model 
Z5Tl0 is primarily accomplished 
by eliminating the large input 
transformer and instead using high 
voltage, high efficiency, DC to DC 
conversion circuits. Abbott engi
neers have been able to control the 
output ripple to less than 0.02% 
RMS or 50 millivolts peak-to-peak 

maximum. This design approach 
also allows the unit to operate from 
100 to 132 Volts RMS and 47 to 440 
Hertz. Close regulation of 0.15% and 
a typical temperature coefficient of 
0.01% per degree Celsius are some 
of its many outstanding features. 
This new Model "Z" series is avail
able in output voltages of 2.7 to 
31 VDC in 12 days from receipt of 
order. 

Abbott also manufacturers 3,000 
other models of power supplies 
with output voltages from 5 to 7 40 
VDC and with output currents from 
2 milliamps to 20 amps. They are 
all listed with prices in the new 
Abbott catalog with various inputs: 

60~to DC 
400~to DC 
28 voe to oc 
28 voe to 400 -Pd 
12-28 voe to 60-Po 

Please see pages 307-317 Volume 1 of your 1974-75 EEM (ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS MASTER Catalog) 

or pages 853-860 Volume 3 of your 1974-75 GOLD BOOK for complete information on Abbott Modules. 

Send for our new 60 page FREE catalog. 

abbott transistor 
LABORATORIES. 

general offices 

5200 W. Jefferson Blvd./Los Angeles 90016 
(213) 936-8185 Telex: 69-1398 

NCORPORATED 
eastern office 

1224 Anderson Ave./Fort Lee, N.J. 07024 
(201) 224-6900 Telex: 13-5332 
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How To Turn On 
Your lntellec MOS ... Today! 

lntellec MOS 

We're iCOM, the 
Microperipheral™ People. And 
we've done it again! 

With a complete, ready-to-go 
Floppy Disk System specifically 
designed for Intel's new MDS-800 
Microcomputer. 

It can be installed in 5 minutes. 
It's fully hardware and software 
compatible. And it contains the 
most powerful Floppy Disk 
Operating System (FOOS) available 
anywhere. 

FOOS-II on a diskette 
The powerful FOOS-II software is 

supplied on a ready-to-use diskette 
and includes an assembler and 
editor along with a sophisticated 
file manager. Within minutes after 
unboxing your iCOM system, you'll 
have available all of the FOOS-II 
features such · as auto file create, 
open and close; file lengths 
variable from a single sector up to 
an entire diskette; named files with 
attributes; multiple file merge or 
delete; automatic disk packing; 
disk-to-disk copy; disk-to-memory 
load; tape-to-disk and disk-to-tape 
transfer. Plus lots more. 

Easy interface 
The iCOM FD360 Floppy Disk 

System connects easily to the Intel 

\ 

MDS-800 through our interface 
card which plugs directly into the 
MOS chassis. The interface card is 
furnished with a PROM pre-loaded 
with the floppy disk driver software. 
You also get the cable which 
connects the interface card to the 
iCOM Floppy Disk System. You 
might say we've thought of 
everything. 

Some more good news 
The controller /formatter portion 

of the system is fully IBM 3540 and 
3740 format and media compatible. 
Special features include separate 
read & write data buffers, hardware 
track seek . & verification, and 
complete hardware CRC 

• MICROPERIPHERALS'" 

6741 Variel Avenue, Canoga Park 
California 91303 • (213) 348-1391 
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iCOM 
FD 360-53 

generation & verification. Storage 
capacities range from 256K bytes 
to over 1 million bytes. 

The best news-
price & delivery 

A single drive system, including 
all software and the MOS interface 
card, is just $2650. The dual drive 
system is only $3300. And delivery 
is 2 to 4 weeks! We also have a 250 
cps paper tape· reader (Model 
RSOMDS) for just $895. So why 
wait? Call or write today for more 
information. The sooner you order 
your iCOM Floppy Disk System, the 
sooner you can "turn on" your 
lntellec MDS-800. 

iCOM Microperipherals TM mate 
with these microcomputers: 

• Intel 8080, 8008, lntellec 8, 
and MDS-800 

• PCS M icropac BOA 
• Motorola M6800 
• National IMP 
• Fairchild F-8 
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I CALENDAR I 

CCNFERENCES 

Sept 22-24-5th Internat'l Sym and Ex
hibits on Industrial Robots, Illinois 
Institute of Technology, Chicago. Infor
mation: Society of Manufacturing En
gineers, 20501 Ford Rd, Dearborn, MI 
48128. Tel: (313) 271-1500 

Sept 30-Invitational Computer Conf, 
Marriott Motor Hotel, Newton, Mass. 
Information: B. J. Johnson & Assoc, 300 
Otero, Newport Beach, CA 92660. Tel: 
(714) 644-6037 

Oct 6-8-NCF/NEC: Nat'l Communica
tions Forum/Nat'l Electronics Conf, 
Hyatt Regency O'Hare, Chicago. Infor
mation: NEC, Suite 103, 1301 W 22nd 
St, Oak Brook, IL 60521. Tel: (312) 325-
5700 

Oct 6-9-ISA-75: Instrument Soc of 
America Conf & Exhibit, Mecca Hall, 
Milwaukee, Wis. Information: ISA, 400 
Stanwix St, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. Tel: 
(412) 281-3171 

Oct 7 -8-9th Annual Instrumentation & 
Computer Fair, Sheraton Inn/Washing
ton-Northeast, Washington, DC. lnfor
mation: Robert Harar, Exec Dir, Instru
mentation Fair, Inc, 5012 Herzel Pl, 
Beltsville, MD 20705. Tel: (301) 937-
7177 

Oct 7-9-IEEE Computer Soc 4th Data 
Communications Sym, Hotel Le Con
corde, Quebec City, Quebec. Informa
tion: Dr Tom B. Grandy, Bell-Northern 
Research, PO Box 3511, Station C, 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada Kl Y 4H7 

Oct 7-9-IEEE Internat'l Sym on Elec
tromagnetic Compatibility, El Tropicano 
Hotel, San Antonio. Information: EMC, 
PO Drawer 28510, San Antonio, TX 
72284 

Oct 13-14-Information Processing Assoc 
of Israel (IPA) 10th Nat'l Data Processing 
Conf, Binyanei, Ha'ooma, Jerusalem. In
formation: NDPC, cl o Kenes Ltd, PO 
Box 16271, Tel Aviv, Israel 

Oct 13-14-16th Annual Sym on Foun
dations of Computer Science, Claremont 
Hotel, Berkeley, Calif. Information: 
Sheldon B. Akers, General Electric Co, 
Bldg 3, Rm 223, Electronics Park, Syr
acuse, NY 13210. Tel: (315) 456-3067 

Oct 14-16-IEEE Internat'l Conf on Ad
vanced Signal Processing Technology, 
Lausanne, Switzerland. Information: 
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Secretariat J ournees d'Electronique, Ch 
de Bellerive 16, 1007 Lausanne, Switzer
land 

Oct 20-22-Internat'l Security Conf, 
New York Hilton Hotel, New York City. 
Information: ISC, 2639 S La Cienega 
Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90034. Tel: (213) 
836-5000 

Oct 22-23-8th Annual Connector Sym, 
Cherry Hill Inn, Cherry Hill, NJ. In
formation: Electronic Connector Study 
Group, PO Box 1428, Camden, NJ 08101 

Oct 23-24-2nd N at'l Sym on Manage
ment of Data Elements in Information 
Processing, NBS, Gaithersburg, Md. In
formation: Mrs Hazel McEwen, Institute 
for Computer Sciences and Technology, 
National Bureau of Standards, Washing
ton, DC 20234. Tel: (301) 921-3157 

Oct 24-25-American Society for Quality 
Control Workshop for Commercial Users 
of ICs, Downtowner Motor Inn, Durham, 
NC. Information: Dr Ralph A. Evans, 
IC-QC Workshop, 804 Vickers Ave, 
Durham, NC 27701. Tel: (919) 688-2860 

Oct 27-29-ISHM Technical Sym, Shera
ton-Towers Conv Ctr, Orlando, Fla. In
formation: International Society for Hy
brid Microelectronics, PO Box 3255, 
Montgomery, AL 36109. Tel: (205) 272-
3191 

Oct 28-30-22nd IEEE Machine Tools 
Conf, Red Ca met Inn, Milwaukee, Wis. 
Information: Robert L. Douglas, Gilman 
Eng & Mfg Co, 305 W Delavan Dr, 
Janesville, WI 53545 

Nov 11-14-12th Electrical/Electronics 
Insulation Conf, Sheraton Boston Hotel/ 
Hynes Audit, Boston, Mass. Information: 
E/EIC, PO Box 159, 700 Peterson Rd, 
Libertyville, IL 60048 

Nov 19-20-IEEE Computer Soc Sym on 
Computer Arithmetic, Dallas, Tex. Infor
mation: Prof D. E. Atkins, Dept of Elec 
and Comp Eng, U of Michigan, Ann 
Arbor, MI 48104. Tel: (313) 763-0038 

Dec 1-3-IEEE Internat'l Electron De
vices Meeting, Washington Hilton Hotel, 
Washington, DC. Information: Institute 
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 
345 E 47th St, New York, NY 10017. 
Tel: (212) 752-6800 

Dec 1-3-IEEE Nat'l Telecommunica
tions Conf, Fairmont Hotel, New Orleans, 
La. Information: Institute of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineers, 345 E 47th 
St, New York, NY 10017. Tel: (212) 752-
6800 

Dec 9-12-21st Annual Conf on Magne
tism and Magnetic Materials, Benjamin 
Franklin Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa. Infor
mation: Conf Chm, R. L. White, 124 
McCullough Bldg, Stanford University, 
Stanford, CA 94305; or Local Comm 
Chm, B. Stein, Univac div of Sperry 
Rand, PO Box 500, Blue Bell, PA 19422 

Jan 20-23-Computer Soc of India An
nual Conv, Hyderabad. Information: 
DVR Vithal, Prog Chm, CSI 76, Com
puter Group, Tata Institute of Funda
mental Research, Bombay 400 005, India 

SEMINARS 

Sept 29-30-(Summit Hotel, New York 
City), Oct 20-21-(Marriott at Interna
tional Airport, Washington, DC), Oct 27 -
28-(Hyatt Regency O'Hare, Chicago, 
Ill), Jan 19-20-(Dunfey's Royal Coach, 
San Frap.cisco, Calif), Performance Eval
uation and Improvement. Information: 
Stimler Assoc, Computer System Con
sultants, 33 W Second St, Moorestown, 
NJ 08057. Tel: (609) 235-5981 

Oct 5-7-Prospects for Optical Memories 
and Recording; Oct 26-28-The Future 
for Printing Technology; Nov 9-11-In
teractive Computer Graphics, Castle Hill, 
Ipswich, Mass. Information: The Insti
tute for Graphic Communication, Rich
ard D. Murray, Conf Dir, 375 Common
wealth Ave, Boston, MA 02115. Tel: 
(617) 267-9425 

SHCRT COURSES 

Sept 16-(Denver, Colo), Sept 18-(San 
Francisco, Calif), Oct 6-(Washington, 
DC), Nov 11 (Dallas, Tex), Nov 18-
(Boston, Mass), Nov 24-(0ttawa, Can
ada), 6800 vs 8080-A Side-By-Side 
Comparison; Sept 26-(San Diego, 
Calif), Oct 8-10-(Washington, DC), 
Nov 12-14-(Dallas, Tex), Nov 19-21-
(Boston, Mass), Nov 25-27-(0ttawa, 
Canada), Military Microprocessor Sys
tems. Information: Dr David Collins, 
Integrated Computer Systems, 4445 
Overland Ave, Culver City, CA 90230. 
Tel: (213) 559-9265 

Oct 27-Nov 7, Dec 8-19-LSI-11 Train
ing Course, Maynard, Mass. Information: 
Phil Landry, Educational Services Dept, 
Digital Equipment Corp, 146 Main St, 
Maynard, MA 01754. Tel: (617) 897-
Sll l; X4900 

Dec 8-12-Numerical Methods of Op
timization, Engineering Bldg, University 
of Manitoba, Winnipeg. Information: 
Prof E. 0. Anderson, Continuing Educa
tion Div, U of Manitoba, Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, Canada R3T 2N2. Tel: (204) 
474-8207 
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They're tough on competition and modestly · 

priced. To the engineering excellence of the 3M data 

cartridge, we added a precision drive, based on high-speed 

reel-to-reel tape drive technology. 
ln the current models 2021 and 202~, you 

can quickly discover the long-needed replacement for 

paper tape, cassettes, or whatever you've tried for input 

programs. 
You can also discover low-cost intermediate 

storage for minicomputers, as well as a reliable maintenance

free peripheral for remote data collection, communications · 

terminals, and POS systems. 
Performance features include: 30-ips read or 

write, 90-ips search and rewind, read-after-write check, 

250 to 1600 bpi, phase or bi-phase encoding on 1, 2, or 

4 tracks, and total capaci~y of 2;3 mil~n bits. 
Design simplicity in tHe MOS Cartridge Drive 

is based on a rugged ca.sting, with a fi~ed position., 

dual-gap read-after-write head, interqhangeable circuit 

cards, and a long-life drive motor •. 
Discover a new standard for low-speed tape 

drive price/performance. It all,t-artswith your inquiry. 

Phone 215/337-1910, or write: 
Mohawk Data Sciences Corp., OE.M Mark&ting, 
781 Third Avenue, 
King of Prussia, Pa .. l94Q~ [fi) 

Mohawk Data Sciences 
Quality OEM Products 
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COMMUNICATION CHANNEL 

by John E. Buckley 
Telecommunications Management Corp 
Cornwells Heights, Pa. 

Remote Batch Vs 
Interactive Processing 

The primary decision that must be 
made when defining an online infor -
mation system application is the 
basic architecture of the system's 
data flow-In what mode and under 
what motivation will data and in
formation be exchanged among the 
designated system locations? Re
gardless of the number of data flow 
variations, the system designer is 
confronted with two alternatives. The 
envisioned system can be structured 
to collect data using remote batch 
transmission for subsequent sched
uled processing, and to use the same 
type of data flow for distribution 
of resulting processed data. Second 
choice is to create a demand op
erating mode by initiating processing 
and communicating the results on a 
demand basis. Both methods are 
widely used in today's information 
systems. 

There are, however, significant 
di:ff erences between the two methods 
each with important advantages and 
disadvantages. Which method is se
lected for a particular application 
is dictated directly by the impact 
that these relative advantages and 
disadvantages have on that applica
tion. When an application is first 
conceived, either architectural philos
ophy may be applied. Only when 
the concept takes definable form 
such as a predetermined network 
configuration or an existing proces
sing system and data base, do the 
relative advantages and disadvan
tages become evident. To properly 
design for such an application en
vironment, a hypothetical system de
sign must he detailed for each 
method; then, when ideal system 
definitions have been established 
final evaluation can be addressed. ' 
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Beyond these initial design evalua
tions, the designer can structure an 
application toward one of these 
methods. Even if restricted by an 
existing data processing system and 
its associated operational constraints, 
a specific application can be de
signed to exhibit many character
istics of one of these methods. 

Too often, online applications are 
implemented without prior thought or 
decision regarding basic method of 
data flow. It is sometimes argued 
that such an analysis is merely an 
academic exercise if the application 
must conform with and operate in 
an existing data processing environ
ment; however, recognition of the 
fact that data processing systems are 
constantly changing and in a per
petual state of update makes it im
perative to clearly define the ad
vantages and disadvantages of these 
two methods for every application. 
Even when an application is current
ly· constricted by an existing data 
processing system and network con
figuration or software design, it is 
important that the optimum method 
be approached to the greatest de
gree possible. 

The term remote batch processing 
conjures up visions of huge data 
volumes being exchanged at high 
rates with a large centralized data 
processing system. All processing 
events in that system are carefully 
and rigidly scheduled. Data are 
gathered on tape or disc file for 
later scheduled processing, and 
processing results are also stored 
for later scheduled delivery to the 
designated remote batch terminal. 
The entire environment is charac
terized by large volumes and con
trolled schedules. Deviation from the 

defined sequence of events is un
thinkable and only large volumes 
of data are ever acceptable or 
justified. 

Interactive processing, on the 
other hand, connotes an entirely dif
ferent information system concept. 
An environment comprising small 
segments of data that are quickly 
t ransmitted to a centralized data 
processing center for demand proces
sing is characteristic of this mode of 
data flow. Typically, the results of 
that segmented processing are re
turned immediately to the originat
ing remote terminal, where they may 
form the basis of the next input 
data segment. Such a system's op
eration is also called conversational 
interactive processing or conversa
tional data processing. The network, 
data processing center, and associ
ated operating software are com
pletely time, rather than volume 
oriented. Interactive processing ef: 
ficiency is expressed in terms of 
system responsiveness rather than 
system capacity. 

These data flows depict the ex
tremes of the application spectrum. 
There are many data applications 
that can be processed only on the 
basis of a scheduled large-volume 
data transfer; conversely, system re
quirements such as programmed in
struction must operate on a con
versational, demand processing basis. 
The vast majority of information sys
tem application requirements, how
ever, lie somewhere between these 
extremes. For these, system designers 
must formulate the proper decisions 
to achieve optimum data flow. 

Should all data transfers operate 
in a remote batch format or should 
the demand aspects of interactive 
processing be emphasized? This often 
overlooked decision can be properly 
made only by objectively comparing 
the advantages and disadvantages of 
each method of data flow relative 
to the application's requirements. 
When such a comparison is not made, 
the final method of data flow is se
lected indirectly, usually the result 
of procuring a particular terminal 
or installing a specific communica
tions software package. Whatever 
generalized data flow method was en
visioned by the designer of that ter
minal or that software package is au
tomatically implemented for the ap
plication, without regard for alternate 
methods and techniques. 

(Continued on p 14) 
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Six of the best reasons for buying 
Data General computer systems. 

If a computer system can't do a good 
job of file handling, chances are it won't 
do your job well either. 

So we give you a lot of good ways to 
handle your files. 

We off er six different disc subsystems. 
From 0.3 to 360 megabytes in size; with 
transfer rates from 30K to BOOK bytes 
per second; and prices from $2,900 to 
$110,000. So you can pick out the ones 
that work the way you work. 

And we fully support all our disc 
drives with our systems software. With 
ROOS and MRDOS for example, you 
can keep your high-use data on fast access 
discs, and data you need less on slower 
discs. With INFOS, you can logically 
partition a file across different physical 
media to get the most efficient use of your 
system peripherals. 

All our operating systems treat all 

our peripherals like files. Which makes 
our files device independent. And a lot 
easier for you to use. 

And because all our operating systems 
share the same file structure, you can 
maintain and operate your files with any 
of our languages: FORTRAN, BASIC, 
ALGOL, RPGII, MACRO assembler. 

And you can use any combination of 
disc drives. So you can manage files from 
one to one billion bytes and match your 
file handling to your application. 

Yet with all the flexibility we give you, 
we don't demand a lot in return. You can get 
an Eclipse S/200 system with48K bytes 
of core and a 10 megabyte disc file for 
under $30,000. (quantity one, list price.) 

Write for more information. 
You may end up buying our com

puter systems because of the way 
we handle your files. 

Data General 
Data General.Route 9. Southboro, Mass. 01772 (617) 485-9100. Data General (Canada) Ltd. , Ontario, 

Data General Europe.I 5Rue Le Sueur. Paris 75116. France. Data General Australia, Melbourne (03) 82-1361 / Sydney (02) 908-1366. 
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Maj or system characteristics for 
each data flow method are shown 
in the Table. Depending upon the 
specific application, each may be 
either an advantage or a disad
vantage, and must be evaluated in 
light of the specific application. Al
though some characteristics tend to 
imply an absolute disadvantage, such 
as "Higher System Overhead," final 
determination can only be made by 
considering the intended operating 
system and the characteristics of the 
alternative to "Higher System Over
head." 

A major operational distinction be
tween the data flow methods is their 
relative impact on the associated 
system's processing resources. A re
mote batch processing environment 
is highly scheduleable. As such, it 
is totally practical to preallocate 
system resources among projected 
processing events, providing only 
minor flexibility for volume varia
tions and occasional transmission 
contingencies. With interactive pro
cessing, however, system resources 
must always be fully prepared to 
handle a worst-case situation. While 
batch-oriented systems can realis
tically be designed for average ioads, 
an interactive system must be pre
pared to process or at least logically 
defer peak load situations. In the 
latter situation, excess system capac
ity is characteristic, yet unexplained 
system malfunctions occasionally oc
cur when even this excess system 
capacity is momentarily exceeded. 

Advantages of batch processing 
systems are usually described in 
terms of data volumes processed, 
while interactive systems typically 
assert their value in terms of re
sponse or the timeliness of resulting 
data. Basing system decisions on only 
one factor can generate some sur
prising results-A batch system 
which can process many megabytes 
of data (but requires excessive time 
to provide results) or an interactive 
system that can provide instantane
ous response (if only one terminal 
is active). 

Batch-oriented systems usually per. 
mit and sometimes require that the 
system's intelligence or processing 
capability be shared to a significant 
degree among its terminals. This 
capability of distributing some data 
processing functions among termi
nals can also reduce central CPU 
overhead and processing require-
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Comp•ratlve Data TrBftlmlalon Characterlatlca 

Batch Processing 

Scheduled 
Volume-oriented 
Distributive intelligence 
Low system overhead 
Data base independent 
CPU controls 
Complex terminals 
High terminal cost 
Rigid protocol 
Automatic error control 
Isolated human operator 
Maximum diagnostics 

ments. With the alternate interac
tive processing approach, terminal 
limitations typically require that all 
processing and data-content sensi
tive functions be centrally per
formed. 

Primary causal factor for system 
utilization is that an interactive ter
minal, when online and active, cre
ates processing utilization, making 
an interactive processing environ
ment a demand environment. In 
many applications, the time such a 
terminal is active is the main system 
utilization factor, rather than the 
dispersed datlt volume that was ex. 
changed. On the other hand, a batch 
terminal's utilization of the central 
processor is universally based on ac
tual data volume exchanged. 

Relative complexity of the types 
of remote terminals is also a sig
nificant concern. Batch applications 
usually require considerably more 
complex remote devices than inter
active applications, since they must 
provide, as a minimum, the ability 
to store or buffer data while await
ing a control sequence from a cen
tral processor. Another, usually man
datory, requirement is the ability to 
recognize and logically recover from 
a wide range of system and network 
abnormalities. Beyond this degree of 
complexity, pre- or post-data proces
sing functions may also be imposed. 
Interactive terminals need only pro
vide a minimal means of keying data 
onto a communications line and of 
receiving and displaying digital in
formation from that line. 

At the present time, higher com
plexity tends to equate with higher 
unit cost. Continued application of 
microprocessor and semiconductor 
memory technologies, however, may 

Interactive Processing 

Demand 
Time-oriented 
Centralized Intelligence 
High system overhead 
Data base dependent 
Terminal controls 
Simple terminals 
Low terminal cost 
Minimum protocol 
Manual error control 
Participating human operator 
Minimum diagnostics 

diminish this relationship. Terminal 
complexity will then equate to more 
critical terminal support require
ments and, hence, higher terminal 
support costs rather than merely 
higher terminal device costs. 

Remaining characteristics in the 
Table further delineate differences 
that exist between the data flow 
methods. Complex and rigid data
transfer protocols typify the batch 
environment while the virtually proto
col-free teletypewriter format is the 
de facto standard among most inter
active terminals. While lack of any 
significant protocol enhances the 
data flow simplicity, associated dis
advantages require that most error 
control and error correction must 
involve a human operator. In addi
tion, system malfunctions, delays, or 
abnormalities are totally visible to 
interactive terminal operators; de
pending on the operator, this can be 
either an application advantage or 
disadvantage. Ability of the terminal 
device to participate in system diag
nostic procedures is also directly 
proportional to the degree of termi
nal complexity. 

The proper data flow method will 
be defined when the optimum com. 
bination of these characteristics for 
each application is achieved. Con
siderable experience in designing 
and, perhaps more important, cor
recting online systems shows opti
mum data How to be a hybrid of 
methods. The remote terminal op
erator must have the impression and 
the advantages of operating in an 
interactive mode, while the data com
munications network and centralized 
processing facility should have the 
control and recoverability of a batch 
transmission environment. 0 
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UNIVERSAL 
MODEMS 

Universal makes modems any way you want them - as 
OEM cards, rack-mountable units or free-standing pack
ages. In a word, we combine the latest in modem tech
nology with the ultimate in personalized service and 
personalized applications engineering. 

For example, using CMOS technology, we've put a 
whole 201 modem on a single card in less than 50 square 
inches. Of course we also offer many choices of 103s 
and 202s. 

Our custom design capability offers you the perform
ance options you need, as well as complete compatibility 
with your mechanical layout. Besides cards, rack
mounted or free-standing units, Universal also provides 
multi-channel packages, with modems in any frequency 
mix up to 2400 bps. 

In addition to our products, we're extremely proud of 
our customer service. Check us out: Call us on the 
telephone. You'll like what you hear. 

W universal dalia suslieni~G 
2611 Leeman Ferry Road• Huntsville , Alabama 35805 ·Telephone (205) 533 -4500 ·TWX 810 - 726-2100 
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Introducing 
the lowest priced, 
16-bit, full-scale, 

fully compatible computer , 
in the world. , 

The NAKED MILL[M 
$395 



The ultimate solution 
to the micro/mini confusion 

Just what you needed, 
right? Another computer to 
confuse things a bit more. And 
a millicomputer at that ... 
whatever that is. 

Well take heart, pilgrim. 
Because thanks to the what
ever-it-is NAKED MILLI milli
computer, your hardware 
hardships are over. 

Solution No. 1 
Start with your price 

problem: $395 used to buy 
you a lot of 

grief in the 
form of 

an 8- or 12-bit microprocessor. 
Which was still a bunch of 
bucks away from anything you 
could call a computer. 

Now, $395 buys you the 
NAKED MILLI LSI-3/05 with 
256 16-bit words of RAM. 
A full-blown, full-scale com
puter with an amazingly power
ful instruction set and two 
standard 1/0 systems includ
ing ComputerAutomation's 
new Distributed 1/0 System!M 

Solution No. 2 
It also buys you member

ship in the NAKED MINI® 
LSI Family. Not just a casual 
relationship, but total hardware 
and software compatibility. 

"Ah ha;' you say, as you 
reach for a purchase order. 
"That means Maxi-Bus TM 

compatibility, too. Which 
means the NAKED 

MILLI is also compat
ible with Computer

Automation's 
standard periph

eral controllers 
and 1/0 inter

faces. Which 
means ... " 

Yeah. 
You're 

going to save a fortune on 
interfaces. And software. And 
everything else. Because the 
NAKED MILLI really is a 
genuine, 1003 full-fledged 
member of the LSI Family. 

Solution No. 3 
Suppose, however, that 

you need more machine. Okay, 
how about a computer with lK 

words of RAM for $489? Or ... 
4K for $616? 
BK for $914? 

16K for $1679? 
And that's how it is. No 

matter where you buy in, the 
NAKED MILLI is positively 
the lowest-priced, low-end 
computer around. 

From the people who 
brought you tile NAKED MINI 

When ComputerAutomation 
offered the first NAKED MINI 
LSI for $990, folks figured 
that was it ... the all-time rock 
bottom price. 

And now we're introducing 
the NAKED MILLI at $395. 
True, it's the smallest computer 
in the LSI Family. But here's 
something to think about: 
The NAKED MILLI is more 
powerful than our original 
Model 816 minicomputer! 

In short, Computer
Automation has done it again. 

But then, that's what 
leadership is all about. 

PIA\ ComputerAutomatlon 
V\\ NAKED MINI.Division 

18651 Von Karman, Irvine, 
Calif. 92664 (714) 833-8830 
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DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY REVIEW 

Terminals Automatically 
Insert Repetitive Data 
To Speed Transmission 

Large volumes of data can be fed 
into a computer at high speeds by a 
dual key-entry station that auto
matically inserts data, such as date 
and results of arithmetic calcula
tions, as the operator records informa
tion. In addition, single keystrokes 
will initiate frequently required tasks 
(for example, transferring a record 
into disc storage) . The terminal auto
matically checks data for accuracy 
and alerts operators to errors before 
transferring the data to the com-

puter. A 236-character display lo
cated directly above the source ma
terial also permits the operator to 
check accuracy while entering data. 

An addition to the 3790 communi
cation system, the 3760 dual key
entry station was announced by In
ternational Business Machines Corp, 
Data Processing Div, 1133 Westches
ter Ave, White Plains, NY 10604 
along with enhancements to the 3767 
communication terminal and 3770 
data communication system. Other re
lated announcements involve two 
computer programs that increase data 
communications flexibility among ter
minals and applications used with in
terconnected computers. 

Two models of the 3760 can be 
used in a system. Model 1 contains 
logic and storage to perform con
trol and display functions, data edit
ing, and checking; model 2 is a 
functionally identical expansion unit. 
One model 1 and either one or two 
model 2s can be linked to form a 
data entry pool of four or six opera
tor positions, with a keyboard and 
gas panel display at each position. 
Up to 12 entry stations can be linked 
to a 3791 controller which controls 
the stations simultaneously, provides 
disc storage for data to be trans
mitted or received, and handles com
munications with a System/370 host 
computer. Although designed primar-

80 c::JB SYSTEM/370 
DISC 
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Data from many as 12 IBM 3760 dual key-entry stations can be transmitted over cable (up to 2000 ft) to 
a 3791 controller for storage on disc and later batch transmission, also over cable, to a byte-multiplexer 
channel tn a vertical storage System/370 computer. Support is provided by Disc Operating System/ 
Virtual Storage (DOS/VS), Operating System/Virtual Storage 1 (OS/VS1) or Operating System/Virtual 
Storage 2 (OS/VS2). For extended separation, the 3791 can communicate with the computer over a 
Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC) line. Interface and control of data flow between computer and 
key entry system are provided by the batch transfer program, under support of the Virtual Telecommuni
cations Access Method (VTAM) 
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Hewlett-Packard Introduces: 
DISCU/15 for OEMs. 

Fast.Tough. And Smart. 
A new concept in disc drives 
especiallyforOEMs. 
DISCU/15 combines 15 megabytes of usable 
disc capacity with a micro-processor based 
Storage Control Unit (SCU). This makes 
possible a moving head disc th.at is super-fast 
and rugged enough to replace fixed-head 
discs and drums. 

And it's smart. The SCU takes the load off 
your processor to make the entire system 
faster. Plus it's designed for easy inter-
facing, something OEMs have been J 
waiting for. A I 

fast.Track to track in only 5 msec. Ran
dom average is 25 msec. The only 3600 RPM 
cartridge drive. Transfer 
rate is 937 kilobytes. 
More capacity in a car
tridge: 10 megabytes of 
removeable storage and 
5 megabytes on the fixed 

disc. 
Upto8 
drives per 

Storage Con
trol Unit give you 

ample capacity when 
you need it. 

Tough. For starters, 
a rigid, precision-milled 40 lb. 

casting really stands up. An integrated spindle 
and DC Motor eliminates belts and pulleys. 
And it's designed for use on the open manu
facturing floor. A separate blower keeps con
taminants out even during cartridge change. 
The only cartridge disc using track following 
technology for outstanding reliability. The 
result: DISCU/15 guarantees interchange
ability within the most severe environmental 
specs available in commercial discs. Easy 
service too. Even major sub-assemblies are 
modular for easy replacement. The only 
~ """"' equipment you need for 

- major servicing (in-
cluding head alignment) 
is a compact Disc 

i Service Unit. 

CIRCLE 13 ON IN9UIRY CARD 

Smart. The SCU is smart enough to be 
called a minicomputer. Here's what it gives you: 
multi-CPU capability. Error correction forupto 
32 bits per sector. Track switching transparent 
to processor. 
Rotational Posi
tion Sensing. 
Command 
Retry. Pl us, 
a high level 
interface for quick integration. That means you 
save time, money and headaches. For atl the 
details, call your nearby HP field sales office. 

HP Discs. 
They work for a living. 

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries. 
1501 Page Milt Road, Palo Alto, Gal1lorrna 94304 

22539 
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DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY REVIEW 

ily for installations requmng a rela
tively large number of key-entry sta
tions in one location, the 3760 can 
also be used in decentralized appli
cations, with one or a few units lo
cated in various user departments. 

Characters on the gas panel dis
play are formed through a pattern 
of lighted dots in a 7 x 9 matrix. 
A panel contains six lines-five for 
display of data to be checked by the 
operator before entry, and a tap line 
for operator messages. When the sys
tem detects an error, it flashes a 
message on the display panel to alert 
the operator. A keying error can be 
corrected by backspacing and rekey-· 
ing; if the error is in the source 
document and cannot be corrected 
immediately, the operator presses a 
key to mark the record for future 
attention. 

After each record is completed, 
data are transferred to the 379l's 
disc and stored for later batch trans
mission to the computer. Error re
cords discovered by a host applica
tion program can be returned to the 
3791 for checking and correction by 
an operator. 

Each supervisor and operator can 
be assigned an identification number 
-or password, if necessary-which is 
keyed into a station and checked for 
validity. An operator's number and 
password can be changed only by 
a supervisor. Passwords permit super
visor access to the system for de
termining equipment status, desig
nating jobs that can be extracted by 
the computer, and routing messages 
to the computer operator. The super
visor can also request production 
statistics from the 3791 either for 
display on a panel or hard copy 
printout. 

First customer shipments of the 
3760 are scheduled to begin in the 
fourth quarter of this year. Purchase 
prices are $9240 and $5040, respec
tively, for models 1 and 2. Under 
the extended term plan, monthly 
rental charges are $220 and $120; 
under the standard rental agreement, 
monthly charges are $258 and $141. 

Announced enhancements to exist
ing systems consist of higher speed 
bidirectional printing for the 3767 
communication terminal and some 
units of the 3770 data communica
tion system as well as user-written 
programs to control functions of three 
3770 series terminals. Speeds of 
matrix printers· on the 3767, 3771, 
3773, and 377 4 terminals have been 
increased from 80 to 120 char Is; 
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speed of the belt printer in the 3776 
terminal has been increased from 300 
to 400 lines/min. First customer 
shipments of all terminals with en
hanced printing speeds are scheduled 
for the first quarter of 1976. 

User-written programs which en
hance programmable terminals 3773, 
3774, and 3775 can check entered 
data for accuracy, control printing 
on forms, and perform arithmetic 
operations. They will also permit us
ers in remote locations to handle a 
variety of tasks, independent of the 
computer. Storage available for pro
cessing pro~rams is 4 to 12 kilobytes 
on the 3773 and 6 to 22 kilobytes on 
the 3774 and 3775. In addition, the 
377 4 and 3775 include 100-kilobyte, 
non-removable diskettes for data and 
program storage, and may be 
equipped with 480-char display units 
for data checks by operators. These 
terminals are scheduled for first cus
tomer shipments in the second quarter 
of 1976. 
Circle 150 on Inquiry Card 

Bipolar Semiconductor 
Memory Increases Small 
Memory Capabilities 

Ability to perform more simultane
ous multiprogramming functions com
pletely within small memory than 
was possible previously-and more 
efficient use of the central processor 
-results from use of bipolar semi
conductor small memory in three 
models of the Cyber 76 computer 
system. Whereas previous core small
memory capacities for computers in 
this series were 32K or 64K words, 
the semiconductor memories contain 
double those amounts-at two to four 
times the re.liability of core, accord
ing to the manufacturer. 

Announced by Control Data Corp, 
Box 0, Minneapolis, MN 55440, for 
scheduled third quarter 1975 deliv
eries, model 121 contains 64K words 
of semiconduct'Jr small memory and 
256K words of core large memory; 
model 122 has 64K and 512K; and 
model 142 has 128K and 512K. Both 
the 121 and 122 can be field-upgraded 
to a 142. The company also intro
duced the 7639/819 high capacity 
disc drive and controller subsystem 
which it claims will offer 15 to 25% 
improvement in performance at a 
price nearly 30% less than the mass 

storage disc file first used with the 
Cyber 76. 

The semiconductor small memOI'1 
features llO- and 165-ns internal 
read and write cycle times. It pro
vides memory residency for the Scope 
2 operating system and for dynamic 
allocation of user jobs in process. 
A "phased memory" technique al
lows independent reference of con
secutive memory addresses and there
fore reduces p~tential memory con
flicts by allocating references among 
16 or 32 independent, phased mem
ory modules. Single-bit error correc
tion, double-bit error detection logic 
provides greater data integrity. Core 
large memory acts as a bulk memory 
interface between the semiconductor 
small memory and slower mass stor
age devices. 

Average access time to the 819 
disc storage subsystem is 50 ms; data 
transfer rate to and from semicon
ductor small memory is 6.2 million 
char/s. The disc uses voice-coil head 
positioning to read and record data 
stored at 6 kilobits/in. 

Each disc storage subsystem holds 
413 million characters of data on a 
fixed 22-disc pack. Up to four sub
systems can be connected to each 
7639 controller. Scope operating soft
ware currently supports up to three 
single-controller, 2-drive subsystems, 
providing a maximum storage capac
ity of 2.4 billion 6-bit characters; 
planned future software will con
nect up to four drives per controller 
in multiple-controller subsystems. 
Circle 151 on Inquiry Card 

IR LED Scanners 
Ease Ambient Light 
Interference Problems 

Infrared light-emitting diode scan
ners and associated units, introduced 
by Warner Electric Brake & Clutch 
Co, 449 Gardner St, Beloit, WI 535ll, 
are intended for industrial sensing 
applications where ambient light 
might cause false triggering. In
cluded are retro-reflective, reflective, 
and 2-part photoelectric scanners, as 
well as amplifier-power supplies. 

The Visolux MCS-620 retro-reflec
tive unit is claimed to be virtually 
immune to ambient light. It has a 
maximum operating range of 10 ft, 
using a 3 in. retro-reflector, and a 
predicted life span of over 100,000 
hr. For unusual applications, the 
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Half of our pulse generator 
makes pulses. 
Wett like uou to lrnow what the other half ls for. 

Pulse generators make pulses - everybody knows that. The half 
everybody doesn't know about is that today's general-purpose 
pulse generators (like lnterstate's SERIES 20) can: 

1) Make your life easier. With lnterstate's constant duty cycle mode, for example, you don't have to reset width 
and pulse period every time you change the frequency when testing a differential amplifier or an analog 
computing circuit over a wide range of frequencies. The width-to-period ratio remains constant as you 
change the frequency. Much easier. 

2) Give you an infinitely more versatile pulse. Clock and sync outputs on lnterstate's SERIES 20 Pulse 
Generators are squarewaves, instead of those other skinny, 
10-nanosecond trigger pulses. So when you're testing low-speed 
stuff, like electromechanical machines or reed relays, or even some 
of the new microprocessors, you won't have to keep switching the 
scope over to high speed to make sure the trigger is there. 
lnterstate's sync pulse is readily visible - and immediately usable. 

3) Allow you to use the pulse generator for other jobs. SERI ES 20's 
pulse amplifier mode can restore levels and transition times in 
MECL testing, for instance, so you can avoid having to jerry-rig 
some complex kluge of equipment. 

Put the other half of your pulse generator to work. Interstate has 
just produced "Today's General-Purpose Pulse Generator Report" 
in which our SERIES 20 Pulse Generators, together with the major 
pulse generator models in the 50 MHz, 3.5 ns rise/fall 
time, 10 v output (into 50 ohms) category, are detailed I NTE RS-A-rE 
and cross-compared, and application notes reveal methods I I~ I 
and techniques for practical pulse problem-solving. ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 
For your free copy, write to: Subsidiary of A-T-0 Inc. 

P.O. Box 3117, Anaheim, California 92803 • (714) 549-8282 •TWX U.S.A. 910-591-1197 TELEX 655443 & 655419 
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Warner Visolux MCS-622 and -623 LED photoelectric scanners are 2-part light 
source and sensor sets for straight-line and right-angle mounting, respectively, at 
15-ft maximum operating range. False triggering by ambient light is virtually elim
inated by synchronization ot sensor and light source 

scanner may be up to 32 ft from an 
associated amplifier. Scanner size of 
2 x rn x ~4'' permits installation 
where available space is limited. An 
LED indicator on the rear of the 
unit eases alignment (lights when 
scanner's light beam is incomplete) . 
Externally identical to this unit, but 
designed for applications where the 
pulsed IR beam reflects from the 
material being sensed, the -62i has 
a maximum range of 12 in. (for 
white paper) . 

Straight-line (-622) and right
angle ( -6-23) mounting scanners with 
15-ft maximum operating range have 

Computer Systems 
Introduced for Data 
Communications Networks 
Compatibility with its existing termi
nal computer products has been main
tained in a series of "intelligent ter
minal computer systems" announced 
by Burroughs Corp, Detroit, MI 
48232. Programs written in COBOL 

for the company's present TC series 
can also be used on the TC 5100 
series. Although intended for use in 
online interactive data communica
tions networks, they can be applied 
as well for batch data collection and 
local site processing. 

Basic configuration of the four 
models includes operator's console 
with matrix printer, 4 kilobytes of 
memory, and either a "mini-disc" or 
a magnetic tape cassette for loading 
interpreter, application programs, 
and data. The TC 5110, with one 
cassette station, can also include a 
second cassette station and a Self
Scan® panel display, which matches 
the configuration of the 5113. The 
5114 contains one mini-disc, but can 
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separate sensors and light sources. 
Synchronization of the receiver and 
light source minimizes problems from 
ambient light. 

Amplifier-power supplies (-146 and 
-14 7) provide a range of time de
lays for any of the above scanners. 
A light/ dark switch permits choice 
of activation by beam complete or 
interrupt, and a sensitivity adjust
ment provides for applications re
quiring decreased amplifier gain. The 
-147 also permits use of an optional 
triac or logic output device instead 
of the standard relay. 
Circle 152 on Inquiry Card 

be expanded to include a second and 
a panel display, comparable to 
the 5115. Both 5114 and 5115 can 
accommodate two data communica
tions lines. 

The microprogrammed central pro
cessor (CPU) uses an organized 
group of microinstructions, called the 
interpreter, which is brought into 
alterable memory to monitor and di
rect system functions and to execute 
user programs. Functions not re
quired by current user programs do 
not need to be kept in memory. LSI 
MOS circuits are used in CPU, I/O 
processors, and modular memories. 

CPU operation is at 1 MHz. 
Throughput is increased by an over
lap feature which allows the CPU, 
during execution of one microinstruc
tion, to look ahead at the next micro
instruction to be executed. 

Specialized I/ 0 processors and a 
hardware interrupt system increase 
efficiency. In interrupt, each I/O 
channel notifies the CPU when data 
are ready for processing or trans
m1ss10n, eliminating need for the 
CPU to scan channels continuously. 

User memory is expandable to 16 
kilobytes in 4-kilobyte modules. Max
imum system memory of 32 kilo
bytes includes user memory, interpret
ers, and 4 kilobytes of ROM, which 
is used to start the system and to 
store system confidence-test routines. 
These routines are stored programs 
which can be activated by the op
erator to perform tests on the sys
tem, including peripherals. 

The operator's console features an 
impact printer which prints a 64-char 
set in a 7 x 7 dot matrix at 60 
char Is, and can be positioned right 
or left at 160 char-spaces/s. Print 
format is 150 char /line at 10 char I in. 
Single or multipie part forms from 
3 to 16.75" wide with up to six copies 
can be printed. Two rows of indica
tor lights on the console display 
status of system and peripherals. An 
electronic keyboard, equipped with 
special function keys for forms han
dling and printer control and 16 
program keys for handiing program 
options, conforms to ANSI-ECMA stan
dards. 

Capacity of 256 char on the panel 
display enables the system operator 
to check data entered on the key
board for transmission to another 
system and data being . processed in 
his system, as well as to display re
su 1ts from an inquiry by or to an
other system. J'he operator can print 
or not print the data displayed, as 
desired. 

Systems cornmunicate in either asyn
chronous or synchronous modes at 
speeds of from 75 to 9600 bits/ s over 
leased, switched, or direct-connect 
lines. Dedicated transmit and re
ceive buffers have variable capaci
ties to meet user requirements. 

Two data communications proce
dures may be in the system at the 
same time. The program or a key 
depression by the operator selects 
the procedure that will be active 
through the data communications 
channel. 
Circle 153 on Inquiry Card 

Time-Sharing Systems 
Adaptable to Small 
or Large Businesses 

Datasystem 350 series commercial 
time-sharing systems are adaptable 
to use by both small- to medium
sized companies as standalone com
puter systems and by large com
panies as dedicated systems or in 
decentralized facilities. In addition, 
the top line model can function as 
the central computer in a distributed 
processing network. Each of the 
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DX980 ... the 
operable system 
from Texas Instruments 
The most powerful operating system for a minicomputer is 

~ also one of the easiest to use. Why? Check these features ... 
"cookbook" job control language, sophisticated file manage
ment for three file types, 400-megabyte disc capacity ... and more! 

DX980 general-purpose operating 
system supports Tl's Model 980 series 
minicomputers in various applica
tions including batch processing, 
interactive terminal processing and 
real-time applications ... simultane
ously or each one individually. 

System Description 
DX980 features a modular organiza
tion. General executive functions are 
included in the nucleus, while 
specialized functions are embodied 
in the subsystems. 

With this arrangement DX980 can 
efficiently manage multijob, multi
task, memory, and 1/0 functions ... all 
concurrently. In addition, the system 
contains a sophisticated file manage
ment feature for handling linked 
sequential, relative record, and key 
indexed files. 

Another important feature of 
DX980 is system resource manage
ment, which includes dynamic 
memory allocation. 

These features combined make 
DX980 ideal for multiprogramming 
applications using Fortran IV or 
assembly language for any number 
of large arithmetic operations. 

Supporting Software 
For such applications, supporting 
software includes a Fortran IV 
compiler; SAPG, a two-pass 
assembler; and DXOLE, an overlay 
link editor, in addition to a number 
of utility modules. 

Hardware 
The hardware configuration needed 
for these requirements is designed 
around a Tl Model 980 series mini
computer with supporting periph
erals. A general-purpose system ca
pable of interactive terminal proces
sing and batch processing could 
include four Tl Model 912 Video Dis
play Terminals, a moving-head disc 
with 2.28 million bytes of storage, a Tl 
Model 979 magnetic tape drive, a 9808 
computer with 48K 16-bit words of 
error-correcting MOS memory, a 
"Silent 700*" Model 733 ASR Data 
Terminal, a 132-column medium duty 

line printer, a 300-cpm card reader ... 
and, of course, DX980 operating sys
tem. This configuration enables users 
to have a $65,500 minicomputer 
system that can support tasks 
normally assigned to computer sys
tems costing $100,000 or more. 

This just may be the best bargain 
you have come across for your appli
cation. To find out more, contact the 
sales office nearest you. Or write 
Texas Instruments Incorporated, 
P.O. Box 1444, MIS 784, ~ 
Houston, Texas 77001. Or •n 
call (512) 258-5121, Com- UI 
puter Systems Marketing. 

Improving man's effectiveness through electronics 
Arlington, Va. (703) 527-2800 • Atlanta, Ga. (404) 458·7791 • Boston, Mass. (617) 890·7400 • Chicago , Ill. (312) 671 ·0300 • Clark, N.J. (201) 574-9800 • Cleveland, Oh. (216) 464·2990 • Dallas, TX. (214) 238-5318 • Dayton, 
Oh. (513) 253-6128 • Denver, Co. (303) 751 -1780 • Detroit , Mich. (313) 353-0830 • Houston, Tx. (713) 777·1623 • Minneapolis, Minn. (612) 835-5711 • Orange, Ca. (714) 547-9221 • Orlando, Fla. (305) 544.3535 • San 
Francisco, Ca . (415) 392·0229 • Sunnyvale, Ca. (408) 732·1840 • Amstelveen, Holland 020·456256 • Bedford, England 58701 • Beirut, Lebanon 353188/ 353189 • Cheshire, England 061 442·8448 • Copenhagen, Denmark (01) 
917400 • Essen, Germany 02141120916 • Frankfurt, Germany 0611 / 39 9061 • Freising, Germany 081611801 • Milano, Italy 683034 & 6899215 • Montreal , Canada (514) 332-3552 • Paris, France (1) 630-2343 • Slough, 
England 33411 ·Stockholm, Sweden 62 71 59/ 62 71 65 ·Sydney, S. Australia 831 -2555 ·Toronto, Canada (416) 889-7373 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
•Trademark of Texas Instruments INCORPORATED 
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Data comm spoken here · 
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It's the M6800's 
native language 

Data Comm is native to the MC6800 Micro
processor because the M6800 Family was designed 
for Data Communications from conception; born 
to it, you might say. The results speak for 
themselves. 

Our diagram of a hypothetical data communica
tions application suggests a cost-effective way to 
use specially designed data communications 

devices to add asyn
chronous AND 

MC14419 -- Keyboud 
Encoder MC 14409 r- MC14408 synchronous 

data comm 
links to micro

computer systems. 

MC8522 
MC8523-----+ MC8524 

Touch Tone 
Decoder 

In the asynchron-
(1 ous communications link, 

the MC6850 ACIA converts parallel data to asyn
chronous serial format, and vice versa. The 
MEGALOGIC* LRCC/ Data Register, the MC6860 
MODEM and a McMOS Bit-Rate Generator fill it 

-" out, with EIA standard RS232 Linear circuits han
dling interface between separated system elements. 

In the synchronous system, parallel-to-serial 
data conversion, and the reverse, is executed by the 
soon to be announced MC6852 SSDA, with MEGA
LOGIC CRCC units and the impending two-chip 

-+ MODEM (MC6862/MC6863) assisting. 
The combined capabilities of the MC6820 PIA 

and several McMOS subsystems are used to establish 
both dial-pulse and touch-tone telephone links 
between local and remote sites. 

M6800 support: speeds 
the design job, makes it easier 
... at lower cost 

The EXORciser* 
(M68SDT). Here's 
the first systems 
development tool 
that lets you com
pletely emulate 
your system application 
with significant reductions in hardware design and 
development costs. 

Evaluation Module (MEC6800). It's a complete 
board, with all of the M6800 LSI circuits. Evaluate 
the parts in a basic minimum system. 

Documentation: we wrote the book 
M6800 Manuals. The utilitarian M6800 Program

ming Manual is complemented in our growing 
document library by the M6800 Applications Manual, 
where we truly wrote the book. 

Choice of 
software packages 

' Commercial timesharing. 
M6800 software is pres
ently available on three 

. commercial timesharing 
services- G. E., 

United Computing Service, 
and Motorola Timesharing. 

EXORciser and host packages. A resident soft
ware package is available for the EXORciser, as 
are host computer cross assembler and simulators. 

A complete program 
for microcomputer system design 

Complete! Yet, there's more ... if you need it. 
Like memory and 1/0 modules for the EXOR

ciser. Like floppy disks, disk controllers and tape 
readers. Like a complete staff of systems applications 
engineers ... in the field and at the factory. And they, 
indeed, speak Data Comm! 

If you 'd like to converse with them or peruse 
our literature on the subject - signal us at: P.O. 
Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036. 

*Trademark of Motorola, Inc. 
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DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY REVIEW 

three disc-based models can support 
up to four hard-copy or CRT termi
nals, each on the same data base. 

Introduced by Digital Equipment 
Corp, Maynard, MA 01754, each of 
the Datasystem 352, 354, and 356 
computers uses a PDP-11/ 10 central 
processor unit with 32 thousand char
acters of core, expandable to 56 
thousand. Mass storage includes at 
least two flopµy disc drives that pro
vide 512 thousand characters of on
line storage for the 352 (expandable 
to 1 million) ; two cartridge disc 
drives providing 4.8 million charac
ters for the 354 (expandable to 19.2 
million) ; and two disc pack drives 
providing 40 million characters for 
the 356 (expandable to 160 million). 
352 and 354 can be upgraded in 
the field to the next higher system. 

The series operates under cos 
(Commercial Operating System) 350, 
which provides time-sharing with a 
high speed response. This system 
features detached jobs, intertask com
munications, and line printer spool
ing. Additional features include more 
than 200 text error messages, a sort 
utility, a selective data file, and total 
disc backup utilities. Running under 
cos 350 is DIBOL (Digital Business 
Oriented Language )-11, an advanced 

Low Cost Electronic 
Cash Register Has 
Upgrade Capability 

All features of higher priced, stand
alone electronic cash registers 
( ECRs) plus capability of being up
graded to an in-store computerized 
checkout system are claimed to exist 
in the Datachecke:r® T-2500 system. 
According to Fred Bialek, vice presi
dent and general manager of Na
tional Semiconductor Corp' s Systems 
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DEC Datasystem 352, low
est configuration of the 
disc-based 350 series busi
ness time-sharing systems, 
consists of PDP-11/10 cen
tral processor unit with 32 
thousand characters of 
core, two floppy discs with 
500 thousand characters, 
CRT terminal with key
board, and 30-char/s 
printer 

version of the industry's first high
level commercial data processing 
language specifically designed for 
minicomputers. 

An optional 2780 communications 
protocol package is available. Op
erating under cos 350, this option 
emulates the IBM 2780 for tele
phone transmission of data in a dis
tributed network. 

A typical configuration of the 352, 
consisting of central processor, two 
floppy discs, video terminal, and 30-
char Is printer, will sell for approxi
mately $20,000; the 354, with two 
cartridge disc drives, central proces
sor, two terminals, and a 165-char Is 
printer, will be in the $37,000 range; 
and a 356, with two large disc packs, 
central processor, any combination 
of four CRT or hard-copy terminals, 
and 300-line/min. printer, will be be
tween $65,000 and $70,000. Addi
tional hardware options include a 
choice of several video or hard-copy 
terminals in any desired combina
tion up to four per system and any 
one of four printers ranging in speed 
from 30 char/s up to 300 lines/min. 
Also available are a choice of 800-
or 1600-bit/in. magnetic tape drives 
and an 80-col card reader. 
Circle 154 on Inquiry Card 

Div, 2900 Semiconductor Dr, Santa 
Clara, CA 95051, this ECR is priced 
approximately $1000 below compar
able units which cannot be upgraded. 

Datachecker ECR can handle over 
140 coded items and has a non-tam
perable, non-resettable group total. 
In addition, it offers food stamp eligi
bility and accounting by department, 
two clerk totals (clerk accountabil
ity), quantity extension ( multiplica
tion), split pricing, checks tendered, 
tax eligibility and accounting by de-

partment, and ability to run automatic 
coin dispensers. It also interfaces with 
an electric produce scale. (Weight 
is accurately calculated to hundredths 
of a pound and shown on the register 
display. Price is computed, displayed, 
and printed on the customer receipt 
tape along with actual weight and 
price per pound.) 

A battery backup system insures 
continuous operation in case of store 
or area power source failure. An op
tional polling subsystem interfaces to 
two or more registers to form a low 
cost system as an interim measure 
before upgrading to a computer
assisted key entry or scan entry sys
tem later. 
Circle 155 on Inquiry Card 

Second Source Available 
For ECL ICs 

A complete range of high-perfor
mance, emitter-coupled logic, process 
III silicon integrated circuits, manu
factured by Plessey Semiconductors, 
167 4 McGaw, Santa Ana, CA 92705, 
is directly compatible with the Motor
ola MECL III 1600L series. PECL 
III circuits (SP 1600 series) are avail
able off-the-shelf in either 14- or 
16-pin dual inline ceramic packages. 
Features include gate switching 
speeds of 1 ns, capability of driving 
terminated lines with impedance as 
low as 50 n, a flip-flop toggle and 
shifting rate greater than 500 MHz, 
and operation with unused inputs 
left open. 

Devices include 1648B voltage con
trolled oscillator, 1650B and 1651B 
dual A-D comparators, 1658B volt
age-controlled multivibrator, 1660B 
(high Z) and 1661B (low Z) dual 
4-input gates, 1662B (high Z) and 
1663B (low Z) quad 2-input NOR 
gates, 1664B (high Z) and 1665B 
(low Z) quad 2-input OR gates, 
1666B (high Z) and l 667B (low Z) 
dual clocked R-S flip-flops, 1668B 
(high Z) and 1669B (low Z) dual 
clocked-latch flip-flops, 1670B (high 
Z) and 1671B (low Z) master-slave 
type D flip-flops, 1672B (high Z) and 
1673B (low Z) triple 2-input ex
clusive-OR gates, 1674B (high Z) 
and 1675B (low Z) triple 2-input 
exclusive-NOR gates, 1690B UHF 
prescaler type D flip-flop, and 1692B 
quad line receiver. 
Circle 156 on Inquiry Card 
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Add-i 
Mini·Memory. From Dataram. 
Either way, you get 
more memory, more throughput, more performance. 
Everything but more cost. 
If you're looking for a way to get more from your 
minicomputer without putting too much more into it, 
our family of ADD-ON/ ADD-IN mini-memories 
adds up to the right answer for you. 
We're Dataram Corporation, and as the only company 
dedicated exclusively to core memory products, 
we make all of our own core, sell raw core to 
the outside market, string in high volume in three offshore 
locations, supply stacks to minicomputer manufacturers, 
maintain our own extensive manufacturing capability, 
and market a complete line of systems. 
Including our new, expanded family of ADD-ON/ ADD-IN 
systems that's ready to go to work for your 
minicomputer: 

Data General 
Nova 1200 
Nova 1210 
Nova 1220 
Nova 1230 
Nova 2/4 
Nova 2/10 

Interdata 
Model 50 
Model 55 
Model 70 
Model 74 
7/16 
7/32 

DEC 
PDP-8/E 
PDP-8/F 
PDP-8/M 
PDP-11/05 
PDP-11/10 
PDP-11/35 
PDP-11/40 
PDP-11/45 

DCC 
116 
116E 

Varian 
620/f 
620/i 
620/L 
620/L-100 
622/i 
V-71 
V-72 
V-73 
V-74 

Whether you're adding it on or in, Dataram will meet 
your mini-memory requirements with new, reliable 
16K single-board design that delivers the performance 
you want, and saves you money while doing· it. 
Find out more-return this coupon at on~e. 
or call us at 609-799-0071. 

• ..,. • - • ... CRANBURY, NEW JERSEY 08512 1 
ii PRINCETON-HIGHTSTOWN ROAD 

~ ~ laml&lthl-~~I TEL:609-799-0071 TWX:510-685-2542 

~--------------------------, 

I'd like mor~ answers about mini-memories for my 
__________ minicomputer. 

D Please send information. 
D Please have a salesman contact me. 

Title __________ Phone _____ _ 

Company _______________ _ 

Address. _______________ _ 

City _________ state ___ Zip__ I 
I 
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Presenting the OEM branch of Digital. 
It's a complete family of 

computer tools. And it's growing 
everyday. 

Nine CPU's - from our 
smallest, the LSI-11, to our biggest 
and newest, the PDP-11/70-
with virtually every meaningful 
price/performance choice avail
able in between. Choose one of 
them, and a whole world of possi
bilities opens up. 

Proven operating systems 
offer real time, time-sharing, and 
batch capabilities, 
so you can 

choose the system that exactly fits 
your needs. Also you can hook 
up any of 60 different periph
erals including your choice of 
4 different disc drives, 5 terminals, 
3 tape systems, 6 line printers -
among a host of others. 

What's more, you can join a 
special family called DECUS 

_,.j'id)Ji:.P, ~ 
. :~ ')' . 1;,' 

~'~ 

(Digital Equipment Corporation 
Users' Society) and instantly put 
at your disposal a whole library 
comprised of thousands of appli
cations software packages. 

., 



And then you can start to 
plan your future. Your next new 

..,. product, your next PDP-11 or 
PDP-8 computer. And to help 

;, you along the way, our family 
includes 2400 field service experts 

·~.j 

ready to lend a hand when and 
where you need it. And that 
means everything from operator 
training programs that get you 
quickly up to speed, to the new 
OEM Referral Program that helps 
you market your product. 

CIRCLE 18 ON INQUIRY CARD 



CllGllTAL TECHNDLDGV AEVIEW 

Software Package 
Reduces Disc Storage 
Requirements 
A data compression software pack
age for IBM System/360 or /370 
users is claimed to significantly re
duce the amount of disc storage re
quired for data in either batch or 
online applications. The package is 
designed to use minimal CPU time 
for compression/ expansion. Bench
marks have indicated that Shrink re
quires about one CPU second per 
100_ kilobytes of compressed data on 
a System/370 model 158. To achieve 
minimal CPU usage, Shrink compiles 
the compression/ expansion code 
tailored to file characteristics. Shrink 
modules require BK of core plus a 
variable amount per file. ' 

BATCH PROGRAM 

Read File 
Call EXPAND 

f 
Call SHRINK 
Write Fite 

ON-LINE PROGRAM 

t 
Call READ 

t 
can WRITE 

f 

~HRINK 

Fiie 
Hmcller 

The Programming Methods Div of 
GTE Information Systems, 1301 Ave
nue of the Americas, New York, NY 
10019 reports that the package has 
attained compression results of 50 to 
75% on average data files and has 
resulted in substantial dollar sav
ings. For example, a large user with 
a file of four disc packs could po
tentially see a reduction of two or 
more packs. File storage savings vary 
depending on the data being com
pressed. Shrink can co:µipress any type 
of data and requires no knowledge 
of the data; however, some knowl
edge of the data being compressed 
will achieve a higher compression 
ratio and increased storage savings. 

Shrink consists of a CALLable rou
tine that can be invoked by any 
program to compress a record before 

SHRINK 

GTE lnfo~mation Systems' data compression software package, Shrink, re
duce~ typical assembly output files by 70%, object decks an average of 54% 

~~~ ';~esa~:u~=~k~~ =~~t~lp~ha;{:uk~e:~h~~t~=g s~~t~~. Integrity of compressed 
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writing and to re-expand the data 
after reading. The system also in
cludes a utility program to facilitate 
conversion of a user's existing files 
to compressed files. Files compressed 
using Shrink will also be supported 
by the lntercomm File Handler and 
other teleprocessing monitors such 
as CICS. 
Circle 157 on Inquiry Card 

Program Packages 
Perform Powerful 
Statistical Analyses 

Four statistical program packages
Analysis of Variation ( ANOVA), Non
parametric Statistics, Regression, and 
Sequential Analysis-have been an
nounced by Wang Laboratories, Inc, 
836 North St, Tewksbury, MA 01876 
for its family of small computers. AU 
are written in the company's Ex
tended BASIC and are available on 
magnetic tape cassettes. 

The ANOVA package contains rou
tines to perform statistical analysis 
using standard ANOVA techniques. 
Routines perform 1-, 2-, and 3-way 
ANOVA with equal or unequal cell 
frequency; Latin Squares analysis; 
and 2- and 3-factor ANOVA with 
equal or unequal cell frequency or 
with repeated measures on the termi
nal factor. The user can prestore 
data on tape cassettes. 

Non parametric Statistics contains 
25 of the most commonly used non
parametric tests. Programs handle 
I-sample as well as 2-sample and 
K-sample cases with related and in
dependent samples. The user is given 
options for printed output and data 
storage. 

The Regression package contains 
12 routines for both simple and mul
tiple regression analysis. Special 
features include the ability to pre
store data on tape cassettes, to plot 
data points and the regression curve 
and to weight each observation i~di: 
vidually. Routines perform linear, 
geometric, exponential, or poly
nomial regression by the method of 
least squares; as well as stepwise re
gression (simple polynomial and mul
tiple linear) . 

Sequential Analysis contains seven 
o_f the most frequently used sequen
tial probability ratio tests for test
ii;i-g a simple hypothesis against a 
simple alternative. Options are avail
able for tabular and graphical display 
of acceptance and ~ 'Ct.Ii fJ ' ' ri1F1t&.,,,. 
and for p lots nf t~ ~ , • 

acteristics and average sample 
ber curves. 
Circle 158 on Inquiry Card 
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urroughs 
LF·SCAN: .. panel 

EW 
MENS IONS 
lectronic displays 

w, there's a whole new dimension in electronic readouts: 
rroughs' new SELF-SCAN II display panels ... the most advanced, 
st versatile display ever. There's nothing else like it in the 
~Id. SELF-SCAN II panels, with bright, large multi-digit alphanumeric 
acters, permit an entirely new display concept. 

f -SCAN 11 panels can open up new applications for electronic displays. 
single panels, they are ideal for point-of-sale d isplays, computer 
lications, moving message centers, and others; as modular building 
cks, for attention-getting displays in airport terminals; for surface 
nmunication systems; for store window displays. Whatever the applica-
, their high brightness and extra-wide viewing angle make them 

re cost effective, more visible and readable than other readouts. 

~: ... ;"::-:.: :·· ~· ~· x ~ .. ;·: plasma technology means that all characters 
are uniformJy bright and sharp: no matching 
or alignment problems. 

..,., 

L..c11/ c:c1'.:::;·r 
The price will amaze 

you- LESS THAN $5 PER DRIVEN ALPHA
NUMERIC CHARACTER! Price includes 
display, drive electronics and modified 64-
character ASCII subset character generator, in 
1000-piece quantity. 

Burroughs' new SE Lf-SCAN panels are de
signed to interface with microprocessors: And 
they are available ... NOWH 

To find out how you can build the information 

The modular design 
of the 20-character 

LF-SCAN II panel means it can be butted 
izontally, and stacked vertically , to appear 
pne large display. You can assemb1e dis
r5 in various combinations without sacri
ng performance. 

~ ... :: ..; > :"..: '. ~: :· Combining the best display you want with SELF-SCAN II panel 

: : ~. < : . : . ·'. . : .... ~ · :: . The large, 0.7-inch 
high characters can 

read easily at 50 feet in high ambient light. 
111 viewing angle is extra wide: 165°. The gas 

of Burroughs' famous display products, SELF- displays, write or call Burroughs Corporation, 
SCAN and PANAPLEX® displays, the planar Electronic Components Division, P. 0. Box 
constructionwithscreenedelectrodesofSELF- 1226, Plainfield, New Jersey 07061; or call 
SCAN 11 means nothing moves . . . nothing our special sales/applications assistance num-
wears. Only 18 external connections are re- ber, (201) 757-3400, or (714) 835-7335 in 
quired for 20 alphanumeric characters! California. 

CIRCLE 19 ON INfi)UIRY CARD 

Write for: 
11Self Scan II: 
Important product information 
from Bu"oughs" 

Burroughs 



I DEVELOPMENTS 

Single-Mask Technology 
Achieves High Yield 
Bubble Memories 

An experimental magnetic bubble 
memory in which writing, reading, 
and erasing functions are accom
plished by temporary changes of the 
sense of rotation of the drive field 
has been fabricated by Philips Re
search Laboratories, Eindhoven, The 
Netherlands. Whereas three or more 
masks are ordinally required to 
process one chip for bubble memories 
that are controlled by current pulses 
and a rotating magnetic drive field, 
this prototype memory needs only 
one mask per chip, resulting in high 
yield. Permalloy T-bar structures are 
used for bubble propagation, and 
special transfer switches perform the 
writing, erasing, and transfer functions 
between major and minor loops. 

In the organization of the experi
mental memory (Fig. I), a bubble 
originating from the generator can 
be passed selectively through the 
generator lock to the major loop. 
Bits (bi, . . . , bn) of a word with bit 
distance p circulate inside the major 
loop as a string. They can be stored 
in parallel in minor loops (Li. . . . , 
Ln) by activating input switches 
(Tun, · · . , Tn.1n) at the right mo
ment. (Note that the distance be
tween corresponding positions in two 
adjacent minor loops equals the bit 
distance.) For reading, the bits are 
again transferred, via output switches 
(T1,011b · .. , Tn,.out), to the major 
loop. Information can be erased se-
lectively from the major loop by di
recting the corresponding bubbles 
through the annihilator lock to the 
annihilator. 

The function of a basic generator 
lock (Fig. 2) is to pass a bubble 
selectively from its input to its out
put Permalloy track, which leads to 
the major loop. The three parallel 
paths (a, b, and c) lead to an anni
hilator. These paths and the output 
path ( d) can be selected by the cor
responding transfer switches (Ta-+ T bt. 

T b2-+ T ct. and T "2-+ T d) , having a 
lenr.?;th of I drive-field periods (I = 
7/4). 

Essential elements in the trans
fer switches are the asymmetric Per
malloy Y's. In a counterclockwise 
( CCW) field, bubbles on path a move 
from right to left. Changing the 
sense of rotation to clockwise (CW) 
at the moment a bubble is in position 
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~ 
j 1--........ -,,..-,..---- ~ Fig. 1 Organization of pro

totype single-mask bubble 
memory resulting from ex
periments at Philips Re
search Laboratories. Special 
transfer switches perform 
functions of writing, erasing, 
and transfer between major 
and minor loops 

I i 
ANNIHILATOR 

LOCK 

ANNIHILATOR 

GENERATOR 

INPUT 

Fig. 2 Basic generator lock. a, b, and c are parallel Permalloy 
paths leading to an annihilator; d Is the output path. Tracks between 
T. and Tb1, etc, serve as a transfer switch from a to b, etc. Their 
length, I, is equivalent to 7 I 4 periods of the CW rotating drive 
field. Equivalent lengths of tracks between Tb1 and Tb2 for a CCW 
rotating drive field are indicated by lb (CCW), and I. (CCW), re
spectively. Four orientations of the rotating magnetic drive field 
are shown in the insert 

Ta forces the bubble to move up
ward because the leg of the Y at 
Ta forms the most attractive pole. 
After one period, the bubble has 
arrived at T bl. Again reversing the 

sense of rotation to CCW at that 
moment moves the bubble to the left 
into path b. In this way, the bubble 
is shifted from path a to output path 
d by execution of the program (ex-
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INTRODUCING A FAMILY 
OF llK RAMS FROM A 
SBILLION COMPANY 

YOU'LL HEAR A LOT MORE ABOUT. 
Introducing NEC. Japan's giant $1. 6 billion 
Nippon Electric Company Ltd. 

And its brand-new American subsidiary
NEC Microcomputers, Inc. 

A company that can sell you everything 
from complete state-of-the-art 
microprocessor systems to a whole line 
of semiconductor memories. Direct from 
its own North American inventory. 

NEC mmrocomputers,mc. 



AISONSRAM. 
PLUS A WHOLE LINE OF MEMORIES 

WITH A BRAID· NEW FEATURE. 

Our line of 22-pin 4K RAMs 
starts with the fastest in 
the industry - our 150ns 
µPD411D-3. But that's 
only the beginning. 

RELIABILITY. 

to any one MOS process. 
We use both metlli gate 
and silicon gate construc
tion - whichever is best 
for the particular product. 

TheµPD411farnil~.:lli:so~~~~~~~~ includes 4K RAMs 
with access times __..__.._ ..... 
of 200, 250, 300 and 
350ns. 

In addition, we have 
other RAMs, ROMs, 
PROMs, bothMOSand 
bipolar, and associated 
products - all designed to 
second-source the most 
popular memories in the 
business. With one 
important difference. 

We make our compo
nents to the highe?t stand
ards of reliability in the 
industry. 

Here's how: 
First, we're not wedded 

Secondly, on all our 
components, we use a 
unique anodized lliuminum 
passivation process, an 
NEC breakthrough. 

Thirdly, we employ 
100% dynamic bum-in to 
virtually eliminate infant 
mortality. 

Fourthly, contamination 
levels in our processing 
areas are less than 10 ppm. 

All this concern over 
quality stems from the fact 
that our parent company 
lliso sells to people for 

whom traditionlli 
failure rates are 

wholly unaccept
able. Even 

the speGs are 
extremely conservative. 

As tested by American 
OEMs, the slowest per
formance to date for our 
150ns 4K RAM is 130ns. 

It's a whole new con
cept in semiconductor 
devices. Reliability. 

Designed in. Built in. 
And tested to prove it. 

And it's available in 
large volume. Fromjust 
one source: 

NEC mmrocomputers,mc. 
Five Militia Drive Lexington, MA 02173 617-862-6410 



UCOM-8. 
THE FIRST MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM 

TO BE SOLD LIKE A COMPUTER, 
INSTEAD OF A BUNCH OF COMPONENTS. 

Introducing the world's new
est microcomputer system 
-theµCOM-8. 

At its heart is the µPD8080 
-a state-of-the-art 40-pin 
microprocessor that's both 
software and pin compatible 
with Intel's new 8080A. 

A microprocessorthat 
gives you everything the 

.. 8080does-
andmore. 

And it's complemented by 
a full line of NEC' s own 
RAMs, ROMs, PROMs, 1/0 
and peripheral circuits. 

But what really distin
guishes the µCOM-8 from 
every other microcomputer 
system on the market is that 
we sell it like a computer. 
Instead of a bunch of 
components. 

And that means commit
ment to total support. 

We start with 
theµCOM-8 
EVAKIT -a de
signer's evalua
tion kit for those 
of you who don't 
have the time to 
wire up a chip set to 
start your evaluation. 
The Kit is a lKmicrocom
puter that lets you write and 
execute programs and exer
cise complete control via a 
110 Baud ASR 33 Teletype 
and a manual break point 
pushbutton. It comes with a 
monitor program, a complete 
documentation package, and 
a unique instruction reference 
guide, all to help make you an 
accomplished programmer 
-fast. 

For those of you who can 
start designing in the 
µCOM-8, its processors, 
memories, etc. , right now, 
we off er even more. 

A Software Manual unlike 
any software manual you've 
ever seen. It takes a con
ceptual, problem-solving 
approach that can get you 
right into your application, 
even if you've had no prior . . 
prograrnrrung expenence. 

Application Notes to 
help you with overall 1/0 

design and operation. 
Cross Assembler and 

Simulator Programs and a 
Program Library, available 
through time sharing serv
ices, or installed on your own 
computer system. 

Or, if you don't want to 
use the Cross Assembler and 
Simulator Programs, a PDA-8 

Program Development Aid 
for assembling, tracing, and 
debugging programs. 

And, finally, a responsive, 
in-depth applications engi
neering service, available 
nationwide. 



WHAT WE'VE GOT. 
Microprocessor Products Memories 

Product Code Description Access Time 
(nsec) 

µPD8080D - 8 Bit Central µPD411D-E 4K Dynamic RAM 350 
Processing Unit- 2MHz µPD411D 4K Dynamic RAM 300 

µPD8080D-1- 8 Bit Central 
µPD411D-1 4K Dynamic RAM 250 Processing Unit - lMHz 

µPD411D-1-4096xl Bit Dynamic RAM µPD411D-2 4K Dynamic RAM 200 
250ns µPD411D-3 4K Dynamic RAM 150 

µPD412D-256x4 Bit Fully Decoded 
Static RAM-1. Oµs /LPB2089D/2289D 64 Bit Static RAM 60,35 

µPD454D - 256x8 Bit Elect. µPB2200D/2202D 256 Bit Static RAM 50,65 
Alterable PROM- 800ns 

µPB2206D 256 BitStaticRAM 50 
µPD464D - 256x8 Bit Mask 

Programmable Static ROM- 800ns µPB10142D/10148D* 64 Bit Static RAM 10, 15 

µPD465D -1024x8 Bit Mask µPB10144D* 256 Bit Static RAM 25 
Programmable Static ROM- 600ns 

µPD404D lK Dynamic RAM 250 
µPD466D - 2048x8 Bit Mask 

Programmable Static ROM- 500ns µPD405D lK Static RAM 85 

µPB246D- Quad TTL to MOS Clock Driver µPB403D lK Mask Prog. ROM 60 
µPD754D - 8 Bit Latch µPD454D 2K Erasable PROM 800 
µPD369D - Universal Asynchronous 

µPD464D 2K Mask Prog. ROM 800 
Receiver/ Transmitter 

EVAKIT-8 - Microcomputer Evaluation Kit µPD465D 8K Mask Prog. ROM 600 

PDA-8 - Prototype Development Aid µPD466D 16K Mask Prog. ROM 500 

µPB246D Quad Clock Driver 30Tpd 

*Indicates ECL compatible, all others TTL compatible. 
The above is only a partial listing of our products. For a complete list, including data on compatibility with competitive products, simply call your nearest NEC rep. 

New England: 
Circuit Sales Company 
Lexington, MA 
617 /861-0567 

Mid-Atlantic: 
Trionic Associates, Inc. 
Great Neck, NY 
516/466-2300 
C.H. Newson & Associates 
Philadelphia, PA 
215/248-3377 
C.H. Newson & Associates 
Hershey, PA 
717 /233-8576 (Harrisburg Area) 
301/825-0001 (Baltimore Area) 

WHERE TO BUY THEM. 
Southeast: 
Perrott Associates, Inc. 
Orlando, FL 
305/275-1132 
Perrott Associates, Inc. 
Clearwater, FL 
813/726-1549 

Midwest: 
McFadden Sales, Inc. 
Columbus, OH 
614/221-3363 (Cleveland Area) 
614/221-3363 (Fort Wayne Area) 
614/221-3363 (Indianapolis Area) 

Bitronics Sales Company 
Minneapolis, MN 
612/835-77 44 

RF Specialists 
Park Ridge, IL 
321/698-2044 

Southwest: 
Merino Sales Company 
Dallas, TX 
214/233-6002 

NEC 11crocomputers, me. 

No. California: 

Trident Associates 
Mountain View, CA 
415/967-7031 

So. California: 
Electronic Component Marketing 
Woodland Hills, CA 
213/340-17 45 
Electronic Component Marketing 
El Toro, CA 
714/830-3939 
Electronic Component Marketing 
San Diego, CA 
714/295-6122 

Five Militia Drive Lexington, MA 02173 617-862-6410 
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DEVELOPMENTS 

pressed in periods of the drive field): 
l(CW), h(CCW), l(CW), 
le ( CCW), 1 (CW) . 

Bubbles are obtained at the proper 
bit distance in the major loop as 
long as the difference between the 
total number of CCW and CW 
periods equals p. The annihilator lock 
operates in a similar manner. 

Different locks required on differ
ent chips are obtained by varying 
the CCW distances (lb and le). Fur
thermore, the corresponding transfer 

switches are given different orienta
tions so that they start operating at 
different orientations of the drive 
field when it is switched from CCW 
to CW rotation. Therefore, functions 
can be performed independently on 
different chips. A thick chevron ex
pander, which gives the bubble a 
strongly elongated shape, is used fur 
magneto-resistive detection. 

As compared to a conventional cur
rent-controlled bubble memory, the 
present prototype (Fig. 3) has some-

Fig. 3 Photograph of experimental single-mask bubble memory. 
(1) minor loop; (2) magneto-resistive detector; (3) major loop; (4) 
annihilator lock; (5) annihilator; (6) generator lock; (7) generator. 
Functions are accomplished by temporary changes of the sense of 
rotation of the drive field 

what longer access times for writing 
and erasure, while the bit density is 
somewhat smaller. However, it has 
the advantage of simple technology, 
which is of interest for future de
velopments with smaller bubbles. 
Results described here refer to labo
ratory experiments; they do not 
necessarily imply a follow-up in pro
duction or marketing by Philips. 

10-km Optical Waveguide 
Eliminates Need for 
Intermediate Repeaters 

Transmission of 100-MHz signals 
over a 10-km distance using an op
tical waveguide can now be accom
plished without intermediate ampli
fication or enhancement. Fabricators 
of the H.2-mi long single strand, the 
Research Laboratories of Corning 
Glass Works, Corning, NY, state that 
capability is equivalent to the trans
mission of 33.000 telephone conversa
tions one-half the length of Manhattan 
Island-in a cross-sectional area the 
diameter of a human hair-without 
repeaters. 

Attenuation in tests has been shown 
to be 5.4 dB/km at a 799-nm wave
length. Pulse broadening is 1 ns /km. 
Although an LED laser was used, 
helium neon or neodymium lasers 
could also serve as light sources. 

The longest optical waveguide pre
viously fabricated by Corning was a 
3-km length delivered to the Naval 
Electronics Laboratory Center in San 
Diego, Calif. However, the 3-km fiber 
does not have as much bandwidth 
capability as the 10-km low-loss op
tical waveguide which was made by 
Corning's doped deposited silica pro
cess. This process radially grades the 
index of refraction in the waveguide 
and provides the precision needed to 
equalize the path length for light 
rays traveling at various angles. 
Pulse dispersion, which limits infor
mation-carrying capacity, is thereby 
reduced. The process also allows 
tight control of attenuation (light 
loss). 

The 10-km length is significant be
cause that distance is the typical 
spacing between relay stations in 
long-line optical communications sys
tems. The most likely potential users 
in the U. S. would be telephone 
companies. Overseas applicability in
cludes CATV. 

The 10-km optical waveguide was 
fabricated as a prototype and to 
prove that it could be accomplished. 
Although another could be made if 
the need arose, Corning is not present
ly marketing a 10-km length. 
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Two reasons why Micro ._~ 

1. MicroPac BASIC. 
A microcomputer control system Y-OU configure 
from inexpensive standard moduies. Available in 
quantity, 30 day delivecy. 

DI, DO, TTY, TTL, AID, DI A, communica
tions modules, all exist now. All are factory tested 
and field proven. 
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Pac leads the micro pack 

Complete software. 
including macro assembler. 
editor. debug. trace and 
utilities. 

1106 

2. All you need to get it on line. 

PCS conducts a 
training course. answering 
questions and giving 
hands-on experience with 
MicroPac 80/A. 

Suddenly, the wh~le business 
of industrial control has changed. 

5467 Hill 23 Drive, Flint. Mich. 48507 Phone (313) 767-8920 TWX 810-235-8667 

IN AUSTRALIA Ja coby, Mitchell Ltd [02 630 7400) AUSTRIA Unitechnik [0222 9510 433) BENELUX· Geveke Elektronica en Automat1e bv [020-802 802) 
CANADA Cantech Controls Ltd Calgary (403 252-8151) Edmonton [403 425-9810) Vancouver [604 736-2851) Toronto (416 438-6907) Montreal 
[514 636-8364) Halifax [902 429-9103) Sarnia (519 862-1911) DENMARK Erik Ferner A S [01 3116 07) ENGLAND Computing Techniques Ltd (040 381 
3171) FINLAND Erik Ferner OY (90 88 06 34) FRANCE Aeromarit1me Elec tron1que (533-67 -00) GERMANY Neumueller Messtechnik GmbH [089 5991-1) 
ISRAEL: Information Systems. Ltd (Tel. 410 565) NORWAY Erik Ferner AS [02 54 43 26) SPAIN Neotecnica. SAE [248 96 02) SWEDEN Erik Ferner AB 
(08 80 25 40) SWITZERLAND. Lacoray SA (01 56 56 70) 
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DEVELOPMENTS 

Multiplexed System 
Double$ Data Capacity 
of Transmission Lines 

A joint effort of AT&T, Bell Tele
phone Laboratories, and Western 
Electric has resulted in development 
of a transmission system that doubles 
the amount of data that can be sent 
over cable connecting telephone 
switching offices. The 3.152-megabit/s 
TIC system can provide 48 one-way 
voice channels over each pair of 
wires in an exchange cable-twice 
the capacity of the 24-channel, 1.544-
megabit/ s Tl system now in use. 
Error-rate performance objective is to 
have 95% of the systems with ac
curacy of better than 10-6 in the 
worst-case 50-pair unit when normal
ized to a system length of 50 mi. 

Design and engineering objectives 
were to develop a system of higher 
capacity that would be compatible 
with the Tl so as to facilitate its 
acceptance. This necessitated develop
ment of a new digital repeater, an 
improved repeater housing, more 
flexible office repeater bays and ar
rangements, an appropriate multi-

os2~6_.3_1_2_M_E_G_AB_l_TS_l_S~-------'I-----

DSlC 3.152 MEGABITS/S 

M13 
x 28 

Interconnection of various network t ransmission levels by multiplex 
terminals to combine lower bit-rate signals for transmission over 
higher bit-rate facilities. M1C multiplex combines two 1.544-
megabit/s signals into a single 3.152-megabit/s signal for trans
mission over the T1 C fine. Positive pulse stuffing synchronizes in
coming signals followed by bit-by-bit multiplexing of the syn
chronized signals 

REGENERATOR 

.-----. EQUALIZING AMPLIFIER 
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AUlOMATIC 
LINE 

BUILD 
OUT 

POWER 
SUPPLY 

SIDE 2 

Ve 
CLOCK EXTRACTION CIRCUIT 

Simplified block diagram of 3.152-megabit/ s repeater, consisting of two digital regenerators 
sharing a common power supply. Distorted and attenuated peak pulses from previous repeater 
are transformer-coupled into equalizing amplifier which restores their amplitude and compresses 
most of the pulse energy into two time slots. Clock extraction circuit recovers timing and pulse 
width information; regenerator makes time and amplitude decisions on the amplifier output and 
drives the next cable section with pulses of the correct amplitude and width 
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Granted, our new ADM-3 is basic. Especially if 
you compare it with all the smart video terminals 
around (our ADM-1 or -2, for example) . But the 
$995 unit price puts it into a different perspective. 

As simple as it is, the ADM-3's one-card brain 
can help you move a lot of data. And it's compatible 
with most popular computers. That means, it fits 
all kinds of applications. Including yours. 

Here's what you get for $995. 12" diagonal screen. 
Full or half duplex operation at 11 selectable data 
rates. Bright, easy-to-read characters - 960 or 1920,* 
displayed in 12 or 24 rows of 80 letters. 59 data 
entry keys arranged like on a typewriter which 
keeps operator training short 
and basic, too. What's more, our 
ADM-3 is alert. It says "beep" 
when you come to the end of 
a line. The rest of the time, it 
just keeps cool and quiet. 

Our DUMB TERMINAL 
also offers you room for 

* 1920 Characters is an option 
available at additional cost. 

~ Jtl ,,,, 

improvements. Its RS 232C interface extension port 
lets you hook up hard copy printer, magnetic tape 
recorder or additional (smarter) data terminals. 
And with a few options, you can make our ADM-3 
answer back. Increase its vocabulary by adding 
upper and lower case. Transmit and receive inde
pendently selectable rates. Even enter just numbers 
on a numeric key pad. 

After counting all its limited blessings, you have 
to admit one thing: you simply couldn't ask for more 
for $995. At this low level, you can afford to order 
a dozen or more DUMB TERMINALS (and buy 
them at our even lower quantity discount price) . 

DUMB TERMINAL. 
SMART BUY. 
LEAR SIEGLER, INC. 
ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION 
DIVISION DATA PRODUCTS 

@. 
714 N Brookhurst St. 
Anaheim, C A 92803 
Telephone: 

® (714) 774-1010 

CIRCLE 21 ON INQUIRY CARD 
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DEVELOPMENTS 

plex to combine two Tl signals, a 
family of test sets, and system c!-e
sign guidelines. Both systems operate 
on a wide variety of types of ex
change-grade twisted-pair cable with 
identical maximum repeater spac
ings of 6300 ft. Each system has a 
recommended range of 50 regenera
tive sections and uses bipolar format, 
automatic line buildout, self-timed 
regenerators. However, the TIC re
quires a multiplex to time-interleave 
two T 1 signals into a single signal. 

Digital multiplex MIC, a 2-way 
digital terminal, time-division multi
plexes and combines the signals from 
two asynchronous 1.544-megabit/s Tl 
facilities into a composite 3.152-
megabit/ s signal suitable for trans
mission over a TIC digital line. In 
essence, it provides a digital inter
connection between the existing Tl 
level and the new TIC level. 

Each of the 1.544-megabit/ s sig
nals can originate from a T 1 line, 
a voice or data terminal, or any 
other equivalent source. Tl bipolar 
inputs are converted to unipolar sig
nals and bit-by-bit interleaved. Syn
chronization is achieved by pulse 
stuffing, and extra pulses are added 
for framing and destuffing. The re
sultant 3.152-megabit/ s unipolar sig
nal is then converted to bipolar for
mat for transmission over a TIC line. 

Multiplexing is performed by cir
cuits known as muldems, (multiplex
er I demultiplexers) which terminate 
one end of the Tl C line. Each mul
dem is made up of two synchronizer I 
desynchronizers ( syndes) , a transmit
ter, receiver, and muldem alarm. A 
multiplex bay contains up to 48 mul
dem units plus maintenance, · protec
tion. and power equipment. 

The 3-level, bipolar-coded line 
format from the multiplex permits 
achievement of the required line 
rate with maximum repeater spac
ings. A line repeater performs the 
three basic functions of equalization, 
clock extraction, and regeneration 
required for digital transmission. 

Extensive use of hybrid integrated 
circuit technology in the line re
peater allows for small size and high 
reliability. Features include auto
matic line buildout for increased op
erating margin and a quartz-crystal 
timing recovery .filter for long-term 
?c:uracy over wide temperature var
iations.. Office repeaters, in which 
span 1mes terminate, provide signal 
regeneration as well as line current 
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regulation for simplex powering of 
the repeater line. 

A successful field trial of 50 TIC 
systems operating in a single cable 
over a 6-mi span was recently com
pleted in metropolitan Atlanta, Ga. 
Equipment is being shipped from the 
Western Electric Co's Merrimack Val
ley Works for the first TIC installa
tion at the Southern Bell Telephone 
and Telegraph Co in Miami, Fla, 
planned for late this year. 

For further information on phases 
of the TIC transmission system, refer 
to the following papers, published in 
the Conference Record of the 1975 
IEEE International Conference on 
Communications: 

J. A. Lombardi, R. E. Maurer, and 
W. P. Michaud, "The TIC System" 

J. P. Fitzsimmons and W. J. May
back, "Engineering TIC Carrier Sys
tems" 

A. Anuff, J. F. Graczyk, J. J. Lud
wick, and E. T. Mackey, "A New 
3.152 Mb/s Digital Repeater" 

J. D. Moore, "MIC Digital Multi
plex" 

R. S. Burnell, W. A. Janicki, and 
F. E. Webber, "Central Office Re
peater and Equipment Arrangement 
for TIC" 

D. V. Anderson, B. B. Garg, and 
P. F. Molander, "TIC System Main
tenance and Test Equipment" 

Gallium Arsenide Used 
for Low Cost, High 
Efficiency Solar Cells 

A semiconductor material utilized ex
tensively for electronics has been 
used to fabricate a solar cell that 
measures only }~ in. dia but which 
produces 10 W of electricity directly 
from sunlight. According to Varian 
Associates, Palo Alto, Calif, whose 
scientists have developed a gallium 
arsenide ( GaAs) solar cell, most 
solar-electric research, development, 
and production have been concen
trated on silicon-based systems. 
Ronald L. Bell, director of Varian's 
Solid State Laboratory, says that 
"other solar energy materials re
quire 1000 times the surf ace area to 
produce the same amount of energy 
(as GaAs)." 

Unlike silicon, which cannot func
tion effectively at high temperatures 
or with high electric current densi
ties, GaAs operates at 20% efficiency 
wit~ highly concentrated sunlight. 
Vanan plans to construct a series 
array of 100 GaAs cells that will 
produce I kW of power; larger series 

to obtain megawatt-rated systems are 
feasible. Installation of such large 
generating arrays would have negli
gible environmental side effects be
cause of the high efficiency and re
duced space requirement for the ar
rays. They will function efficiently in 
any sunny climate during the day, 
whenever the sky is clear enough 
for the sun to produce well defined 
shadows. 

In the experimental GaAs solar 
generator, sunlight is concentrated 
by a factor of 1000 through a con
cave reflector which focuses the col
lected sunlight on the solar cell. An 
economically practical generating sys
tem would use large numbers of 
GaAs cells, each with its own re
flector, arrayed on a frame that 
would tum slowly from sunrise to 
sunset to follow the sun. This would 
permit 40% more sunlight to be 
utilized each day than with immov
able flat panel arrays. 

Portions of Ballistic 
Missile Defense EDP 
Computer Demonstrated 

Major parts of the Parallel Element 
Processing Ensemble (PEPE) were re
cently demonstrated to members of 
the Dept of the Army Ballistic Mis
sile Defense Advanced Technology 
Center by Burroughs Corp's Federal 
and Special Systems Group, Paoli, 
Pa. Hardware for the PEPE system 
is being developed by Burroughs qn
der subcontract with System Deyelop
ment Corp. 

The system includes three input/ 
output control processors generating 
instructions for multiple processing 
elements which operate in parall~l 
to achieve ultrahigh computational 
speeds. Each element will execute I 
million instructions Is, and will h;ive 
an independent memory c~pC!-ble of 
storing up to 1 thousand 32-bit words 
of information. Initially, the system 
will use medium-scale integrated cir
cuits and emitter-coupled logic; fu
ture plans call for use of large-scale 
integrated circuitry. 

Portions of the system demon
strated included the processing ele
ment and its software, the power 
distribution segment with its power 
supply and associated backplane wir
ing, and the signal distribution sub-
system. In addition (J 'all od' 
Bed B 1714 o ' 
as the test and l/llp~f er 9y~{ m, used 
sor ma1nt~n!'.l.nnn ... ~- ., 

' was snown. D elivery and . 
stallation of the complete PEPE In

tern is scheduled for 1976. sy~ 
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IT LOWERS 
"l'OURTOT~ 
INSTA.LLED UOST. 
Want to cut your system costs 
as much as 50%? Reduce your 
weight and space as much as 
80%? And eliminate point-to
point wiring, bundling and lac
ing? Our Phoenix facility can 
achieve it, whether you need a 
printed circuit, flex circuit, com
ponents on your printed or 
flex circuit, or terminations . 
We can give you any of the 
components alone, or a 

complete package. 
By combining connector 

and circuitry capabilities we 
can offer a complete system, 
100% electricaliy and mechan
ically checked out, ready to 
plug into your assembly. All 
our manufacturing proce
dures meet latest IPC stan
dards as well as MIL-P-50884. 
Testing is in accordance with 
MIL-P-5510. At Phoenix we 
can do everything -from 
concept to production . And 
we do it all under one roof. 

CIRCLE 22 ON IN9UIRY CARD 

Applications: Computer 
mainframe• Medical instrumen
tation• Minicam puters •Process 
controllers • Power plants • 
Commercial and military aircraft. 

Today, find out how Cannon 
interconnection innovations 
can lower your installed costs. 
Send for our "Cannon Cost 
Cutters" brochure. Contact 
ITT Cannon Electric, 2801 Air 
Lane, Phoenix, Arizona 85034. 
(602) 275-4 792. 
UA.11'NON ENGINEERING 
LOWERS "l'OUR UOSTS. 

CANNON ITT 
45 
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DIGITAL CONTROL AND 
AUTOMATION SYSTEMS 

DDC Automates Chemical Reactor 
at Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Plant 

Results gathered and studied after one year of opera
tion of a direct digital control (DDC) center in a 
pharmaceutical manufacturing plant show that the sys
tem has already paid for itself in terms of faster and 
safer production as well as improved product uni
formity. The Burroughs Wellcome Co, manufacturer 
of ethical (prescription) drugs, installed the system 
in Feb 1974 to automate a 100-gallon Pfaudler-type 
reactor in the pilot plant section of its Greensville, 
NC Chemical Development Laboratories. Implementa
tion of the system gave the process engineer precise 
control over all reaction parameters using only a 
simple code and a teletypewriter keyboard. After the 
original installation, the system was expanded to in
clude another reactor, and a distillation column will be 
added later. 

Inherent Process Problems 

Pilot plant batch processes must be watched and con
trolled carefully. New reactions and variables are often 
involved which can lead to unpredictable, undesir
able, or even dangerous results. A typical process in 
a 100-gallon Pfaudler as well as in other, smaller 
reactors involves a large number of manual manipula
tions of valves to carry out alternate steps of heating, 
refluxing, distillation, cooling, and adding reactants at 
various process stages. 

Reactors are connected through glass piping to re
flux and distillation condensers and to receivers which 
collect various fractions of the distillate. Althou'gh the 
pilot plant is operated on a single-shift schedule, some 
reactions often require longer than eight hours to 
complete; in the past, an operator had to be on duty 
for part or all of the night just to complete one or 
two operations that might require only a few minutes. 
In addition, an operator had to remain at the plant 
for an entire run to change setpoints of analog-con
trolled temperature, pressure, and flow variables at 
certain time intervals and to regulate settings on other 
less critical, uncontrolled switches and valves. The 
operator also had to switch from one condenser to 
another, change receiving vessels, and make reactant 
additions at prescribed inter'vals. 

According to Dr Gabriel Cipau, head of Burroughs 
Wellcome Co's scientific computing department, DDC 
was initiated to eliminate these problems as well as 
to provide more precise control of the processes. In 
addition, an accurate data collection system required 
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to carry out sophisticated pilot plant experiments 
could be achieved only through automation. 

System Selection Considerations 

Several factors were considered by Burroughs Well
come Pharmaceutical when choosing from among the 
several digital computers available in late 1973 that 
were capable of handling the process variable inputs, 
processing the information, and producing the output 
signals necessary to maintain the process program. 
Among the factors, in addition to price of the basic 
computer, was the cost of input/output (I/O) inter
faces. Inherently incompatible interfaces would re
quire expensive signal converters and conditioners, and 
would add potential trouble sources if not well 
matched to the remainder of the system. 

The final choice was a dc2 system made by Fisher 
Controls Co, Marshalltown, Iowa. Dr Cipau says that 
this system not only includes the required computer
sensors-controls interfaces but also uses a control
oriented, easily mastered programming language (pc2 , 

a simplified form of BASIC) • The control program is 
permanently wired into read-only memory. 

Solutions Resulting from DOC 

As the pilot plant batch reaction proceeds, sensors 
installed at appropriate locations in the reactor/ 
condenser/receiver system provide the computer with 
continuous analog inputs on temperatures in the re
actor, in the vapor phase, and of the distillate; pres
sure/vacuum in the reactor; and distillate level in the 
two receivers. (Since all sensors, with the exception of 
those used to monitor reactor temperatures, originally 
supplied 4- to 20-mA signals directly to the com
puter interface, only the latter sensors had to be con
verted to provide the required signals.) All inputs 
are multiplex-scanned and transferred from the input 
interface into computer memory for future reference 
and comparison with the prescribed process parameters. 
Operator access to input data may be gained via a CRT 
data display, from records provided by a line printer, 
or from data typed on a teletypewriter at specified 
intervals, on command, or in alarm situations. 

Before a batch process is started, the computer is 
given the set of instructions necessary for the particu
lar pharmaceutical product or pharmaceutical inter
mediate to be prepared. These instructions, called the 
"application program," are entered by a high speed 
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Local or Remote .•• Using RTR 
Computer Products, Inc., provides a 

reliable, low-cost product line for your 
use in designing or implementing real
time measurement and control sys
tems. We call it RTP ... a family of 
standard subsystems for providing 
analog and digital inputs and outputs 
for digital computers. With the addi
tion of PROCOM I, our microprocessor
based communications controller, the 
RTP products can be located many 
miles from your host computer. 

To be useful to you, RTP should (and 
does) fulfill several practical require
ments: 

• It is plug compatible with any pop
ular computer of your choice. 

• It is extremely versatile ... use it 
in local or remote applications, in 
large or small systems. 

• It is fully documented. 
• Delivery is virtually off-the-shelf. 
• It's an established, reliable pro

duct line that's being used in hun
dreds of applications. 

But how does it work? How can you 
use it? 

We'd like nothing better than to ex
plain it to you. Just circle our number 
on the Reader Service card, and we'll 
send you our brochure "Using RTP 
When Designing Computer-directed 
Measurement and Control Systems.'' 

"Using RTP" will provide you with a 
clear system design overview so that 
you can order more literature for de
tails about the RTP subsystem in 
which you may be interested. You'll 
get some good ballpark cost informa
tion, too. 

Anxious? Call us at 305-974-5500. 
Ask for Larry Buck or Randy Dailey. 

~ ComputerProduct!i.,inc. 
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1400 NW 70 Street, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33309 • (305) 974-5500, TWX (510) 956-98fs. :I 
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HOW ACTION PINS WORK. AMP Action 
Pins incorporate a spring section to give a higher 
degree of compliance than ever before possible. 
The diagonal measurement of the spring section 
-before insertion-is larger than the hole 
diameter (Fig. I). When the Action Pin is inserted, 
the two opposing spring members readily compress, 
and after insertion, exert a force 
sufficient to effect a gas-tight 
interface with the plated-thru 
hole walls (Fig. 2). Yet their 
rounded corners prevent 
rupture of the plated-thru 
hole. They come with a variety 
of configurations: card-edge 
contacts, .0252 feed-to and 
feed-thru posts, and SEM (NAFI
style) two-piece receptacle
and-blade contacts. Ali are 
compatible with wrap-type 
terminations or I/0 connections. 

AMP ECONOMA TE panels are made to your 
specifications and consist of two elements: the 
pc board-either two-sided or multi-layer with 
plated-thru holes-and the AMP ECONOMATE 
Action Pin contacts. 

ECONOMATE I card-edge contacts, and ECONOMATE II 
two-piece receptacle-and-blade, SEM (NAFI-style), 
contacts both feature snap-on housings for 
maximum maintainability of panels. Posted 
panels feature .0252 feed-to and feed-thru posts 
for automatic, semi-automatic, or manual 
point-to-point wiring. All types hold costs to a 
minimum through AMP's high-speed automated 
assembly process. 

MAKE OR BUY. 
requirements. Or, y 
using our reliable 
Contacts come in 

Action. Pins solve 
most. They won't 
or damage the plate 
ultimate in reliabilit~ 

When it comes to pan. 
is. Get the whole story. 
AMP Incorporated, Harris 
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PROCESS 

32 
DISCRETE 

INPUTS 

4 
PROCESS 

INTERRUPTS L _1

~~ - -

PROCESS INTERRUPTS 

L __ _ 

NF RARED 
ANALYZER 

SYSTEM 

64 
DISCRETE 
OUTPUTS 

RADIO 
PAGING PROCESS 
ALARM 

8 
ANALOG 
OUTPUTS 

Overall simplified block diagram of process control system for Burroughs Wellcome Co's chemical reactors. DOC is 
maintained by Fisher Controls Co dc2 system, centered about a CP212 computer. Control program, based on pc2 
language, is in firmware which is permanently wired into read-only memory. Analog inputs for reactor, vapor phase, 
and distillate temperatures; reactor pressure; and distillate level are sent from reactors to the dc2 unit. Analog and 
digital signals are then generated to control valves installed on steam and cooling water lines going to the reactor 
jacket and ~he reflux and distillate condensers 

tape reader to computer memory. This program may 
he one that has been used before, or a new one written 
from data obtained on small scale runs in lab or pilot 
plant equipment. Program preparation is such that 
the succession of operating steps remains essentially 
unchanged while the program is in use, but the vari
ables that represent setpoints or on/ off control valves 
can he changed at any time during the process-giving 
the operator great flexibility in modifying the process 
if at any time he detects a needed change. 

Once the process is started, the computer continu
ously scans all input data and compares them with 
those called for by the application program. When 
any input variable reaches a critical point, or a pre. 
scribed time interval has elapsed, the computer re
sponds by sending out the necessary control signal to 
keep process and program variable values properly 
matched. 

Three computer output signals are analog types be
cause they must give precise control for the three 
control valves regulating flow of steam or heat trans
fer liquids to the reactor and condensers. Other output 
signals are merely on/ off digital types when 2-position 
switches are involved or valves are operated in either 
on or off modes. There are 32 on/ off valves in the 
process lines· associated with the 100-gallon reactor. 

50 

The computer is also programmed to initiate an 
emergency procedure if it is unable to bring actual 
variable values to their prescribed levels after a 
specified time period has elapsed. It automatically be
gins printing alarm messages and switches to an emer
gency shutdown program when this situation is reached, 
controlling valves, switches, and instruments to the 
proper settings, in the proper order, to achieve safe shut
down of the process. 

If a process malfunction alarm occurs during the 
day, the process operator can either change the neces
sary process variables in the program or take over 
manual control, following written procedures. If the 
computer were to malfunction, some of the control 
functions would he shifted to a backup analog sys
tem, while others would he shifted to straight manual 
control. Dr Cipau says, however, that in over a year's 
operation, use of the backup analog system and/ or 
manual control has not been necessary, except in cases 
of power failure. 

A system alarm feature involves computer control 
through the watchdog timer of a radio paging system. 
If trouble occurs during the night or when operating 
personnel are not on the immediate scene, a "beep" 
from a small receiver carried by the operator (up to 
eight miles away) tells him the computer alarm has 
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been activated for whatever parameter ( s) the program 

has been set up to monitor. The amount of information 

which the computer can send out by radio depends 

on the complexity of the coding system set up in the 

program for this purpose. This paging system is also 

used during regular shifts to alert the operator when 

a manual operation, such as adding something to the 

mix, must be carried out. When the operator per
forms the operation, he notifies the computer through 

a panel control, and the computer reassumes control. 
Some of the reactions carried out in the 100-gallon 

reactor involve toxic gases that could endanger operat
ing personnel if concentration levels become too high. 

An infrared gas analyzer now delivers a 1- to 5-V 

analog signal to the computer that covers the concen
tration ranges of interest (zero to extremely hazardous) . 

Air in the vicinity of the reactor is continually sampled 

and passed through the infrared instrument which is 

set at one of the major absorption peaks of the toxic 

material. If the concentration of toxic gas reaches the 

unsafe limit, an alarm sounds. The whole system can 
be shifted into automatic shutdown if the level reaches 

a prescribed value. 

Computer System 

Processing and data storage section of the system's 

digital control center is a CP212 computer with 8000 

words of read-only memory (ROM) and 12,000 words 

of read/ write (R/W) memory. Both memories are 

random-access core, with 1-µs cycle time. Word length 

is 16 bits. 
pc2 firmware handles all input/ output (I/ O) opera

tions, including process interrupts and data transfers to 

peripheral units. An average pc2 statement, when com

piled, generates 10 machine instructions from among 

a repertoire of 113 provided by micro-ROM (with 250-ns 

cycle time) . The operator uses common English words 

and standard algebraic conventions to instruct the com
puter to perform a control task. 

If line power fails or primary power falls below 

minimum input voltage, the computer detects the con
dition within one cycle and maintains de power to 
the processor and memory for 1 ms. This is sufficient 

to allow completion of the current instruction being 

executed, storage of the contents of registers in pro
tected memory, and protection of memory content. Auto 

restart hardware and support software automatically 
restart the processor and transfer program control to 
the pc2 program when power is restored. 

The computer is a 2's complement, binary, parallel 
machine with hardware multiply / divide for fixed- and 
floating-point instructions. It contains 16 general-purpose, 
16-bit hardware registers, all used as accumulators 
(15 may be used for indexing) ; 8 floating-point, 32-
bit memory registers; and 16 hardware registers for 
specific processor operations. 

I/O transfer rates are up to 2.67 megabits/s data 
out or in, and up to 16 megabits/ s direct memory 
access (DMA) (1 million, 16-bit words). An interrupt 

REED TYPE 
PUSHBUTTON 

SWITCHES 

• Hermetically sealed contacts • Life expectancy in the millions 

• Low closed contact resistance • Ideal for dry circuits• Explosion 

proof • Low bounce characteristics. 

KEYBOARD 
SWITCHES 

SERIES R SERIES W 
SERIES G SERIES T 

Illuminated 

Non-illuminated 

•Low Cost 
Momentary Action • Immediate Delivery 

and Mercury-Wetted Reed 

• Choice of "N" key rollover, KEYBOARDS 
2 key·rollover or 2 key lockout 

• Standard off-the-shelf • Large selection of key caps 
and space bars • Custom for 0 .E.M.'s 

• Encoded or non-encoded • Any or all keys illuminated 

• Low cost • Fast delivery 

Write or call today for delivery dates and quotations. 

GEORGE RISK 

!.~~~~K!~~.~~~as~~~;5 
Phone: 308-235-4645 TWX: 910-620-9040 
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The next time you buy a microprocessor, you don't have 
to sign.away your freedom of choice. 

The AMI 56800 family is totally unbundled. You can 
order any part of it with no strings attached. 

You 're free to take just the MPU and hook it up with 
somebody else's peripherals. Or you may like the speed 
and density of our SK ROM and the organization of our 
128 X 8 RAM. If that's the case, you can use our 
memories with another company's microprocessor. 
The same goes for our communication and peripheral 
interface chips, Modem, and 16 or 22 pin 4K RAM. 

For software support, you're free to use AMI's new 
relocating macroassembler, linking loader and simulator 
- all available on a major time-sharing service. You don't 
even have to buy the processor to get this support. 

So the AMI 56800 doesn't make you a slave to us. 
It's even second sourced by Motorola, which gives 
you more independence and keeps us on our toes. 

But think about this: our 56800 is the fastest, 
most cost-effective microprocessor family in 
the world. And the easiest to get along with, 
because the whole system goes together 

without any TTL. So a funny thing is happening. 
Although we don't insist on bundling, many of our 
customers do. 

Whether you want the whole bundle or just part of it, 
feel free to call our sales offices for brochures and 
information. 

SALES OFFICES: 
Manhattan Beach CA, (213) 379-2452 •Mountain View 
CA, ( 415) 969-0610 • Altamonte Springs FL, ( 305) 830-8889 
•Elk Grove Village IL, (312) 437-6496 •Norwood 
MA, (617) 762-0726 •Livonia MI, (313) 478-9339 • 
Minneapolis MN, (612) 546-3354 • Monsey NY, 

(914) 352-5333 •Cleveland OH, (216) 292-6850 •Ambler 
PA, (215) 643-0217 •Richardson TX, (214) 231-5721 • 

American Microsystems Inc., 3800 Homestead Road, 
Santa Clara CA 95051. (408) 246-0330. 

it's 
standard 
at AIM ii. 

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS. INC 
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capability detects internal machine malfunctions and 

recognizes up to 256 distinct external interrupt sources. 

Economic and Functional Aspects 

Dr Cipau summed up overall system performance in 

the following comments and conclusions, based on 

data from a full year of online use. 

There has been a 20% savings in process time. In 

a manual operation there is a lag between the point 

in time when a particular step or action is due and 

the PQint when it is actually performed. For a manually 

operated, multistep process these lags can be com

pounded. Also, faster heating/cooling is achieved with 

computer control. 
Labor/kg of product was reduced considerably. Step 

sequences are automatic; the only labor required is 

during charging and discharging operations. It is im

practical to automate these operations in a pilot plant 

reactor because of the small size of the equipment 

involved and because the physical forms of the re

actants vary greatly from batch to batch ( eg, liquids, 

powders, flakes) . 
Computer-controlled pilot plant processes are highly 

reproducible. Uniform yields and uniform products 

significantly reduce quality control costs. 

The computer gives more control flexibility. Unlike 

conventional control, several different input parameters 

can be progr.ammed to activate a given final control 

element. For example, steam input control in the re

actor jacket can be based on several input parameters 

because control elements are wired to the transmitter 

through the computer and not directly in a · hardwired 

loop. 
Before computer control was used, it was necessary 

to correlate data from different recording charts in 

order to assemble process data ( eg, times, tempera

tures, pressures) ; this was a tedious and inaccurate 

process. With computer control, data are printed on the 

teletypewriter and correlated with time, resulting in 

accurate record-keeping and rapid process analyses. 

Overall safety of operations has increased. As many 

alarm systems as desired can be activated by any 

critical process parameter, and alarm trigger levels 

can be changed at any time. The process-interrupt 

capability eliminates possibilities of wrong action in 

moments of panic. 
Circle 160 on Inquiry Card 

Sophisticated System 
Tests Gas Content of Vehicle's Exhaust 

Computer-controlled systems that are claimed to be 

the most sophisticated ever built for automotive vehicle 

emission testing are now in use at three West Coast 

automotive assembly plants. EPA type 1975-76 engine 

emission audit test system, designed and built by Ethyl 

Corp's Air Monitoring Inc Div, Royal Oak, Mich, is 

LEAR SIEGLER CORRECTS 
STATEMENT MADE 

IN"THE $995 DUMB 
TERMINAL" AD. 

Among other good things, our third para
graph said "Here's what you get for $995 .. ~, 
" ... Bright, easy-to-read characters- 960 or 1920~' 

Well, actually you get 960 characters on our 
standard $995 ADM-3 model. The 1920 charac
ters are optional and, like any option, cost more. 

So there Dumb Terminal, dumb mistake. 
But we can't really blame the terminal. It's a lot 
smarter than we give it credit for. 

Look for our next Dumb Terminal ad and 
find out what $995 buys you It's a lot more 
than you'd expect 

DUMB TERMINAL. 
SMART BUY. 

®. LEAR SIEGLER, ING/ELECTRONIC 
INSTRUMENTATION DIVISION. 
DATA PRODUCTS 

714 N. Brookhurst St, Anaheim, Ca 92803 
Telephone (714) 774-1010 
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: DON'T SETTLE FOR : 

1 OFF·THE·MARK 1 
1 SPEED/POWER I 

1 TRADEOFFS. 1 
1K MOS RAM in 12 combos. One dozen versions 

I lets you target our #2102 static RAMs to application . I 
I 

Optimize speed, minimize power-pay only for what 
you can use. 10 fast standards+ 2 in MIL. Quantity

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

stocked now. 

I THINK Tel. Ext . I 

:L !iiDOAl!li,l;,9 ..1: 
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Let's get the facts straight 
on IC packaging panels-

The IC packaging panel, or 
"Augat board," has become so 
widely accepted, you'd think 
Augat would be happy. 

But frankly, we're concerned. 
People have gotten so used to IC 

panels that they may have lost sight of 
the reason for buying panels in the first 
place: flexibility in design, production 
and service. With the result that they 
may not be getting all the benefits 
panels can provide. 

We'd like to correct this situation by 
reviewing exactly what's at stake in 
your choice of a panel supplier. 

GETl'ING THE 
RIGHT PANEL. 

People often select a panel from a 
limited catalog without realizing the 
wide selection of stock panels available. 

When in fact, they can get exactly 
what they need right off the shelves of 
Augat distributors all over the world. 

With the largest product line any
where, we're sure to have a standard 
board that fits virtually all your 
development and production needs
including ECL and Schottky. 

For really special requirements, 
though, you should probably consider a 
custom-designed panel. If you're deal
ing with an experienced engineering 
staff like Augat's, it's surprisingly easy. 
And it won't cost you any premium
it might even save you money. 

Whatever your requirements, you 
shouldn't settle for an approximation. 
Because you don't have to. 

HOW GOOD IS 
GOOD ENOUGH? 

The payoff for getting the right panel 
is faultless performance. No surprises 
in product development, production, 
or field service. 

It's the reason for Augat's no
compromise approach to quality con
trol. And it's why Augat uses the best 
precision-mq.chining technology in the 
world, rather than conventional 
stamping methods, to produce the 
contact assemblies that are the heart 
of Augat panels. 

The result speaks for itself. The 
elimination of these common contact 
pitfalls: 

The corroded 
contact. 

The bent 
IC lead. 

The loose 
contact. 

AU6Ar 

When others succeed in duplicating 

DELIVERY YOU 
CAN COUNT ON. 

In 1974Augat completed a multi
m illion-dollar program to automate 
production and bring the manufacture 
of IC panels under 100% in-house 
control. 

Result: The fastest turnaround the 
industry's ever seen. 

Most standard panels are on the shelf. 
But if the one you want isn't, you can 
still get it in no more than 2 weeks. 
And our custom panels are being turned 
out in volume to meet the most 
stringent delivery standards in the 
industry. 

So next time you're selecting IC 
panels, consider all the facts. For full 
information, send for our new brochure. 
Or phone George P. Howland, Engineer
ing Manager, at (617) 222-2202. 
Augat, Inc., 33 Perry Avenue, 
Attleboro, Massachusetts 02 703. 

YOU ONLY GET IT 
ALL FROM AUGAT. 

Europe-Augat N.V., Boulevard A. Reyers, 103, 1040 Brussels, Belgium, Tel. (02) 7369399. Japan-KyokutoBoeki Kaisha Ltd., NewOtemachi Bldg., 2-1, 2-ChomeOtemachi, Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo 100-91, Japan, Tel. (03)244-3788. Canada-A.C. Simmonds & Sons Ltd., 285 Yorkland Blvd., Willowdale, Ont. M2J1S8, Tel. (416) 491-1010. 
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SAMPLE 
BAG 

CONSTANT 
VOlUME 

SAMPLER 
co mi EXHAUST 

Gt.S 
ANALYTICAL 

SYSTEM 

Engine em1ss1on audit test sys
tem measures noxious gas con
tent of vehicles' exhaust for com
pliance with California require
ments. Vehicle is driven on a dy
namometer with its exhaust pipe 
connected to a constant-volume 
gas sampler (CVS). Computer 
leads operator through series of 
driving cycles and runs tests, 
normally without operator inter
vention. Test data are printed on 
teletypewriter to provide hard 
copy record 

HC NO 

SPC-16/60 CQ\\PIJTER 
SYSTEM 
ANALOG 

INPUT 
DIGITAL 
OVTPUT 
DIGITAL 
INPUT 

~-----INTERRUPTS 

used by vehicle manufacturers to test compliance with 
California's 2 % audit test requirements. 

In a Federal compliance procedure which requires 
approximately one hour, including vehicle preparation, 
the system tests for carbon monoxide (CO), hwlro-

THE "MINIATURE" GEARMOTOR 
THAT'S A UTILE LARGER 

GM 9213 Series Gearmotors, now in production, offer d-c servo 
motor performance combined with a rugged spur gear reducer 
which provides five standard ratios from 5.9:1 to 728 :1. Gear box 
diameter is 2". Overall length is 3.6", exclu~ing output shaft exten
sion. Output shaft speeds from 2 rpm to 1,000 rpm. 
Gears are sintered iron to precision tolerances, providing low 
backlash for computer peripheral, instrumentation and other de
manding applications. Gearbox design strength limit is.1,0~0 C?Z.
in. Many possible variations in armature wind ings permit tailoring 
of outputs to a wide range of performance requirements. 
GM 9213 Gearmotors ensure value and reliabil ity at a moderate 
price. 123 

~~
11

:~~~~~~'d'~~!~~~n~ne~~~~~'~e!!~o~ 
=-~ SELLERSVILLE . PENNSYLVANIA 18960 

; Phone (215) 257-5117 •TWX 510-661-5086 __ 
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carbons (HC), carbon dioxide (C02 ), and oxides of 
nitrogen {NO). A constant-volume gas sampler (CVS), 
connected to the vehicle exhaust pipe, dilutes and pre
conditions the exhaust gas sample for analysis by an 
analytical exhaust gas ~onsole. Test sampling and data 

r ------------, MEMORY SERI ES No. 8 

I INTERFACE SAVERS: I 
I 20 TTL COMPATIBLE I 
I MOS SHIFT REGISTERS I 
I In stock now, and in I 
I love with TTL, our I 

MOS registers save 

I on go-betweens. Zero I 
interface cuts parts 
and power costs. Max I design flexibility, all I 

I 
from one source: 20 I 
gives you plenty to 

I pick from. I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I FREE Short Form Catalog lists I 

all 20 MOSS-Rs. Clip coupon to I letterhead for your copy. I 
I Name I 
I TTHINK Ext . I 

L: !ii n OAl!lill!.& .1: __=:1 ___ ____ _ 
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TheMP12 
Do-It-Yourself Kit: 

' \ 
\ 

Just grab the pieces and run. 
System building made easy. Here's the easiest way 
to cut the time and cost of computer system de
velopment. Start with the MP12 Microcomputer ... 
pick the peripheral interfaces you need ... and 
you're in business. The 12-bit CPU has complete 
processing, 110, and memory capability built in. 
Plug-in standard interfaces reduce design time. 
Supporting software with the RTX12 Real-Time Op
erating System simplifies application program de
velopment. No matter what kind of system you're 
building - data communications, process or ma
chine control, data acquisition, point of sale -
pick up the MP12 Do-It-Yourself Kit. You'll be up 
and running faster than you ever thought possible. 

Check these prices*. MP12 Processor with complete 
supporting software package: $990 
Paper Tape Reader and Punch Controller: $362 
TTY Controller for ASR33: $198 . 
Printer Controller, 300 or 600 LPM: $274 
Asynchronous Communications Controller: $394 
Digital Input" Interface, 24 lines: $214 
Digital Output Interface, 24 lines: $179 
AID Converter, 16 channel, 12 bit: $1024 
DI A Converter, dual channel, 12 bit: $549 
Magnetic Tape Controller, 9 track, IBM 
compatible : $640 
Tape Cassette Controller: $372 
4K Data Memory: $665 
*Quantity 100 U.S. Prices, F.O.B. Minneapolis. 
Prices subject to change without notice. 

FAgn11®1rEIK1Nc. 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

SALES 
OFFICES IN: 

56 

5901 South County Road 18 • Minneapolis, MN 55436 • (612) 935-8811 HOME OF MP12 

Boston 
(617)969-5077 
Chicago 
(312)437-4116 

Dallas 
(214)661-3155 
Denver 
(303)753-0631 

Hawthorne, Ca. 
(213)973-0484 
New Jersey 
(201 )222-6250 
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San Jose 
(408)246-8391 
Minneapolis 
(612)935-8811 

Hong Kong 
K-331383 
United Kingdom 
Maidenhead 37321-4 
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acquisition are controlled by a General Automation 
SPC-16/60 computer which also monitors operation of 
a dynamometer on which the vehicle is driven. The 
vehicle driver is directed through a number of 20-s 
driving cycles by instructions displayed on a CRT in 
the driver aid station, with the vehicle speed superim
posed on the cycle trace. A second CRT displays sys
tem status during the test. Hard copy test results are 
printed on a teletypewriter, which also provides addi
tional operator communication. 

Features of the computer (960-ns cycle time, 16K 
words of core memory) include real-time clock, power 
fail/auto restart, integer hardware multiply and di
vide, foreground/ background register, and a ROM-IPL 
loader. Full system capability involves 16 analog input 
channels, 32 digital input~ and outputs, and 16 process 
interrupts. 

A typical system has eight analog inputs to the com
puter: one for each of the four exhaust gases, and 
one each for vehicle speed, CVS blower inlet pressure, 
CVS blower outlet pressure, and CVS blower inlet 
temperature. There are 24 digital outputs from the 
computer: one each for filling three sets of gas sample 
bags, three for reading dilute sample bags, three for 
reading the background sample bags, one each for start 
and stop test signals, two for automatic test signal 
analyzer calibration, seven for operator status lights, 
and four for nitrous oxide analyzer converter efficiency. 

In addition, there are f4 digital inputs to the com
puter: 12 for operator communication; one each for 
test start vehicle crank, te~t stop vehicle "dieseling," 
CVS status, and analytical system status; and eight 
for analyzer range status. Seven digital process inter
rupts are fed to the computer: one each for read status ' 
from the operator's console, abort and hold test, start 
data acquisition, CVS blower revolution counter, and 
start and hold test at driver aid station. 

The system operating procedure is: 
-operator selects tests and options on operator con
sole 
-operator presses read status buttons, initiating test 
preparation sequence 
-depending on type of test, computer may request 
additional information to be input via teletypewriter 
-operator adds data via teletypewriter in conversa
tional mode 
-computer interrogates hardware status and performs 
automatic system calibration 
-computer tells operator to initiate test (through 
either signal lights or teletypewriter 
--depending on test, computer waits for process inter
rupt signal 
-computer begins and runs test sequences, normally 
without operator intervention 
-during test, data are acquired, converted to engi
neering units, accumulated for specific test modes, and 
printed on teletypewriter by commands from the com
puter 
-at end of test, a summary report is generated on 
the teletypewriter 
Circle 161 on Inquiry Card 

Just look 
at this! 

The 
all-new HOBBS A/C 
Elapsed Time Meter 

Now - the smallest A/C elapsed 
time meter for commercial appli
cations! Simplified design (only 
36 components) ... rugged and 
durable for long life. Digital read· 
out .shows total hours of opera
tion up to 100,000 hours . Run
ning indicator included. Models 
for 120 and 240 VAC ... 50 and 
60 Hz. Available with T' wire leads 
or screw terminals . . . in standard, 
deluxe and minimeter models. 

• Write for Elapsed Time Meter 
Catalog 
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Specify the Model L107MA In the 
Model CL 107 fully mllltarlzed controller ... 
. . . for a compact, high speed, fully militarized system 
providing over 0.4 million words of fast access storage. 
The controller will interface any NTDS fast 1/0 such as 
the AN/USQ-20, AN/UYK7, 15 and 20 computers. Inter
face is also provided for the Rolm 1602 computer. 

The controller/memory subsystem meets Mil-E-16400, 
Class 4 equipment, (including Mil-S-901C the drop ham
mer shock test), and most of Mil-E-5400 requirements. 

For complete information call (213) 245-8711 or write 
to the Librascope Division of The Singer Company, 833 
Sonora Avenue, Glendale, California 91201. 

SINGER 
LIBRASCOPE DIVISION 

memory 
fully 

qualified 
to the environmental specifications of 

Mil·E-16400 
Mil·E-5400 

Librascope's Model Ll07MA rotating disc 
memory has passed the environmental require
ments of Mil-E-16400 (General Specification 
for Naval Ship and Shore Electronic Equip
ment) and Mil-E-5400 (General Specification 
for Airborne Electronic Equipment) in a For
mal Qualification Test. 

Where your installation is exposed to wide 
temperature variations, shock, vibration, salt 
spray, high altitude, sand and dust, humidity 
with condensation or even immersion the 
Ll07MA can handle the duty with ease. 
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I DC&AS BRIEFS I 

Power Generating Plants 
To Be Placed Under Digital Control 

Contracts have been awarded to Leeds & Northrup Co, 
North Wales, Pa for two separate projects involving 
generation of power. One project is for three computer 
data handling, control, and monitoring systems to be 
installed between mid-1976 and late 1977 on an 850-
MW expansion of the Cholla Generating Station near 
Joseph City, Ariz. Each of three pulverized coal burn
ing, drum-type generating units will be maintained by 
a system designed for integrated boiler /turbine control 
with direct energy balance techniques. Loops under 
control primarily will include fuel, air, feedwater, and 
steam temperature. In addition, each of three LN5400 
digital process control systems will handle data moni
toring and display for 1200 analog and digital points. 
Each system will include three central processors with 
redundant power supplies, 40K words of main memory 
for each processor, auxiliary drum memories, teletype
writers, loggers, magnetic tape memory, card readers, 
operator's console, and nine CRTs. 

The second project involves computer monitoring and 
control equipment for two 550-MW, coal-fired boilers 
for the Lower Colorado River Authority, headquartered 
in Austin, Tex. A dual LN5400 digital process control 
system will monitor and display plant variables for 
both units. The system will contain two central proces
sors with 40K words main memory, two auxiliary mem
ories, seven CRTs, teletypewriters, process interfacing 
subsystems, loggers, and high speed paper-tape readers 
and punches. Installation of the system will begin in 
late 1976. 

Plastic/Rubber Industry 
Process Measurement/ Control System 

Depending on the configuration, five or more vinyl or 
rubber calender lines can be controlled by multiplex
ing from a single 3000 series system. Strategy can 
range from simple operator control with measurement 
only, to complete computer closed-loop control. De
signed by Nucleonic Data Systems, Inc, Irvine, Calif 
specifically for the plastic and rubber industry, the 
systems are claimed to offer up to 30% savings in raw 
material and to improve quality control. 

In addition to the advantages of digital control, ad
vanced sensor technology is said to provide the poten
tial for major system improvements. An x-ray fluores
cence sensor with isotope source can be used for such 
applications as measuring zinc content of rubber (to 
0.1 % ) , measuring depth and cord separation in steel 
cord directly without the need for interpretation, and 
measuring additives such as antimony trioxide and 
titanium dioxide in plastics directly. 

PDP-11 DMA Interface 

0 Single Module, Requires Only One Quad Slot 
0 Space for 12 Posit ions of User Logic 
0 Expandable to 82 Positions of User Logic with One 

Additional Quad Slot 
0 Maximum Unibus Load is l 
0 Selectable Command and Status Bit Assignments 
0 Has 16 Bit Input Register 

0 Price is $850 versus $1.490 from DEC Delivery from Stock 

M(Jn MDB Systems, Inc., 981 N. Main St., 
I 1 I lJ Orange, CA 92667 (714) 639-7238 

Dealer inventory in Europe 
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ISA-75 Conference and Exhibit 
October 6-9 
Mecca Hall 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Supporting the concept of practical applications in in
dustry, the Instrumentation Society of America Confer
ence and Exhibit, under the direction of General Chair
man Fred Brengel, Johnson Controls Inc, will examine 
"The Real World of Instrumentation in Industry." In
cluded on the program, prepared with Robert Middleton, 
Monsanto Co, as chairman, are technical paper sessions, 
workshops, clinics, and panels-all at Mecca Hall . . In 
addition, 2-day Short Courses, to be given at nearby 
Milwaukee Technical School, will offer practicing engi
neers and technicians an opportunity to update their 
fundamental knowledge and upgrade their skills. Also of 
interest are five Symposia to be conducted at the Con
ference, and presentations of applications papers by 
manufacturers. 

Only sessions and courses of particular interest to 
Computer Design readers are outlined in the following 
pages. Information is limited to that available at press 
time. 

Special Activities 

Events of special interest will include the Keynote Ad
dress presented by John H. Stender, Assistant Secretary 
of Labor for Occupational Safety and Health, which 
will formally open the Conference on Monday morning. 
In addition, a Distinguished Lecture Series will consist 
of one presentation each morning, prior to Conference 
sessions. Distinguished speakers will include Dr R. L. 
Bowman, Chief of the Laboratory of Technical Develop
ment, National Heart and Lung Institute, speaking on 
biomedical instrumentation (Tuesday); H. J. C. Kouts, 
Director of the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, covering nuclear 
safety research (Wednesday) ; and J. A. Duffie, Director, 
Solar Energy Laboratory, College of Engineering, Uni
versity of Wisconsin-Medicine, discussing solar heating 
and cooling (Thursday). 

The ISA President's Reception at the Marc Plaza 
Hotel, Sunday, October 5 from 4 :30 to 6 pm, will lead 
off the social activities planned for Conference Week, 
providing an opportunity for ISA members to meet So
ciety officers. This years' recipients of awards for special 
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achievements in the field of instrumentation and auto
matic control will be honored at the ISA-75 Honors and 
Awards Luncheon on Wednesday at 12 :30 pm in the 
Marc Plaza Hotel. (Tickets are $10 each.) A luncheon 
at the Marc Plaza, preceding the Council of Society 
Delegates Meeting on Thursday at 12 :30 pm, will he 
open to all delegates, alternates, and ISA members. 
(Tickets are $7 each.) Wednesday evening at 6 pm, at
tendees and. guests are invited to experience Milwaukee's 
heritage at the ISA German Gemutlichkeit, where they 
will be fed and entertained by a German band and 
dancers. (Tickets are $10/person and include bus trans
portation.) 

Registration and Exhibits 

Fees for Conference and Exhibit registration are: 4-days, 
advanced-$30 members ( $40 nonmembers) , 4-days, at 
the door-$35 and $45, and l-day-$10 and $i5. Short 
courses carry a $150 registration fee for nonmembers, 
$125 for members. Conference papers, including manu
facturers application papers, will be available as indi
vidual preprints dur ing the Conference, and as hound 
proceedings later. 

-Exhibit hours are Monday 12 noon to 6 pm, Tuesday 
9 am to 12 noon and 4 :30 to 7 :30 pm, Wednesday 12 
noon to 6 pm, and Thursday 9 am to 5 pm. 

Short Courses 

Monday and Tuesday 
Minicomputer Systems, Programming, 
and Applications 
Course will familiarize attendees with basic computer hardware 
and options, basics of programming languages, operating sys
tems, and other software routines. 

Acceptance Testing of 
Industrial Process Computers 
A methodology of digital computer acceptance testing that lies 
within the framework of ISA Recommended Practice RP55.l will 
he presented during this course. 
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MEErYOUR IOIJGHEST 
DESIGN CRnERIA 

MEEr THE REMEX 
FLOPPY DISK DRIVE 

No compromise required. There is 
one floppy disk drive with the de
sign flexibility to meet all your 
systems requirements. The REMEX 
RFD7400. 

.., IBM compatibility? Remex has it. 

;. 

Complete media and data inter
change with 37 40 Series systems. 
Guaranteed by Remex because the 
RFD7 400 meets every one of the 
3740 floppy disk specifications. We 
test for them! 

' Standard media? The RFD7 400 pro
vides a unique write enable option 
that gives fool proof operation on 
any standard IBM media. No need 
to pay a premium for specially pre
pared media. Select from any avail
able source. 

Fail safe design features? Our 
floppy disk drive has Track "00" 
and track "76" sensing. A unique 
feature which prevents machine 
damage and loss of data at both 
ends of diskette media . 
Long life? How about ·15,000 hours? 
The RFD7400 construction provides 
years of reliable operation with only 
12 grams of head pressure, utilizing 
a tungsten-carbide ball bearing 
stylus. The result; 50% longer life 
than competitive units. 
Extra capacity? You bet! Up to 3.2 
megabits with our special hard sec
toring and data recording options. 
And we use standard media too. 
Random average access time? The 
RFD7400 is more than 30% faster 

/(EMEX 
1,....-xLaJ Peripheral 
~®~ Products 

Ex-Cell-O Corporation 
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than competition. Think of what this 
can do for your throughput. 
Special configurations? The RFD-
7400 can be custom designed to fit 
almost any application. Test us by 
sending your design headache to 
our Applications Engineering Man
ager. Better still, call us direct and 
order your evaluation unit for im
mediate delivery. Chances are that 
our standard unit already meets 
your requirements. 

Write, Remex, a Unit of Ex-Cell-O 
Corporation, 1733 Alton Street, P.O. 
Box 11926, Santa Ana, California 
92711 or call (714) 557-6860. 

We work with you. 
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First came ,Remex flexible disk drives. 

Now, 
the whole, compact, 
IBM-compatib'•• . 
data-packin' SVstem 
The new Remex RFS7 400 flexible disk system 
offers all of the high-speed, high-capacity 
attributes inherent in this technique, plus many 
outstanding p.erformance advantages unique 
to the Remex design. 
Naturally, the Remex systems are IBM 3740 
compatible. We test each system to prove it. 
They read diskettes prepared in a 3740 system, 
or write and initialize diskettes that can be read 
on a 3740 system. The RFS7400 also offers a 
unique write enable option that gives foolproof 
.operation without modification on any 
standard IBM compatible media. 
Among the many other features, the RF~7400's 
fail-safe drive design offers Tracks "00'' and 
"76" sensing to prevent machin.e damage and 
loss of data at both ends of the media. 
It offers approximately 50% longer life 
than competitive drives. And average 
random access time is more than 
30% faster. 
The system includes formatter elec
tronics, with up to four separate drives, 
and power supply. Diagnostic soft
ware, 1/0 drivers and computer 
compatible interface controllers are 
available as options for PDP-11 and 
NOVA minicomputers. Like all other 
Remex computer interface packages, 
we guarantee system compatibility. 
The Remex flexible disk system offers: 
• Multiple drive read-write/seek 

operation 
• File Unsafe 
• Write protect 
• High data reliability (Read Error Rate: 

1 x 109 bits Read/Error, nominal; 
1 x 1012 bits Read/Hard Error, nominal 

• Storage capacity: 246 x 103 bytes per 
diskette 

• Transfer rate: 31.25 x 103 bytes (8-bit) per 
second 

• Available for 115 VRMS, 60Hz, 230 VRMS, 
50Hz. 

• DMA and Programmed 1/0 interface 
controller (option} 

ASK FOR AN EVALUATION UNIT: Write 
Remex, Ex-Cell-O Corporation, 1733 Alton St., 
P.O. Box 1192p. Santa Ana. Cal. 92711. Or call: 
BOSTON: (617) 784·8380 •NEW YORK: (212) 947•0379 
ORLANDO: (305) 894-4401 •CHICAGO: (312) 359-1310 
DALLAS: (~14) 661-0300 • PHOENIX: (602) 946-4215 
LOS ANGELES: (714) 557-6860 (Orange County) 

We work with you 

/(EMEX 
1~X, , uaj Peripheral 
~®-·~ Products 

ex .. cell-0 Corporation 
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\Yednesday and Thursday 
Computer Process Control 
Attendees will be familiarized with several approaches by which 
the digital computer can be used to achieve control performance 
exceeding that of conventional control systems and, thus, in
crease the computer's dollar payout. 

Microcomputer and Microprocessor Applications 
for Process Control 
Course covers evolution of microcomputers and microprocessors, 
hardware, software, and applications. 

Software Engineering: Design and Management 
for Industrial Computer Programming 
Students will be introduced to methods for designing and man
aging the design of industrial automation systems and software 
for such systems. 

Technical Program Excerpts 

Monday 
Session 2 2:30-5 pm 
Process Management and Control-
Today and Tomorrow 
Chairman: R. Ryan, Foxboro Co 

W3 

"Achieving Today's Promises for Process Control," C. J. Mroz, 
Foxboro Co 

"Future Applications for Computers for Process Control," 
D. Teale, Fisher Controls Co 

"Microprocessor vs Programma'ble Controller," F. L. Slane, In
dustrial Solid-State Control 

Session 3 2:30-5 pm 
Clinic: Camac Modular Interface System 
Chairman: D. Zobrist, ALCOA 

W2 

The modular computer interfacing standards and their applica
tions will be discussed. An operating system will be on hand. 
D. Little, Standard Engineering Corp; T. Radway, Joray Corp; 
and J. Davis of Lawrence Livermore Laboratories will participate 
in the clinic. 

Tuesday 
Session 13 I 0 am-12:30 pm ES 
New Breakthroughs in Digital Systems 
Chairman: V. Diehl, Hewlett-Packard Co 

"Networking of Computers in Today's Industry," T. E. Smith, 
Modular Computer Systems 

"Potential Impact of LSI on ·Process Control Systems," H. P. 
Zinschlag, J. A. Conover, and W. E. Long, Monsanto 
"A New Approach to Remote Process I/0-Software Transparent 
Remote I/O Subsystem," L. Avery and S. Moro, Digital Equip
ment Corp 

"Process Control is Not EDP," J. Copeland, Copeland & Roland 
Assoc 
"Distributed System New Approach to Process Control," L. M. 
Cartright and J. C. Mayberry, Inland Steel Co 

Session 14 10 am-5 pm EIO 
Clinic: Programmable Logic Controllers 
Chairman: A. I. Schwartz, Westinghouse-Bettis 

All-day clinic will consider hows, whys, and wherefores of pro-

I WO HEADS 
ARE BETTER 
THAN ONE. 
Especially when they save you money. 
Our unique Sycor 145 Dual Diskette Recorder 

costs considerably less than two ordinary IBM 
compatible single-head models. 

But price isn't the only reason our recorder is 
head and diskette above the crowd. 

Take storage. With the Sycor 145, you have 
four times the storage capacity of the usual single 
head recorder. Because its two heads have the 
capability of writing on either side of the diskette. 

And when it comes ti me to access that data, 
our recorder is even more impressive. 

Being 3740-compatible, the Sycor 145 
handles the same 77-track diskette as other 
recorders, but its track to track access ti me of 
2.5 msec is the fastest in the industry. 

Four ti mes faster than the others. 
But don't just take our word for it. Check out 

the competition . Then look at the Sycor Model 
145. We think you'll prefer ours. 

Now that there's two sides to the story. 

SYCOR 
Contact OEM Department, Sycor, Inc., 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104. Telephone (313) 971-0900. 

I 
SYCOR INC 

Internationally represen ed by 
Munzig International in London, Paris, and Geneva; 

by CORE, GMbh, in Copenhagen, Hamburg, and Frankfort; 
by Mitsui & Co., Industrial Machinery Dept., Tokyo; 

and by STG International in Tel Aviv. 
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grammable controllers (cousins to the minicomputer) , including 
how they work, how to apply them, and hands-on use of equip
ment by all attendees. Simple example applications will be pro
grammed and tested. Instructors are from Allen-Bradley Co. 
(Clinic will be repeated on Wednesday.) 

Session IS I 0 am-S pm 

Clinic: How to Program Process Control 
Computers 
Chairman: A. C. Lumb, Procter & Gamble 

WIO 

All-day clinic will give hands-on experience in writing and test
ing a digital computer program for online control of a real in
dustrial process. After a brief introduction, participants will work 
in 6-man teams to design and implement a control strategy in
volving interactive pressure, temperature, flow, and level loops. 
Hands-on computer time will be scheduled for each group during 
the early afternoon. Luncheon is included. Instructors and equip
ment are from Fisher Controls Co. (Clinic will be repeated 
Wednesday.) 

Session 18 JO am-12:30 pm W8 
Programmable Control Systems 
Chairman: S. C. Hu, Cleveland State University 

"Programmable Sequence Controller in Multiplex Configuration," 
0. J. Struger and W. W. Searcy, Allen-Bradley Co 
"An Industrial Control Processor for Contouring Numerical Con
trol Applications,'' E. Dummermuth and R. E. J erva, Allen-Bradley 
Co 

"Distributed Intelligence Microcomputer Systems," L. H. Ander
son, Warner & Swasey Co 

Session 24 2:30-S pm E2 

Panel: Microcomputers and Industrial 
Applications-Their Impact on Instrumentation 
and Control 
Chairman: A. C. Lumb, Proctor & Gamble Co 

Each panelist will give a brief "position paper" on the topic in 
general. Following this there will be interactive discussion be
tween the panel and audience. Panelists are: M. B. Adams, Stan
ford Research Institute; L. H. Anderson, Comstar Div, Warner 
& Swasey Co; D. Arndt, Process Systems, Inc; W. A. Coelho, 
Procter & Gamble Co; and J. E. Heaton, Logicon, Inc 

Wednesday 

Session 26 10 am-12:30 pm ES 

Computer Applications in the Power Industry 
Chairmen: J. Adams, Bailey Meter, and H. Long, General Atomic 
Co 

"Power Plant DDC-Where Has It Been and Where Is It Going?" 
D. R. Clark and R. S. Bilski, Bailey Meter Co 
"High Availability Computer System Replaces Conventional An
nunciator System for Power Plant Monitoring," C. L. Longe
necker, Jr, Gilbert Associates, Inc; and J. M. Dahlquist, Jr, 
Baltimore Gas & Electric 
"The Plant Computer as an Operating Tool," D. E. Bear, General 
Atomic Co 

"On-Line Computer NSS-Performance Calculations on Oconee 
Unit l," W. E. Gabler and R. E. Clark, Babcock and Wilcox Co 

Session 27 I 0 am-5 pm 

Clinic: Programmable Logic Controllers 
Chairman: A. I. Schwartz, Westinghouse-Bettis 

(Repeat of Session 14) 
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EIO 

Session 28 I 0 am-S pm 
Clinic: How to Program Process Control 
Computers 
Chairman: A. C. Lumb, Procter & Gamble 

(Repeat of Session 15) 

Session 29 I 0 am-S pm 
Clinic: Minicomputer Systems 
Chairman: A. I. Schwartz, Westinghouse-Bettis 

WIO 

E3 

All-day clinic will introduce attendees to minicomputer hardware 
and programming and provide some insight into systems design 
and implementation, cost, and justification considerations, indus
trial applications, and future trends. An actual operating system 
will provide an opportunity for hands-on exposure. Instructors 
and equipment are from Hewlett-Packard Co. (Clinic will be re
peated on Thursday.) 

Session 33 2:30-S pm ES 

Computerized Systems for Energy Conservation 
Chairman: R. C. Risberg, Johnson Controls Inc 

"Computer Based Automation's Role in Good Building Manage
ment," F. B. Hall, III and G. S. Jones, Robertshaw Controls Co 
"Control of a Black Liquor Recovery Boiler," C. W. Warren, 
R. R. Johnson, and L. N. Harris, Fisher Controls Co 
"Application O'f Computers for Energy Conservation in Buildings," 
K. Sinnamohideen, Johnson Controls Inc 

"Minimizing Cooling Energy Through the Consideration of Out
door Air Enthalpy," D. E. Miller, Johnson Controls Inc 

Thursday 

Session 39 10 am-12:30 pm ES 

Applications of Digital Computers 
in the Process Industry 
Chairman: R. Bothne, EMC Control 

"On-Line Computer Control of Gasoline Blending," G. J. Gustaf
son, Honeywell Inc, and K. Komatsu, Y amatake-Honeywell 

"A Practical Approach to the Selection of Remote Interface De
vices," M. A. Curran, Digital Systems Corp 

"Economic Benefits from Centralized Control in Petroleum R e
fineries," C. Watson, Foxboro Co 

"The Greatest Relay Ever Made," R. 0. Dietz, Miller & Dietz Co 

Session 40 10 am-S pm 

Clinic: Minicomputer Systems 
(Repeat of Session 29) 

E3 

Session 44 10 am-12:30 pm W8 
Application Papers for the Food Industry 
Chairman: N. Creswick, T. J. Lipton, Inc 

"The Application of In-Line Digital Blending Systems, H. T. Day, 
Warner Jenkinson Co, and T. J. Hayes, Fischer & Porter Co 

Data HandlinCJ and Computation 
Symposium 

Monday 
Review of the State of the Art in Computer 
Application to the Process Industry 

2:30-S pm 
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Tuesday 10 am-12:30 . pm 

Application of Digital Computers in 
Process Industries 

Application of Digital Computers in the 
Power Industry 

2:30-5 pm 

Wednesday 10 am-12:30 pm 

New Developments of Computer Applications in 
Nuclear Plants 

2:30-5 pm 

Computer Applications for Industry 

Thursday 10 am-12:30 pni 

New Breakthroughs in Digital Systems 

Manufacturers Application Papers 
Tuesday 
Burr-Brown Research 3: 15-3:45 pm E4 

"Remote Data Acquisition: Profits & Problems," C. R. Teeple 

Data metrics 2:30-3 pm W2 
"The Programmable Controller's Approach to Implementing Logic 
Control," P. Carey 

Allen-Bradley Co 2:30-3 pm W4 
"Programmable Controllers as Applied to Energy Management," 
R. H. Anderson 

FX Systems 4-4:30 pm W4 
"Applications of a Small Programmable Controller, to the Moni
toring of Toxic Gas," W. T. Crist and A. F. Clarke, Jr 

Wednesday 
Rosemount, Inc 11 :30 am-12 noon E2 
"Tower Operators Command Digital Control," G. A. Pettit and 
D. Whiteford 

Integrated Photomatrix Ltd 10:45-11:15 am E4 
"The Use of Solid-State Linescan Cameras as Noncontacting Di-

;., mension Monitors in Process Control Systems," G. R. Parsons 

"!t Industrial Solid-State Control 11 :30 am-12 noon E4 

., 

"Microprocessor vs Programmable Controller," F. L. Slane 

ACCO Bristol 11 :30 am-12 noon E6 
"Flexible Microprocessor Process Control," B. Allen 

Allen-Bradley Co 10-10:30 am W4 
"Multiple System Control Using Remote 1/0," B. P. Simon 

Metra Instruments Inc 10-10:30 am E4 
"Systemetra: A Systems Approach to Programmable Acquisition 
and Display of Over 1000 Channels Without Computer Overkill," 
T. Diepenbrock 

Reticon Corp 10-10:30 am Ell 
"Solid-State Scanning Image Sensors Offer Reliability Advan
tages Over Photocells in Electrical Terminal Inspection System," 
J. P. Spurla 0 

THIS MAKES 
40.000 CASSETTE 

RECORDERS. 
WHEW! 

When it comes to cassette recorders, who you 
buy them from is as important as what you buy. 

And when you buy the Sycor Model 135, 
you're dealing with a company that already has 
40,000 recorders in service worldwide. 

The popularity of our cassette recorder isn't 
really surprising. 

The Sycor 135 is the ANSI compatible cassette 
drive with record overwrite capacity that lets you 
edit a whole data block without disturbing so 
much as a character on adjacent records. 

The recorder that reads/writes at a fast 12.5 ips 
with quick starts and stops for high throughput. 
With a dual-gap head for Read-After-Write 
verification. 

The recorder that accesses data at a clip 
of 60 ips. 

For more information on our Model 135, or for 
help on any design or application problem, give 
us a call. 

A company that's made 40,000 cassette 
recorders ought to be pretty good at finding 
solutions. 

SYCOR 
Contact OEM Department, Sycor, Inc. , 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104. Telephone (313) 971 -0900. 

51 
SYCOR INC 

Internationally represented by 
Munzig International in London, Paris, Munich, Tokyo, and Geneva; 

and by STG International in Tel Aviv 
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Tally's printer line is going places ... 
Tally's renowned 200 line 

per minute line printer for the 
long run is now backed up with 
125, 300 and 400 lpm. There's 

Model 2100 
125 lines per minute 
132 columns 
7 x 8 comb matrix print 
Multi-part forms to 14Ys" 
Up to 8-channel VFU 
Many parallel interfaces 
1200 Baud communicati on ':> 

more. The beginning of a line 
of serial printers. The Series 
1000. First off the blocks is 
a 120 character per second, 

Model 2200 
200 lines per minute 
132 columns 
5 x 7 comb matrix print 
Multi -part forms to 14Ys" 
Up to 8-channel VFU 
Printer emulating interfaces 
Mini controllers 

132 column, high reliability 
data processing machine. 

Now, with this fine family 
of printers, you can pick the 

Model 1120 
120 characters per second 
132 columns 
9 x 7 high fidelity print 
Multi-part forms to 15" 
2-channel VFU 
Many parallel interfaces 
Asynchronous communication s 



up to 400 lines per minute ... down to 120 characters per second. 

price/performance package 
that best suits your system. 
And be comfortable in know
ing that Tally reliability won't 

Model 4300 
300 lines per minute 
132 columns 
9 x 9 comb matrix print 
Multi-part forms to 19" 
Up to 12-channel VFU 
20 ips slew 
Interfaces and controllers 

let your customer down in the 
middle of a print run. 

Talk to Tally today about 
these low cost, high perfor-

Model 4400 
400 lines per minute 
132 columns 
9 x 7 comb matrix print 
Multi -part forms to 19" 
Up to 12-channel VFU 
20 ips slew 
Interfaces and controllers 

mance printers. You'll enhance 
the value of your total system 
package. Tally Corporation, 
8301 South 180th Street, 
Kent, Washington 98031. 
Phone (206) 251-5645. 
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TAKE THE LEAD WITH THE 2ND 
NEW 4K STATIC RAM FROM EMM 

TTL-COMPATIBLE; FULLY STATIC. 
The new SEMI 4200 is fully static like the 4402 
we recently introduced. But in addition it is 
TTL-compatible, output as well as input. 
Thus you can not only forget about 
refresh and charge pump circuitry 
when designing high performance 
MOS memory systems, you can also 
forget about drive amplifiers. 

225 NANOSECOND ACCESS. The SEMI 4200 4K static 
RAM has a worst case access time of 225 nsec, and a 
worst case cycle time of 400 nsec. It is the fastest 
TTL-compatible 4K static RAM in production. 

LOW POWER. The SEMI 4200 requires 450 mw 
operating power. And, just as with the 4402, power 
conservation is achieved by the 
Chip Select Input, which ....--: 
causes the 4200 to 
enter a low power 
standby state 
whenever it is 
unselected. Normal 
V00 is 12Vdc, but V00 

can be reduced to 4 volts 
without risking loss of stored 
data, thus permitting the design 
of effectively non-volatile systems. 
Power consumption in this mode is 
less than 2µW I bit. 

MICRORAM 1240. 
16K x 8/9 using 
SEMl-4200 4K Static RAM 

Ideal for 
microprocessor applications. 

DOUBLE TESTED. Like all SEMI NMOS 
components, the 4200 TTL-compatible 4K 

static RAM must meet our own tough 
test standards, since we use it in our 
memory systems. In fact, our normal 
procedure requires 100% ac and de 

testing of all components twice -
at wafer and again in the package. 

MODEL SELECTION. EMM SEMI 
offers you a growing line of 

static RAM and ROM components 
to help you take the design lead. 

Pick out the 
one that best meets your needs 

from the adjacent chart. 

PROVEN TRACK RECORD. At EMM 
we've been making memory components 

and systems since 1961. Unlike memory suppliers 
who market components only, all EMM components 
are performance proven in our own systems. When 
you buy from 
EMM, you get 
the benefit of 
the unusually 
high 
acceptance 
standards we 

impose on 
ourselves, 

as well 
as our 

Part No. 

RAMS 

SEMl-4200 

SEMl-4402 

SEMl-1801 

SEMl-1802 

SEMI RA-3-4256 

SEMI RA-3-42568 

ROMS 

SEMI R0-3-4096 

SEMI R0-3-5120 

SEMI R0-3-16384 

SEMI R0-3-8316A 

BitOrg. Access Time 

4096 x 1 225 nsec 

4096 x 1 200 nsec 

1024 x 1 90 nsec 

1024 x 1 70 nsec 

256 x 4 1 usec 

256 x 4 1 usec 

512 x 8 500 nsec 

512 x 10 500 nsec 

4096 x 4 1 usec 

2048 x 8 850 nsec 

years 
of 
experi-
encein 

More new products to come .. additional 4K static RAMs, ROMs. 

meeting the needs of the memory marketplace. If 
you'd like further information about any of the 

products featured here, or any other EMM components 
or systems, contact your local EMM office today. 

EmmsEM1 
A subsidiary of Electronic Memories & Magnetics Corporation 
3883 North 28th Avenue, Phoenix, Arizona 85017 
Telephone (602) 263-0202 
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Research project shows microprocessors to be economically feasible, 
faster than a manual sampling technique, more flexible than an 
automatic analog approach, and cheaper than a minicomputer, in a 
lumber testing machine. Part 1 describes the hardware required 
along with the microprocessor, the interconnections, and the 
operation of various components 

Using a Microprocessor: 
A Real-Life Application 

Part 1-Hardware 

James D. Logan and Paul S. Kreager 

Washington State University 
Pullman, Washington 

This 2-part article presents the complete implementa
tion of a microprocessor-based system. Part 1 de
scribes the hardware required, along with the micro
processor, the interconnections, and the operation of 
the various components. Although the description is 
based on a specific microprocessor, the system is 
suited for diverse uses, and the details on its imple
mentation and accompanying description of how prob
lems encountered in its development were overcome 
should prove helpful to those developing their own sys
tems, whether based on this processor or on others. 

Since the software necessary to make a micropro
cessor-based system perform its intended function is 
new even to some experienced hardware designers, 
Part 2 of this article, to be published in the October 
issue of Computer Design, will illustrate how the soft
ware for this specific system has been put together. 
Emphasis is placed on concerns common to most 
users of microprocessors, with generally applicable 
details explained in sufficient depth to provide a basic 
understanding for those interested. 

Microprocessor chips are being used in more and more 
applications that were once thought unsuitable for 
digital implementation on the basis of cost-effective
ness or complexity. Their ability to perform many 
di:ff erent complex functions with a single collection of 

hardware, simply by altering the software, represents 
a very large contribution of computer science to society. 
In particular, the recently developed capability to ex
tend this concept to smaller systems is highly signifi
cant. As a result, engineers must educate themselves 
in applying computer technology to a variety of design 
problems. These problems are likely to show up in 
force in any project, regardless of its ultimate goal. 
While details of their solution may depend on particu
lar applications, the general approach to solution can 
be shared among projects. Once they have been solved 
for one project, they will be much easier the next time. 

One such project, using a particular microprocessor, 
shows how some of these problems were overcome. 
The microprocessor is the Motorola MC6800, chosen 
because of its second-generation 8-bit architecture, very 
usable instruction set, versatile addressing modes, de
vice and memory allocation scheme, throughput capabil
ity, and availability of alternative sources of supply. 
The device's flexibility is extended by its requirement 
for only one power supply and the availability of a 
family of parts tailored to operate with the micro
processor. 

While many other microprocessors are available, only 
the MC6800 is discussed because it and its associated 
control and memory adjuncts are generally applicable. 
Readily available details about the microprocessor are 
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DEVICE 3 

~f-----1 DATA INPUT Fig. 1 Lumber grading ma
chine. Based on a microproces
sor, this system computes the 
density of a piece of lumber 
from its weight and manually 
entered dimensions; then strikes 
the board with a hammer and 
computes its modulus of elastic
ity from tl'le velocity of the re
sulting stress wave and the pre
viously computed density 
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Fig. 2 Three-board system. The 
microprocessor itself with related 
components is mounted on one 
printed-circuit board-the micro
processing unit (MPU}. Control 
logic is on a second board and 
the memory on a third. All three, 
plus external 1/0 devices, are in
terconnected by a common bus; 
a few additional lines intercon
nect the MPU and control boards 
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CONTROL 
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SYSTEM 

PROCESSOR 

not included, except in passing, to allow some more 

subtle details to be explained more thoroughly. 

Design Goals 

To evaluate the mechanical properties of lumber, a 

nondestructive testing machine was developed at Wash

ington State University. Measuring the modulus of 

elasticity (MOE), a mechanical property of solid mate

rial that characterizes the material's stiffness (see "Mod

ulus of Elasticity," p 71) , the tester (Fig. 1) consists 

of a solenoid-driven hammer, or impactor, that induces 

a longitudinal stress wave in the test specimen through 

a pneumatically operated clamp mechanism; sensors 

spaced at 2-foot intervals along the specimen to detect 

passage of the stress wave; and clock-driven counters 

that measure the wave's travel time between sensors. 

The tester's inputs for length, width, and thickness are 

thumbwheel switches with binary-coded decimal (BCD) 

outputs. A function switch provides front-panel control 

over microprocessor program routing. Weight input is 

an analog signal from a load cell converted to BCD 

by a digital panel meter, which also displays the 

weight. T-counters (timers) are 3-stage decade counters 

driven by a 1-MHz crystal clock and producing BCD 

.. 

outputs. With faster microprocessors, which can incre- ,.. 
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ment a register and test the status of an input line 

in less than 1 µs, the timing function could be per

formed internally in firmware. 
Processor outputs are displays and a signal to the 

impactor driver. Displays are 7-segment decimal num
bers that indicate density, average MOE, and low

point MOE in engineering units. Location of the weakest 

segment is displayed as a decimal number from 1 to 
10 that identifies the accelerometer' that measured the 

lowest MOE. The T-count displayed is the number 

corresponding to the weakest segment. 
Since the first machine was constructed to provide 

prototype experience, it provides more versatility than is 

required of an online machine. In normal operating 
mode, the machine must: 

( 1) Reset · and enable T-counters, and blank displays, 
to accept new data; 

( 2) Release the impactor; 

( 3) Disable T -counters after the stress wave passes, 

to prevent noise from introducing errors; 

( 4) Read in all data (length, width, thickness, func

tion, weight, and T-count for all registers) ; 

(5) Find the specimen's largest T-count and locate 

the low point (firmware must decide which T-counts 
to ignore if the specimen is shorter than the full length 
of the machine) ; 

( 6) Compute density (weight/ volume) ; 

(7) Compute low-point MOE from the largest T-count; 

(8) Compute average MOE from measurements taken 

by active T-counters; and 

(9) Display results. 

From this list it is apparent that considerable data 

handling is required-along with the four basic arith

metic functions, which are performed on decimal (BCD) 
numbers when solving the basic equations, selecting 

the low-point modulus, and computing averages. De

velopment of software to perform these basic functions 

will be discussed in Part 2 of this article. 

Processor Requirements 

To fulfill several goals, the system was designed to be 
general-purpose for use in many applications. Packag

ing the microprocessing unit (MPU) separately allows 
the most versatile usage and permits rapid construction 

of a variety of systems. Bus architecture provides suffi
cient drive capability for system expansion and allows 
test equipment to he used on the bus without introducing 

loading problems. The processor is applicable in any 
system having many interrupting devices. 

Memory, control, and MPU boards, connected by a 
common bus (Fig. 2), make up the system processor. 
Some applications may not require the control hoard, 
which adds features not included on the MPU board. 
Three lines between the MPU and control boards are 
not part of the bus; these lines are specific to applica
tions requiring the control board. The MPU hoard was 
designed to function without modification for applica

tions that do not require the control board. 
The MPU board (Fig. 3) houses the microprocessor 

chip and the basic peripheral logic that most systems 
require. All MPU board outputs have been buffered 

A Review of Modulus of Elasticity 

If a stress, or uniform load, P, measured in pounds 
per square inch, is applied to a sample of any struc
tural material, the material undergoes a strain, or 
deflection, measured in microinches (1 o-e in.) per inch 
of length. Modulus of elasticity (MOE) is the ratio 
of stress to strain: 

MOE = P(lb/in.2
) 

A( in./ in.) 

Because strain is a ratio of two lengths, It Is itself 
dimensionless; therefore MOE, like P, is measured In 
pounds per square inch. In the Washington State Uni
versity tester, stress is compressive; in other tests, 
tensile and twisting loads are often used, each with 
its own value of MOE. In most species of soft wood, 
the modulus perpendicular to the grain is less by a 
factor of perhaps 20 than that parallel to the grain. 

Modulus of elasticity is used in mechanical struc
tural analysis for many purposes, such as beam 
deflection and load-sharing calculations. Its value 
varies in structural materials; for example, aluminum 
has a modulus of about 10 million lb/in.' and steel 
about 30 million lb/In.•, depending upon the alloy and 
treatment in both cases. In wood, the modulus ranges 
from 0.5 million to 3 million lb/in! Since the modulus 
of wood varies so widely, and since more wood Is 
used structurally than all other building materials com
bined, a rapid convenient method for measuring its 
MOE is economically important. 

Although modulus of elasticity can be determined 
directly by measuring the amount of deflection that 
results from application of a given force to a sample, 
a faster method Is to strike the sample with a hammer 
and measure the velocity of the resulting stress wave. 
This velocity, C, and the density, D, give the modulus, . 
through the relationship: 

MOE= C2D 

For easier measurement, the relationship can also 
be expressed in terms of inverse velocity, or the num
ber of microseconds, AT, per foot of wave travel (for 
most typical species of wood, AT lies in the range 
50 to 200): 

MOE = ( 4~-J ~ 0(2.1566 x 108
) 

The multiplying factor accounts for several discrep
ancies in dimensions. One discrepancy is In density, 
measured in mass per unit volume, whereas the con
veniently measured quantity i·n lumber is weight, which 
is a force equal to the mass multiplied by the acceler
ation of gravity, g = 32.2 ft/s'. Also, since MOE Is in 
pounds per square Inch, ~ T should be expressed in 
seconds per inch rather than microseconds per foot, 
density in pounds per cubic Inch instead of the more 
common pounds per cubic foot, and g In Inches per 
second squared. 

An additional advantage of measuring MOE In this 
way Is that it permits multiple measurements of the 
velocity along the length of the specimen, which lo
cates any weak sections in the lumber and thereby 
enables automatic defect-trimming operations. 

fully to increase fanout above that of the microprocessor 
itself, which is limited to one TTL load per output. 
All buffered outputs, except clock cpl, cp2, and Reset, 
are under control of the microprocessor's Bus Avail
able (BA) output; this allows those signals that are 
not controlled by the BA output to he used by de
vices on the bus in either normal or direct memory access 
(DMA) mode. 
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Direct Memory Ac:c:ess 

Although the lumber grading application does not 
require direct memory access (OMA), the MC6800 Is 
capable of this operation in a multiprocessor or con
troller configuration, where more than one device re
quires access to system memory. 

Direct memory access uses the Bus Available (BA) 
and Halt signals on the system bus. A device requir
ing memory access pulls the Halt line to ground and 
waits for the BA signal to appear, signifyinQ that the 
microprocessor has completed an instruction and 
stopped processing. (The microprocessor's clocks re
main running.) The OMA device next performs its data 
transfer and, when finished, releases Halt; this ends 
the OMA operation .. 

An alternative OMA Implementation uses the three
state control (TSC) inout Instead of the Halt line. When 
the clock runs at 1 MHz, TSC stops the processing 
after a delay of only 0.5 ~ rather tha0n at the end of 
an Instruction, which can require up to 12 µs. How
ever, TSC must be activated on the leading edge of 
clock c/>1, stopping the clocks with c/>1 high and c/>2 low; 
the subsequent OMA must be completed quickly, be
cause if the clocks are held static for too long a pe
riod, the microprocessor, which Is a dynamic device, 
will lose Its internal data. 

Choice of TSC or Ha:t depends largely on the appli
cation. As a general implementation, the decrease In 
response time achieved with TSC Is not significant In 
view of the additional complexity required and the 
small number of anticipated applications that will need 
this performance. 
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Reset logic holds the reset condition on (Reset line 
down) for several milliseconds after power is turned on. 
A switch on the control panel also controls the Reset 
logic. At the trailing edge of the Reset signal, the 
microprocessor automatically begins a power-up rou
tine, which fetches an address stored in the read-only 
memory (ROM). This address points to a power-on 
routine elsewhere in the ROM. A branch then is taken 
to the power-on routine, which initializes all micro
program registers and counters. 

Two interrupt inputs are available in the microproces
sor: Interrupt Request (IRQ) and Non-Maskable Inter
rupt (NMI). IRQ usually originates in devices con
nected to the bus, while NMI is used as a power-failure 
interrupt (although it can be used for other purposes) . 
Since IRQ is maskable in software, it is useful in con
trolling device interrupts in systems that require inter
rupt operation. NMI cannot be controlled by soft
ware, since no mask exists to enable or disable it; 
however, it can be controlled by hardware, and was 
brought into the control board for applications that 
require such control. 

Two non-overlapping clocks are required as micro
processor inputs. Clock logic on the tester's MPU board 
provides fixed-frequency and pulse-width clocks; some 
other applications might need an adjustable frequency 
to vary processing speed. Since clock design may be 
difficult, problems overcome in the clock circuit used 
on the MPU board are discussed later in this article. 
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Fig. 3 MPU board. In addition 
to the microprocessor, this board 
contains drivers and a lit .le simple 
logic that is essential in all appli
cations and sufficient for some 
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Fig. 4 Control board. Fea
tures that will not fit on the 
MPU board, but are required 
in more complex applica
tions, are placed on the 
control board. Switches and 
lamps shown are on the 
operator's console; three 
lines go to the MPU, and all 
others are part of the sys
tem bus 
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The Halt input can have several uses. In addition 
to the function implicit in its name and its use in direct 

memory access (see "Direct Memory Access," p 72) , 
it can step the processor one instruction at a time 
through routines stored in ROM. A switch input from 

the control board allows this dual usage. Necessary 
logic is described in more detail later, because it must 
be synchronized with the clocks to operate properly. 

Efforts were made to design the MPU board as a 
component that could be used without modification in 

a variety of applications. Although some uses will not 
require the bus-buffering or single-cycle logic, both 
are useful in troubleshooting. When problems arise, 
test modules (such as data and address trap hard
ware ) can be plugged into the system bus with few 
loading problems. Buffering also allows easy expansion 
of an existing system. 

Address (AO through Al5), Data (DO through D7 ) , 
Valid Memory Address (VMA), and Read/ Write 
( R/ W) signals (shown in Fig. 3 ) are adequately de
scribed in MC6800 literature and present no significant 
problems for the designer. 

RESET -.. 

TO MPU 
BOARD 

Control Board 

The control board (Fig. 4) provides expanded micro
processing system capability for applications that re
quire it. Although it is difficult to predict which addi
tional features may be desirable in future applications, 
the control board is designed to function as a general
purpose component, as was the MPU board. 

Basically, the control board provides two program
mable pulse lines, two programmable control lines, 
interrupt hardware support, expanded MPU board con
trol (Halt, Single Cycle, Power Fail, and Reset), and 
limited input/ output (1/ 0) for a system console panel. 

When the MPU addresses the control board and 
" writes" a byte in which bit 3 is a 1, a 500-ns single. 
shot produces a signal on the Programmed Pulse Line 
(PPL) on the system bus. This signal starts, terminates, 
or otherwise controls system processes or states that must 
take less time than an instruction cycle. Similarly, if bit 
4 is a 1, a long 500-ms pulse appears on the Pro
grammed Reset Line (PRL) of the system bus. This is 
a general reset pulse that is controllable by software, 
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and is long enough to control slow devices such as 
relays. Because of this long duration, the MPU must 
sometimes sense the PRL's state after generating it, 
and before continuing to other tasks. It does this by 
addressing the control board and "reading" a status 
byte-the converse of "writing" a PPL or PRL. By 
grounding selected lines of the data bus, PRL status 
logic generates a status byte just as a peripheral device 
sends in a data byte. 

Two programmed control lines of the system bus 
( PCLO and PCLl) are de signals, not pulses. They 
extend the MPU's basic read/ write operations. For 
example, an interface which must respond to both 
data and command information might be designed to 
respond to one PCL signal, say PCLL When true, 
PCLl will inform the interface that write operations 
to it are commands; when false, that operations trans
fer data. MPU software sends data or command in
formation by first either setting or resetting PCLl; 
these are themselves commands to the control board, 
with the proper value in bit 1 of the command byte. 

Several lines from the control board support con
trol panel functions. Only the reset switch has a 
specific use, while the other four lines are general
purpose. The Reset signal is simply debounced; other
wise, it passes directly through the control board to 
the MPU board to initialize the system while power 
stays on. The other lines are used, for example in 
the lumber tester, to control panel lamps that indi
cate system states and to respond to a test switch that 
initiates a test sequence within the software. 

In systems with several interrupting devices, control 
and priority become quite cumbersome when using the 
MC6800 without additional hardware support. If not 
supported, the microprocessor, when interrupted, fetches 
an address stored in ROM, which in turn points to the 
interrupt service routine elsewhere in ROM, in much 
the same way as the power-on routine is summoned. 
The service routine then locates the interrupting de
vice by polling, which can take considerable time. 
Several methods are available to · reduce this interrupt 
response time and lessen the amount of ROM storage 
required by the software polling code. In the lumber 
tester, the chosen method is a modified approach that 
has been used in minicomputers for many years. 

In this method, the control board generates an IRQ 
acknowledgement {IRQACK), which propagates through 
all interfaces that could have sent the interrupt. The 
one that did send it stops the propagation. Assume 
the MPU has been interrupted by device 2, while device 
1 is idle and requires no interrupt service. In response 
to the interrupt, the service routine, instead of polling, 
sets the IRQACK latch on the control board, and gen
erates a dummy-read instruction together with a dummy 
address, to which no interface on the bus would nor
mally respond. Because device 1 did not originate the 
interrupt, it permits IRQACK to pass to device 2. The 
latter, being the interrupting device, prevents IRQACK 
from passing further along the bus and responds to the 
dummy read, even though the dummy address does 
not refer to it; in response, it dumps its return byte 
onto the data bus. This information can be an address, 
a number, an index, or anything that has a specific 
meaning to that particular interface. The service rou-
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tine next drops the IRQACK latch, leaves interrupts 
disabled, and examines the return byte, which identifies 
device 2 as the source of the interrupt. 

When the control board itself interrupts-that is, 
when the test switch is activated-IRQACK is not propa
gated and IRQ address logic returns a control-board 
address byte to the MPU when the dummy read is 
executed. 

The remainder of the control board consists of the 
power-fail, halt, and single-cycle logic. Power fail as 
implemented here is a standard circuit which monitors 
the power supply and, when the voltage drops below 
a prescribed level, generates a warning signal to the 
MPU board. Halt and single-cycle switches are on the 
control board, not on the console; their outputs are 
debounced and passed to the MPU board, to stop it 
at the end of the current instruction cycle, and to permit 
it to execute one instruction, respectively. 

Memory Board 

As a separate component of the system processor, the 
memory board allows each application the maximum 
flexibility in physical space for variations of random
access memory (RAM) and ROM configurations. Its 
design takes into account several rules and suggestions: 
The MC6800 microprocessor makes no distinction be
tween device and memory addresses. The first 256 bytes 
of memory should not be read-only, to take advantage of 
the MPU's direct-addressing capability; the rest of the 
memory can be any combination of read-only and read/ 
write. The last eight bytes of ROM are reserved for ad
dress pointers to the restart, software interrupt, device 
interrupt, and non-maskable interrupt routines. In some 
applications, device I / O is more efficient if the index 
register can be used to transfer data between the device 
and MPU. All data transfers on the bus are serial by byte, 
one 8-bit byte at a time; those I / O devices that transfer 
two bytes ordinarily require two read instructions to 
do it. However, if the two bytes can be loaded tem
porarily into the 16-bit index register (provided that 
the index register is not otherwise in use at the time ) , 
the two bytes can be obtained with only one instruction. 

Many applications of the microprocessor are unlikely 
to utilize the MPU's full 16-bit addressing capacity. 
Most of them would probably be satisfied with pro
grams residing in 2048 bytes of ROM. A few more 
bytes of read/ write memory plus the I/ O devices prob
ably would require only a few more addresses, necessi
tating at most 12 address bits. Thus, to reduce the 
extent of address decoding and to maintain similar 
addresses among different systems implemented with 
the processor, our preferred allocation of MPU hexa
decimal addresses is : 0000 to 077F for the read/ write 
memory, 0780 to 07FF for I/O devices, and 0800 to 
OFFF for the read-only memory. This allocation leaves 
the most significant four bits of the address bus unused, 
and addresses (in decimal) 1920 bytes of read/ write 
memory, 128 I/ O devices, and 2048 bytes of ROM 
program space. 

All system processor components are interconnected 
by the system bus, plus the power-fail, reset, and single
cycle lines that are connected only to the MPU and 
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control boards. A hypothetical system (Fig. 5) contains 
a memory, an MPU, a control, and two I / O device 
interfaces. Each I/ O device taps every bus line except 
IRQACK; the latter enters the device through one pin 
and leaves from another, so that the device can con
trol the propagation of IRQACK. A 50-pin connector is 
more than adequate for this bus, including power pins 
and several spare pins. 

In the lumber tester, which has five devices on the 
bus, the control board services three types of inter
rupts. One is a control board interrupt, signifying that 
the system operator has initiated a test operation. It 
causes a firmware branch into various test modes de
termined by the function switch. 

A second interrupt is a start signal from the con
trol panel, which initializes the system, fires the im
pactor, and waits for completion of the stress wave 
measurement-all under firmware control. A data in
terrupt, the third of these signals, informs the proces
sor that the stress wave has passed the accelerometers, 
so that the modulus of elasticity for the lumber specimen 
under test can be computed from the numbers in the T
counters. 

Three lamps driven by the control board indicate 
to the operator that the system is ready for a new 
command, is in a test mode, or is servicing a previous 
command. Interrupts are enabled only during the ready 
state. The test lamp verifies to the operator that a 
selected hardware test has begun execution. 

The 500-kHz clock in the MPU allows use of rela
tively slow memories; the MC6800 itself can use a 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I ..... -

..... -- Fig. 5 System bus. A hypothetical - L::__ 
system comprising the three boards 
of Fig. 2 and two external devices 

..... would be interconnected in this way . 

..... The IRQACK line, which acknowl-
edges and identifies interrupting 

'---' devices, loops from one to the next 
in daisy-chain fashion; all other lines 
are common to all units 

1-MHz clock. This half speed did not appreciably 
degrade response time goals for computation of the 
MOE, density, or other values. Considerable error check
ing is designed into the firmware, with control panel 
lamps associated with each error. For instance, T-counter 
information is checked; if one or more counters are not 
within prescribed limits, another panel lamp indicates a 
defective T-counter readout. Switch inputs from the op
erator also are checked for reasonable values; if one 
shows, for example, zero thickness, the firmware signals 
the error condition by turning on still another console 
lamp. 

Special Considerations 

Since time and money necessary to either construct or 
purchase special test equipment for the microprocessor 
system were lacking in this project, the testing machine 
was designed, implemented, and debugged on a stand
alone basis with only normal shop test equipment. The 
fact that this was possible in a reasonable amount of 
time attests to the relative ease of using the MC6800. 

One factor that aided the debug phase was a test 
program that formed an integral part of the firmware 
residing in ROM. Such a test program is strongly en
couraged, especially when MC6800 test equipment is 
not available. However, it should not be written until 
some experience has been gained in writing other rou
tines; this will eliminate many errors in instruction 
coding and usage. Errors can be reduced further by 
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Fig. 7 Halt and single-cycle logic. A Halt signal on the bus, either by itself or in con
junction with a direct memory access by an 1/0 device, stops the microprocessor. If the 
single-cycle button is pressed while Halt is present, these three flip-flops permit the 
microprocessor to step through one instruction 
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keeping the coding simple and short when wntmg the 
test program. Users following this procedure should 
be able to write enough error-free code for the initial 
hardware debugging. 

Our test program was designed for two purposes: to 
assure system operators that the system is operating 
properly, and, secondly, to provide specific test func
tions for use with an oscilloscope by maintenance per
sonnel. Operator assurance tests consist of routines to 
read and display switches, load console displays, and test 
the read-only and read/ write memories. Test routines for 
maintenance contain loops running several seconds so 
that a scope can be synchronized to various signals 
in the processor. These tests generally consist of acti
vating programmable lines of the control board. 

Clock circuits, · as mentioned earlier, often cause 
difficulty. The lumber tester works well with comple
mentary oscillator outputs, which are introduced 
to differing delays (Fig. 6) to form non-overlapping 
cpl and cp2 clock signals to the clock drivers. The de
lays can be varied by connecting the NAND gates to 
different locations on the inverter string, provided that 
cpl must be tapped after an odd number of inverters 
and cp2 after an even number. 

MPU clocks are not TTL-compatible. However, the 
clock specifications are currently being revised, and 
specifications should he consulted if a different driver 
than the one shown here is used. The 100-pF capacitor 
worked well for 500 kHz but may have to be changed 
for other clock frequencies. 

Single-cycle logic (Fig. 7) is another potential trouble
spot. It releases the Halt input just before the rise 
of cpl (when cp2 drops) and then clamps it low again 
slightly after the fall of cpl. Single-cycle logic op
erates only when the halt switch on the control board 
is active. Therefore, this switch and the single-cycle 
switch feed an AND gate that produces the single-cycle 
input shown in the diagram. In single-cycle operation, 
the bus Halt signal is held low, stopping the micro
processor, until it is manually released by the halt 
toggle switch. While this switch is on, if the single. 
cycle pushbutton is pressed, the microprocessor exe
cutes one instruction and stops again. When Halt is 
down, flip-flop 2 is held cleared, ignoring the J input 
from flip-flop 1. Next, when the single-cycle button is 
pushed, the true output of flip-flop 1 goes low on the 
falling edge of cp2. The resulting negative-going pulse 
from the RC network, at the complementary output of 
flip-flop 1, clears flip-flop 3, releasing the Halt input of 
the microprocessor. This permits flip-flop 2 to turn on 
at the next falling edge of cpl which forces flip-flop 
3 to turn on again, restoring the Halt input of the 
microprocessor. The single-cycle pushbutton has no 
fl!rther effect until released and pushed again. 

Conclusions 

Design and implementation of processor and supporting 
software required four man-months of effort. The next 
project is expected to proceed much faster now that 
some experience has been gained and the processor 

hardware has been designed; it will require only new 
interfacing circuits and new software. The working 
software modules for BCD arithmetic will greatly speed 
up software design as well. 

Several alternative methods were examined and re
jected before implementing the system using the MC6800 
microprocessor. For example, modern analog comput
ing techniques could perform the computation functions 
with acceptable accuracy. However, the all-digital ap
proach is completely free from drift, and the micro
processor provides data handling capabilities that would 
be very difficult with analog circuits. Although BCD 
arithmetic could have been done at low speed by a 
calculator chip, requirements for moving data would 
have had to be implemented some other way. The 
microprocessor does both. A minicomputer was seriously 
considered, but would have been very expensive and 
more powerful than necessary. All things considered, 
the MC6800 microprocessor was tailored nicely to the 
application in versatility, arithmetic capability, and cost. 

The lumber grading machine constructed in this 
project is a laboratory device which thoroughly analyzes 
the modulus of elasticity and related properties of a 
piece of lumber in less than two seconds. It could 
be installed easily in a cross-transfer conveyer chain 
for rapid stress wave testing of lumber at the mill. 
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Rear ~hat our 
co1npetition is 

saying about 
tlieSEL32 
1nini? 
Noth.• ng Can you blame e them? After all , 

the SEL 32 
gives you more "bang for the buck" than any other 
minicomputer. And that's not idle gossip. 

Remember Data General's claim that other compa
nies didn't run benchmarks against the Eclipse? We 
did ... including their famous Whetstone benchmark. 
The results? The SEL 32 ran significantly faster. 

As for Interdata, they compare prices and specs of their 
8/32 against the Xerox 550, IBM 370/158, DEC 11/70 " 
and Eclipse. Why was the SEL 32 omitted? Truth is, the 
SEL 32 has better specs and lower prices than any of 
them. For example, the SEL 32 has a throughput rate of 
26.6 7-million bytes per second compared to 6-million 

bytes per second for Interdata's 8/32. As for price, an 8/ 32 
with 128K bytes of memory will cost you $51,900. An 

SEL 32 with the same memory and floating point will cost 
you only $43,900. 

Since our competition isn't going to tell you anything about the 
SEL 32, call us or use the coupon. Our lips aren't sealed. Systems 

Engineering Laboratories, 6901 West Sunrise Boulevard, Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida 33313. (305) 587-2900. In Europe, 85 bis, 

Avenue Albert ler, 92 Rueil-Malmaison, France. Telephone 
967-83-17. 
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Although a technology may be familiar to most engineers, it may not 
find its way into their designs until long after it has been developed. 
Here is how several such technologies were used in one large computer 

Building Today's Technologies 
Into a Large-Scale 

Time-Sharing System 

Gerald F. Atterbury 

Digital Equipment Corporation 
Large Computer Group 
Marlboro, Massachusetts 

George F. Adams 

Motorola Semi~onductor Products Incorporated 
Computer Applications Group 

Lexington, Massachusetts 

Several sophisticated computer-related technologies are 
receiving a relatively high degree of attention today. 
Although most have been known for several years, they 
have not been widely utilized by computer designers until 
recently. These include fast emitter-coupled logic (ECL), 
cache memoty, and use of a separate console processor. 

PROCESSOR CACHE 
MEM9RY 

(b) 

(a) 

MAIN 
MEMORY 

For example, the design of the KLlO central processor 
as part of the DECsystem 1080 was begun in late 1972 
when no machine was employing commercially available 
ECL. As a relatively unknown performer in large-scale 
use, ECL [Fig. 1 (a)] required tradeoffs to be made 
against the more popular Schottky transistor-transistor 
logic (TTL) , as well as new interconnection rules. The 
latter were necessary for successfully implementing either 
ECL or Schottky TTL while retaining the techniques of 
a conventional production environment. System speeds 
for both Schottky and ECL are dependent on how these 
interconnections are made and how well each technology's 
capabilities are understood. 

One particularly significant development in several 
recent machines-including the KLlO- is the cache mem
ory, which minimizes reference time. It is, in general, a 
small block of high speed memory- usually semicon
ductor-interposed between the processor and main 

Fig. 1 Two technological advances. Among state-of
the-art technologies that boost system performance 
are (a) emitter.coupled-logic integrated cirtuits and (b) 
use of cache memory, especially when storing data in 
main memory 
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How Emitter-Coupled Logic 
Evolved 

Various forms of ECL have been available for a num
ber of years. Standard families have been obtainable 
since 1962, and custom circuits have been used in 
several large computer systems. IBM, for example, 
uses a custom family in its Systems 360 and 370 
computers. RCA's former computer division (now part 
of Sperry Univac) uses other custom families in its 
Spectra 70 series. 

ECL was among the first digital integrated circuit 
lines produced. One of these was Motorola's MECL I, 
introduced in 1962, having 8-ns gate propagation de
lays and 30-MHz flip-flop toggle rates, and diss·ipating 
31 mW/gate. These characteristics placed it at the 
state-of-the-art for standard logic family performance 
at that time. However, most systems were not ready 
for 8-ns gate speeds, and several system-oriented fea
tures of MECL I prohibited Hs widespread use. For 
instance, it required a separately packaged bias volt
age driver circuit, which in turn required extra circuit 
board wiring. Another limitation was its 10-pin package, 
in which only logic functions at the individual gate and 
flip-flop level could fit. In addition, it was not designed 
to operate with transmission lines, which were not 
necessary for ordinary logic interconnections when 
the circuits' rise and fall times were as long as 8 ns, 
but were required for long interconnecting lines, to
gether with special drivers and receivers. In spite of 
these system constraints, MECL I still found usage in 
many specialized products and is still being produced. 

The more advanced MECL II family, introduced in 
1966, was also produced by other semiconductor manu
facturers, including Signetics, Plessey, and Stewart
Warner. It included gates with 4-ns propagation delay 
and flip-flops that would toggle at over 70 MHz. Al
though its power levels were not lowered (30 to 35 
mW/gate) and special drivers were still required for 
50-n transmission lines, the bias generators for MECL 
II were internal, and more complex functions such as 
adders, multiplexers, and decoders became available. 

The continuing development of ECL made poss·ible 
an even faster family, with 1-ns delays and counter 
rates greater than 1 GHz. Announced in 1968 under 
the name MECL Ill, it still represents the fastest per
formance of any standard logic family. However, its 
fast rise and fall times required a transmission line 
environment for all but the smallest systems. For this 

memory [Fig. 1 (b)]. It holds selected information from 
main memory, chosen so that the instruction and data 
which the processor needs are usually in the cache. It 
boosts system performance because its speed exceeds that 
of the main memory and because (in large systems, at 
least) it is usually packaged in close proximity to the 
processor and therefore is not subject to delays that can 
occur in a long cable extending between a processor and 
its main memory when widely separated. 

Another important idea is the use of a small console 
processor, which, in addition to running the console, 
handles a selection of peripherals and serves as a pow
erful diagnostic tool. 
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reason, all MECL Ill outputs were designed to drive 
transmission lines, while internal 50-kO pulldown re
sistors were included on the circuit inputs so that 
unused inputs would not have to be connected to 
ground. Although the power levels of MECL Ill (60 
mW/Gate) and its fast rise and fall times made its 
use in large systems difficult, it was widely used in 
fast instrumentation and communications equipment. 

Nevertheless, in spite of their speed and system
oriented improvements, MECL II and Ill did not find 
widespread usage in large systems. In the late 1960s, 
standard TTL logic families met the speed requirements 
of most systems. By 1970, the TTL price war made the 
cost of MECL II and Ill seem relatively high; this, 
together with these families' system constraints 
(tighter than standard TTL), contributed to their ap
parent unpopularity. Then, Texas Instruments intro
duced Schottky TTL, the gate speeds of which were 
comparable to those of MECL II. Its direct compati
bility with standard TTL made it the choice for many 
system designers who required 4-ns gates. 

By 1971, however, trends in large systems demanded 
a logic family that was faster than Schottky TTL or 
MECL II, yet not subject to the system constraints 
imposed by the speed of MECL Ill. These circuits, 
of which MECL 10,000 is an example, were compara
tively easy to use, because rise and fall times were 
slowed to 3.5 ns, while gate propagation delay was 
held at 2 ns. These rise and fall times permitted the 
use of standard circuit board packaging techniques, 
but the circuits could also drive transmission lines 
where that level of performance was needed. These 
circuits also dissipated less power than other ECL 
families-typically 25 mW/gate. This, together with 
advanced circuit design techniques, led to a new 
level of complexity in large-scale integrated ECL cir
cuits, ie, inclusion of multiplexers, 4-bit arithmetic units, 
random-access or programmable read-only memori·es, 
4-bit-by-2-bit multiplier, and a 4-bit slice (coming soon). 
This family's logic levels were directly compatible 
with those of MECL Ill, permitting redesign of critical 
timing chains in systems that used MECL 10,000 to 
upgrade them to higher performan.ce levels of later 
generations of the system. 

The circuit family is available from several major 
semiconductor houses, including Tl, Fairchild, and 
Signetics. It has been used in numerous successful 
systems including the DECsystem 1080, which is 
state-of-the-art in machine architecture as well as in 
its logic fami ly. 

Performance Tradeoffs 

An initial performance goal for any new machine can 
often be attained with either of two logic families: 
ECL or Schottky TTL. The choice between them is based 
on other considerations; for example, if ECL is used, its 
faster basic gate speed suggests that less complicated logic 
is possible. 

Instruction-time calculations for the most commonly 
used instructions show that on the shorter ones, such 
as add or jump, performance is limited by the length of 
time required to fetch information from memory, while 
longer instructions such as multiply, divide, or floating-
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point arithmetic are limited by logic circuit speed and 
are performed at a considerably higher speed on the ECL 
machine. 

Although the cache improves performance of both 
Schottky and ECL machines, the degree of improvement 
is higher for the ECL because the basic speed of the logic 
is not masked by the memory. With the scientific Gibson 
mix of instructions, an overall comparison shows that, 
relative to the speed of an earlier reference machine 
(the KUO processor of the DECsystem 10), the Schottky 
operates 1. 75 times faster, the ECL 3.2 times faster. 
Thus the ECL machine operates at 1.8 times the speed 
of the Schottky-in itself a substantial improvement. 
Without a cache memory, however, the Schottky ma
chine has a performance level of only 0.91, while the 
ECL's is LO-the same as that of the reference machine. 

Choice of Technology 

Selecting a logic family involves careful analysis of trade
offs concerning maximum performance and minimum 
cost as we] as usage constraints of each logic type. To 
minimize cost, the choice should be an industry-standard 
logic family that is readily available and can be used 
with established packaging techniques, although per
formance goals may dictate a medium to high speed 
logic family. High speed logic turned out to be a better 
choice in the KLlO because medium speed would have 
required certain functions to be performed in parallel 
in order to achieve the performance goals, and parallel
ism would have required a greater number of integrated 
circuit packages and a physically larger machine. Most 
likely candidates among present high speed families are 
ECL and Schottky TTL. 

When designing a large system with high speed logic, 
interconnection lines exceeding 6 to 8 inches in length 
must be treated as transmission lines. Standard pack
aging techniques are consistent with a transmission line 
environment if the line impedance does not exceed 
about 80 n. However, impedance of etched lines on a 
printed circuit board depends heavily on their widths 
and the thickness of the board; these factors prohibit 
controlled impedances greater than 80 n when standard 
manufacturing methods and tolerances are used. There
fore, the logic family used for any large system design 
should be compatible with such low impedance trans
mission environments. 

ECL circuit structure is well suited for such a transmis
sion line environment. The devices' specifications are 
given for driving 50-0 lines, while the open-emitter 
outputs provide a low output impedance ( 7 n in either 
high or low state) and current sufficient for the low 
impedance lines. Their input impedance is high, produc
ing very little loading on interconnection lines. In con
trast, Schottky TTL devices have relatively high output 
impedances (14 n in the low state, 54 n in high)' which 
can create system problems. 

In either logic family, the output impedance forms a 
voltage divider with the line impedance, so that the 
voltage step that is created when the circuit turns on is 
somewhat lower that its ultimate value. Because the 
output impedance of the Schottky TTL circuit is high, 
this voltage divider action creates a relatively small 
step-lower than the threshold of nearby loads. How-

ever, the step travels down along the transm1ss10n line 
and encounters an impedance mismatch at the far end; 
this mismatch causes a positive reflection which travels 
back to the point of origin. When it arrives, the full 
transition at the output of that circuit is achieved. .. 

On the other hand, with a low output impedance, as 
in the case of ECL, the voltage divider makes a higher 
step at the output-high enough to switch these nearby 
loads without waiting for the reflection. Of course, the 
reflection comes eventually, unless the line is terminated 
in its characteristic impedance; but by the time it ar
rives, the transition that initiated it is long past. 

The effect this has on system performance can be 
shown for a typical logic interconnection (Fig. 2) . 
Typically, the length of time needed to drive this circuit 
configuration (which occurs frequently in systems) in
cluding a 12-in., 68-0 line with an ECL driver, is 4.7 
ns, whereas a Schottky gate requires 13. 7 ns. Thus the 
ECL delay is only slightly over one-third that of the 
equivalent Schottky delay-better than predicted on data 
sheets, which specify 50% less delay. This difference is 
more pronounced on longer signal lines. 

System noise immunity is a parameter of major im
portance. Both the susceptibility of logic to noise and 
the generation of noise by the logic-particularly when 
switching-must be considered. The de noise margin 
depends on both power supply voltage and temperature 
differences between driving and receiving gates. ECL's 
de noise margin is smaller than that of Schottky TTL, 
but de conditions alone are not sufficient for successful 
system design; noise margin is also affected by the rate 
of change of signal edges and the magnitude of signal 
swing. System noise performance of ECL is superior in 
the worst case to that of Schottky TTL. 

Logic power dissipation affects both system reliability 
and cost. Of course, reducing ambient temperatures on 
logic modules reduces the failure rate of active devices, 
and the logic module temperature is directly related to 
logic power dissipation. Coping with high power dis
sipation means increases in power supply, power busing, 
power line bypassing, and cooling-all of which cost 
more than they would for a logic family with lower 
power dissipation- other factors being equal. 

Dissipation of a logic gate depends on de current drain 
of the gate itself, de and ac loading on device outputs, 
and transient currents through the device during 
switching. In comparing power dissipation figures, ECL 
power levels must include power dissipated in the line 
termination resistors. Partly for that reason, the average 
de power dissipation of a Schottky gate, which depends 
on the output logic level, is about one-third less than that 
of ECL, but increases at higher switching frequencies 
because of an effect called overlap switching, or totem
pole spiking. Every gate has two transistors in series at 
its output, in a " totem-pole" configuration that drives 
current in the output line in both high and low states. 
In the de state, only one of these transistors conducts at 
a time, but as the gate output switches, both transistors 
conduct simultaneously for a few nanoseconds. Thus 
Schottky gate power dissipation increases with frequency. 
At approximately 32 MHz, it equals that of the resistively 
terminated ECL gate and, at even higher frequencies, 
the Schottky gate dissipates more power than the ECL 
gate and its terminator do. The exact crossover frequency 
depends on the resistor value. 
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Fig. 2 How output impedance affects switch
ing time. An output voltage step always propa
gates to the end of the line and is then re
flected toward its source. If the source's output 
impedance is too high, output amplitude may 
not be sufficient to switch nearby gates before 
the reflection returns-increasing switching 
time unacceptably 

LAYER 1 
CARRYING 
SIGNAL ETCH 

Fig. 3 Four-layer board. Signal lines are routed on the outer surfaces, while power and ground 
are distributed on the inner layers. Power at two voltages is distributed by dividing one of the two 
inner layers into two sections 
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System Packaging 

Today's most advanced ECL circuits exhibit typical prop
agation delays of about 2 ns and rise times of 1 to 3 ns . 
Application of such high speed logic requires careful 
attention to crosstalk, reflections, and noise on the power 
supply and ground lines. 

DEC's ECL processor was designed on 4-layer multi
layer boards, shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3. These 
boards permit better component packing density than 
do double-layer boards because they route only signal 
lines on the board surfaces and consign power and 
ground lines to the inner layers. In addition, the im
pedance of signal lines can be kept close to the selected 
design value ( 68 n for the KLlO-a choice based on 
the tolerance of the characteristic impedance of the 
etched lines and the pull-down current that these lines 
would carry to their termination resistors) . 

Of the two inner layers, one is a ground layer, while 
the other is etched into two interdigitated sections to 
distribute both -5.2 and -2 V on one layer. Since it 
maximizes the surface area available for signal lines, this 
is a very practical voltage distribution method, although 
it does require care in board layout. 

Bunching 

Because of the way programs are structured, usually any 
required group of information tends to be in memory lo
cations that are close to information just used. Con
tributing to this "bunching" tendency is another tendency, 
ie, for any particular instruction or data word to be re
used. As a result, when a word is brought from main 
memory to cache memory, and then to the processor, a 
number of words in nearby locations of the main memory 
can also be brought to the cache and kept there. Once 
this is done, there is a strong likelihood that it will be 
called for within a short period of time-at least once 
and possibly several times; from the cache, this informa
tion is available to the processor much more quickly 
than from main memory. Furthermore, each such refer
ence to information already in the cache saves one refer
ence to main memory. 

The result is that information is stored at a cost per 
bit that exceeds that of main memory only slightly, but 
with an average access time almost as short as that of 
the cache. For this to be true, a fairly high degree of 
success in finding information in the cache is necessary. 
This success is measured by the hit rate, ie, the number 
of processor requests satisfied by the cache divided by 
the total number of processor requests, including those 
that go to the main memory. Hit rates of 95% or better 
are achievable. 

In the KLlO the cache holds 2048 words. When it be
comes necessary to bring new data from main memory 
to the cache when the cache is full, the least recently 
used block of words is supplanted by the new data. The 
old block is usually destroyed; the exceptions, when they 
are moved back to main memory, are discussed later. 

Cycle time of main memories used on the DECsystem 
1080 is 1 µs, while the cache memory has an access time 
of 160 ns. Since the required information is found in 
the cache in about 95% of the memory references made 
by the processor, average access time for the cache/ 

main memory combination is (0.95) (160 x 10-9 ) + 
(0.05) (1 x 10-6 ) = 202 x 10-9 , or 202 ns-an im
pressive improvement over the straight 1-µs memories. 

A New Use for Cache 

In the KLlO the cache memory is used in a manner 
which is different from how it is used in any other ma
chine announced to date. The KLlO both reads and 
writes in the cache; it does not update the main memory 
until space is needed in the cache. In other machines 
usirig the cache concept, the cache benefits only the 
reading of data; when new data are stored by the 
processor, it updates the contents of the addressed loca
tion in both cache and main memory. This is not a 
serious disadvantage, because in most applications, read 
cycles outnumber writes by 3 or 4 to 1. Thus in the 
KLlO, write cycles benefit from the cache as much as 
read cycles do. 

This innovation is based on the operation of the en
tire memory system. Main memory is divided logically 
into "pages" of 512 words, with each page organized as 
128 lines of four words. In the user's program, an ad
dress occupies one-half word or 18 bits; this is a virtual 
address assigned by the programmer and subject to 
modification in order to obtain access to real memory. 
Modification takes place in the paging logic, which 
transforms the nine high-order bits of the virtual ad
dress into 13 bits that address a page (Fig. 4), while the 
other nine bits of the virtual address point to a word 
within a page. 

These nine low-order bits address the data in the 
cache, which is divided into four sections (Fig. 5). 
Each section contains 128 locations, each holding four 
words, or one quadword. Thus total capacity of the 
cache is four sections by 128 locations by four words, 
or 2048 words of 36 bits each. Each of the four words 
also has two status bits appended to it. One, called the 
write bit, shows whether the word was put in the cache 
by the processor (in which case the original word in 
main memory is invalid) . The other shows whether the 
word in the main memory has been changed since it 
was copied into the cache. If it has, the word in the 
cache is invalid; thus the second status bit is called the 
-valid bit. 

Of the nine bits of the unpaged address, seven address 
one of the 128 locations in each section, while two bits 
address one of the four words at that location. Because 
there are four sections, four words-one in each section 
-are selected by the nine bits. 

One section, and therefore one word, is selected by 
the cache directory, which contains a number of 13-bit 
address registers. These in turn contain the main-memory 
page number from which came f;ach quadword stored in 
the cache. A 2-bit use count for each quadword shows 
which of them is the least recently addressed and there
fore subject to replacement by current data. 

When the processor issues a read request, seven bits 
of the 18-bit virtual address select four of the 128 lo
cations-one in each section of the cache-together with 
four registers similarly located in the cache directory. 
Two bits select one word in each of the four cache sec
tions. The remaining nine bits of the virtual address go 
to the paging logic, which converts them into a 13-bit 
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Fig. 4 Address transforma
tion. The KL 10 programmer al
ways works with an 18-bit 
virtual address; its nine high
order bits most be transformed 
into a physical page number of 
13 bits to identify the block of 
words that actually contains 
the desired data. Other bits 
go directly to cache 

CACHE 
DIRECTORY 

PHYSICAL PAGE NUMBER 

COMPARE WITH 
CACHE MEMORY 

12 

.----- SELECTED WORD 

PHYSICAL 
PAGE 

NUMBER 

physical page number. This is compared simultaneously 
with the four page numbers coming out of the cache di
rectory. 

Only one or none of the four addresses will match the 
physical page number from the paging logic. If there 
is a match, the cache directory section from which it 
came indicates a· word from the corresponding section 
of the cache. If the valid bit of this word is 1, the word 
is the desired one, and it is transferred to the processor, 
while the use bits in the cache directory are updated to 
show that this word is the most recently addressed. If 
the valid bit of the selected word is 0, a core cycle is 
taken, updating all words in the quadword which have 
their valid bits off. Likewise, one or perhaps two core 
cycles follow if no physical page number from the cache 
directory matches the one from the paging logic. First, 
the use bits are checked to find the least recently used 
quadword. If any write bits in the quadword are 1, these 
words are written back into main memory, bringing it 
up to date with the cache. The same quadword is then 
replaced by a new quadword from the page specified 
by the paging logic. It is placed in the cache, the use 
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CACHE 
SECTION 

.....ORD 
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Fig. 5 Cache addressing. Cache memory 
is divided successively into four sections, 
128 locations/ section, four words/ location. 
Status bits in each word keep track of in
dependent updating in cache or in main 
memory, either of which renders the other 
at least nominally valid. Cache directory 
identifies the main-memory page, and 
therefore cache section, in which the de
sired address is found 

bits are updated, and the desired word is passed to the 
processor. 

Console Processor 

Most previous large computer systems have included a 
conventional operator's console, from which the system 
is controlled and data entered by means of switches. 
By this method, an operator could, for example, enter 
an instruction and data by the appropriate switches, set 
the clock frequency at a preselected value, and observe 
and control a sequence of operations directly. He could 
view the status of all processor registers, including input/ 
output registers and control flip-flops-all displayed by 
lights. 

Now a significant change in operating technique has 
been made, bypassing operational problems that arise 
because lights or switches can fail, particularly in ways 
that may not be obvious. A console processor (Fig. 6 ) 
can be designed into the system to replace the lights and 
switches, and to perform several other functions as well, 
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Fig. 6 Console processor. The KL 10 has no operator's console in the usual sense; its functions 
are taken over by a separate minicomputer with its own set of peripherals, communicating with 
the main processor to control its sequencing and to bootstrap it, change its microprogram, and 
diagnose its malfunctions 

such as loading all diagnostic programs, loading the 
microcode into the writable control store, bootstrapping 
the system (starting it from a completely cold or dead 
start), and providing a long-term power line frequency 
clock. (In the KLlO the console processor is a DEC 
PDP-11/40.) 

An interactive console command language provides 
full diagnostic abilities, previously supplied by the 
lights and switches. With this language an operator can 
communicate with the system through the console tele
typewriter, obtain a readout of the status of any register, 
and trace the progress of any instruction or data. 
Furthermore, the processor can control the number of 
clock pulses before providing a status readout, or it can 
have the clock make single steps. In effect, the console 
processor is a system troubleshooter, as well as con
troller, and can diagnose the central processor and 
other system components. 

The processor's diagnostic functions include the ability, 
if a cache failure has occurred, to turn off one or more 
of the four cache sections. Although processor through
put is thus reduced, the system is gracefully degraded 
rather than shut down completely. Likewise, for a failure 
in a section of main memory, that section may be 
ignored and 1- or 2-word fetches made from the remain
ing memory sections. This degrades memory bandwidth, 
as does turning off part of the cache, but allows the sys
tem to continue operating. 

The processor's access to main memory is limited to 
two areas which are defined by software. One is written 
by the main processor and read by the console processor; 
the other is written by the console processor and read by 
the main processor. Both areas have their own relocation 
and protection checks, which are controlled by the main 
processor. Relocation permits the main processor to 
move these areas from place to place in the main memory, 
without consulting the console processor but not affecting 

the latter's access to them. Protection prevents a user 
from inadvertently writing in these areas and thus de
stroying control and status information. 

Either processor can interrupt the other, permitting 
both to carry out their appointed tasks asynchronously. · 

Conclusion 

The system demonstrates that sufficient attention paid to 
design details allows advanced techniques to be com
bined with relatively straightforward packaging, fabri
cation, and manufacturing methods. None of the system's 
new features compromises the goal of compatibility with 
earlier systems of its family. It provides a new dimension 
of growth for large-computer users. 

Gerald Atterbury holds a degree in 
electrical engineering from Brighton 
College of Technology, England. As Sys
tems Group engineering manager-Large 
Computer Engineering at Digital Equip
ment Corp, he is responsible for de
velopment of central processors . and 
memories, in addition to circuit design, 
system packaging, and system interac
tion problems. 

George F. Adams is a field applications 
engineer with Motorola Semiconductor, 
working with computer-oriented com
panies in development of emitter
coupled logic, microprocessors, and 
memory systems. He is a graduate of the 
University of Miami. 
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Top quality rectangutars 
for peanuts. 

These handy miniature rectangu
lar connectors give you all of the top 
quality features you need. 

The cost ... peanuts. 

You get more contacts into less 
space than you may have thought 
possible in input/ output rack and 
panel connectors.The quality fea
tures: closed-entry, gold plated self-

aligning contacts, polarization guides, 
excellent insulation materials and 
more. 

Need anything special? Bet we 
can do it; our design and production 
people handle custom jobs every day. 

You can get the standard rectan
gular models from our distributors 
right now. Or, for the literature and 
a sample, use the coupon. We'll even 
throw in the peanuts 

:-------.. ----------------------------

I OK. Send me everything-
1 ~~:rature, sample, peanuts. 
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Cyclic redundancy codes, widely used in serial data transmission 
systems, can be implemented in parallel to gain enough speed for 
sharing by many lines and a consequent sharp reduction in cost 

Parallel CRC 

Lets Many Lines Use One Circuit 

Arun K. Pandeya and Thomas J. Cassa 

Interdata, Incorporated 
Oceanport, New Jersey 

In a data communication system that uses a cyclic 

redundancy code (CRC) for transmission reliability, 

a parallel implementation of the code can perform 

the necessary logic operations much faster than the 

conventional serial implementation.* Although paral

lel circuits are usually more expensive than the serial 

kind, in this case they can be cheaper, because the 

added speed permits a single circuit to be shared by 

several transmission lines. Furthermore, the new ap

proach requires little or no redesign of the system using 

the CRC. All that is necessary is a different placement 

of the serial-to-parallel converter-before the error

correciing circuit instead of after it-in the receiver, 

together with a similar new placement of the parallel

to-serial converter in the transmitter. 
In its usual form, a cyclic redundancy code operates 

on the serial bits of a message as if they were the 

coefficients of a long binary polynomial, M (x). Mathe

matically, the code divides this polynomial by a fixed 

generator polynomial, G(x), producing a quotient, 

Q(x), and a remainder, R(x): 

M(x) = Q(x) + R(x) 
G(x) G(x) 

An equivalent expression is 

M(x) = Q(x) G(x) +R(x) 

In modular arithmetic, this relationship is stated 

M(x) = R(x) mod G(x) 

When the message is transmitted, the quotient, Q ( x) , 

is discarded and the remainder, R (x), which is the 

check character, immediately follows the message. At 

the receiver, the division is repeated; an error-free 

reception is assumed if the check character computed 

from the message by the receiving station is the same 

as the one received with the message. 
In practice, since the receiver does not know when 

the message stops and the check character begins in 

the stream of serial bits, it keeps on computing until 

the stream ends; if the remainder is 0, the reception 

is assumed error-free. 
On the communication channel, the first message 

bit is assumed to be the coefficient of the highest power 

of x, the variable in the polynomial, and successive 

bits correspond to decreasing powers of x; the last bit 

goes with the zero power of x. In practice, the least 

significant data bit is transmitted first, so that it be

comes the most significant bit for CRC computations. 

For example, if 92 in hexadecimal code is transmitted, 

the message polynomial is M(x) = x6 + x3 + 1 (see 
Fig. 1). 

The remainder, R (x), always has a fixed length equal 
to the degree of G(x), the generator polynomial. 

If the total number of bits in the message, repre

sented as a polynomial, M(x), is less than or equal to 
the degree of G ( x) , the remainder is the message itself. 

To assure the presence of a check character that is 

distinct from the message, and for some other reasons 
as well, industry practice is to multiply the message 

*Although the proprietary technique is not used in currently 

available Interdata products, it has been developed for possible 
use in future systems. 
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polynomial, M (x), by xN before dividing by G(x), 
where N is the order of G(x). This multiplication is 
equivalent to adding N binary O's at the end of the 
message. In practice, multiplication by xN is performed 
by both transmitting and receiving stations; no O's are 
transmitted between the message and the CRC. 

For example, suppose that the sending station, be
fore transmitting polynomial M (x), computes CRC-1 
from it. The receiving station receives message M'(x) 
and computes CRC-2. 

CRC-1 = xn M (x) mod G (x) 

CRC-2 = xn M' (x) mod G (x) 

CRC-1 - CRC-2 = xn [M (x) - M' (x)] mod G (x) 

The expression between the square brackets is an error 
polynomial, E (x), that has the same number of co
efficients as M (x) and M' (x). All coefficients are 0 
except where a bit was received in error; therefore, 
E ( x) is a polynomial with only those powers of x that 
correspond to bits that are received in error. If E (x) 
mod G (x) = 0, either the transmission was error-free 
or any errors that did occur wer·e not detected by the 
code. From this simple fact, three important conclu
sions follow: 

• All errors of n or fewer bits that lie only within 
n successive bits are detected by the CRC, where n is 
the degree of the generator polynomial G(x). 

• If G ( x) has ( 1 + x) as a factor ( ie, if it has an 
even number of terms) , the CRC detects all errors 
with an odd number of bits in error, even if they are 
spread out over more than n message bits. All generator 
polynomials used in the industry have an even number 
of terms for this reason, because it assures that 50% 
of all possible random errors will be detected. 
• All error patterns that are not divisible by G(x) 
are detected. 

Thus, a properly chosen generator polynomial is far 
more powerful than traditional vertical or longitudinal 
redundancy checking. In addition, cyclic codes are far 
more efficient than vertical redundancy codes (efficiency 
is the number of data bits divided by the total num
ber of bits transmitted). 

Conventional Serial Implementation 

A binary division that ignores the quotient but retains 
the remainder is performed in hardware with an N-stage 
shift register. From the output of the last stage, a 
feedback path returns to the inputs of those stages of 
the register corresponding to the powers of X that 
have nonzero coefficients in the divisor-that is, in the 
generator polynomial. At each such input, a modulo-2 
adder (exclusive-OR gate) combines the feedback sig
nal with the output of the previous stage. 

Cyclic redundancy codes are used in both the widely 
used binary synchronous (BiSync) communication pro
tocol and the newer synchronous data link control 
(SDLC), which is just beginning to appear in new 
equipment. Both protocols can benefit from parallel 
implementation of CRC. 

Two generating polynomials are used in the BiSync 
protocol. They are of degrees 16 and 12, and are for 
8- and 6-bit characters, respectively. Both are governed 
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M( X). x0 + x1- x6
= x6 + x3+ I 

Fig. 1 Least is first. In con
ventional comm uni cation 
channels, the least significant 
bit of a binary representa
tion of data is the first one 
transmitted. Since cyclic 
codes operate with a divi
sion algorithm, this bit is the 
most significant in the com
putations that generate the 
check character before trans
mittal and detect channel 
errors after receiving 

by the same rules of computation and check, and each 
polynomial produces two check characters, called joint
ly a block-check character (BCC), sent immediately 
following the end-of-text, end-of-block, or intermediate
text-block characters at the end of the message. The 
polynomials are: 

CRC-16 = G(x) = x16 + x15 + x2 + 1 

CRC-12 = G(x) = x12 + x11 + x3 + x2 + x + 1 

SDLC protocol uses only one generator polynomial: 

CRC-16 = G(x) = x16 + x12 + x5 + 1 

The transmitter and the receiver initialize the remain
der value to all l's before CRC accumulation starts. 
Then the polynomial is multiplied by x16 and is di
vided by G (x). Inserted O's are not included in the 
accumulation. Because the generator is of degree 16, 
the remainder is of degree 15; its complement, called 
frame check sequence ( FCS) , is sent after the message 
with high-order bit first. 

Hardware circuits for these three generator poly
nomials are shown in Fig. 2. Each requires one D 
flip-flop for each power of x and one exclusive-OR gate 
for each term in the polynomial. In addition, in the 
case of SDLC, one inverter is necessary at the input, and, 
for full-duplex operation, the transmitter and the re
ceiver at one terminal require separate CRC circuits. 

New Parallel Implementation 

For a given G ( x), parallel computation can be faster 
and cheaper than serial computation. Although, in gen
eral, parallel implementation of a function requires 
more circuits than does serial; in the case of CRC, the 
increase in the number of gates is only marginal (about 
14% ) and, as commercially available, these r~duce to 
exactly the same number of integrated circuit packages. 
Furthermore, one circuit can be shared for both direc
tions of data movement, as well as for many lines, as 
noted previously. 
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SERIAL DATA 

SERIAL DATA 

CRC CLOCK 

-RESET CRC 

SERIAL DATA 

-SET CRC 

CRC CLOCK 

(a) 

(b) 

ALL EXCLUSIVE-ORS CAN BE TI 7486, FC9014, OR MCl812 

ALL D- FLIP FLOPS CAN BE TI 74 175 

ALL INVERTORS CAN BE Tl 7404 OR FC9016 

EVEN PARITY GENERATOR CAN BE Tl 74180 OR FC9348 

(c) 

The tradeoff becomes evident in applications where 

a large number of communication channels are multi

plexed. In such systems, the hardware serial computa

tion becomes prohibitively expensive, while relegating 

the task to software often requires the system to spend 

50% of one character-processing time in computing 

the CRC. In such applications, parallel computation 

becomes attractive because only one instruction per 

data character is required, in place of a subroutine 

which typically contains nine instructions and loops 

through 50 instruction cycle times each time it is 

executed. 

Fig. 2 Serial hardware. Most systems 
compute the cyclic code with feedback 
shift registers like those shown here. 
(a) Standard 16-bit BiSync protocol 
feeds back the register's output to only 
two of its stages. (b) Slightly more 
complex pattern is used in 12-bit Bi-
Sync, which feeds back to four stages 
even though the register as a whole is 
shorter. (c) Growing in use is SDLC, 
the standard form of which uses this 
feedback pattern, with one register 
and an inverter. All these designs, al
though simple, are expensive and slow 
in large systems. Suggested component 
types apply to all schematics in this 
article 

A given message, when transmitted serially, is not 

restricted to any particular length, nor is it required 

to include information about its length at its beginning. 

Therefore, the CRC computation must always contain 

the proper check character for whatever part of the 

message has been transmitted up to any given moment; 

this interim check character is continuously updated 

as long as the message keeps coming. This continuous 

updating is accomplished using the shift register 

method. 
Likewise, a prime requirement of any parallel method 

is that it continuously update the check character. 
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N15 
-----------+--'-""=--- N14 
-----------+----- N13 
-----------!------ N12 
-----------+----- N11 
- ----------+----- N10 

>----+----- Ng 

----:::-----f==:==:==:~~--+~ Ne Nis = Ris EB B1 EB Ru EB Bo EB Ria EB Bs EB R12 EB B4 
EB~EB fu EB ~ EB & EB ~ EB & EB ~ EB~EB ~ 

Nu = Ro 
N1 Nia = R5 

Ns N12 = R4 
Nu = Ra 

Ns Nio = R2 

N4 No = Ris EB B1 EB Ri 

N3 
Ns = R15 EB B1 EB Ru EB Bo EB Ro 
N1 Ru EB Bo EB R13 EB Bs 

N2 No = Ria EB B5 EB Ri2 EB B4 

N1 Ns = Ri2 EB B4 EB Rn EB Ba 
N4 = Rn EB Ba EB Rio EB B2 
Na = Rio EB B2 EB Ro EB Bi 
N2 = Ro EB Bi EB Rs EB Bo 

No Ni = Ris EB B1 EB RH EB Ba EB Ria EB Bs EB R12 EB B4 
EB Rn EB lh EB Rio EB B2 EB Ro EB Bl 

No = Ris EB B1 EB R14 EB Ba EB Rla EB Bs EB R12 EB B4 EB Rn 
EB B~ EB Rio EB B2 EB Ro EB Bi EB Rs EB Bo 

Fig. 3 BiSync 16-bit code in parallel. Standard 16-bit protocol can be checked for errors in transmis
sion more quickly by this logic layout than by the standard feedback shift register [Fig. 2(a)] 

NII 
----------------+- NIO 

Ng 

,--n.___,,>--- -------+-- Na 

>---<~-------+-~N5 

N4 

NI 

---,._~~---+---No 

Nu = Rn EB Bs EB R10 EB B4 EB Ro EB Ba EB Rs 
EB B2 EB R1 EB Bi EB Ro EB Bo EB Rs 

Nio = R4 
No = Ra 
Ns _= Rn EB B6 EB R2 
N1 = Rio EB B4 EB Ri 
No = Ro EB Ba EB Ro 
Ns = Rn EB Bs EB Rs EB B2 
N4 = Rn EB Bs EB Rio EB B4 EB R1 EB Bi 
~ = ~ EB ~ EB ~ EB ~ EB ~ EB fu EB ~ EB ~ 
N2 = R1 EB Bi EB Rs EB Bo 
Ni = Rn EB Bs EB R10 EB B4 EB Ro EB Ba EB Rs 

EB B2 EB R1 EB Bi 
No = Rn EB Bs EB Rio EB B4 EB Ro EB Ba EB Rs 

EB B2 EB R1 EB Bi EB Ro EB Bo 

Fig. 4 BiSync 12-bit code 
in parallel. Although par
allel layout requires a few 
more individual pac!<ages 
than a shift register does, 
it can be much less ex
pensive because it is fast 
enough to be shared by 
many transmission lines 
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R7 N15 
Rs N14 Nls = A15 EB B1 E9 Ru EB B3 EB R1 
Rs N13 
R4 Nu = RH EB Ba EB Rio E9 B2 EB Ra 
R3 Nl2 N1a = R1a EB Bo E9 Ro EB B1 EB Rs 
R14 NII 

B5 N12 = A15 EB R1 EB R12 EB B4 EB Rs EB Bo E9 A4 
R2 NIO Nn = Al4 EB Ba E9 Rs 
R13 
B5 N10 = Ria EB Bs E9 R2 
RI Ng Nu = R12 EB 9 , EB R1 
R12 
B4 

Ns = R1s EB 81 EB Ru EB Ba EB Ro 

Ro Na N1 = R1s EB B1 EB RH EB Ba EB R10 EB 8 2 
R15 
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N7 Na = Ru EB Ba EB Ria EB Bs EB Ro EB 81 
N5 

Rll Ns = Al3 EB Bu EB R12 EB B, EB Rs E9 Bo 
N5 

B3 N4 N, = R12 EB s, 
RIO N3 
B2 Na = R1s EB 81 EB Rn EB Ba 
Rg N2 N2 = Ru EB Ba EB R10 EB 8 2 
B1 
Re 

NI Ni = R1s EB Bs EB Ro EB Bi 

Bo No No = R12 EB s, EB Rs EB Bo 

Fig. 5 Parallelism for SDLC. Like parallel computations for other codes, this one accumlates the 

check character in a much shorter time than is taken to transmit eight bits, so that it can work 

with several lines 

Equations describing the method must therefore show 

the "old" remainder accumulated to any given point 

in time, combined with bits of a new character, and 

generating a ''new" remainder. This new remainder 

becomes the old remainder in the next character cycle; 

if there is no next character, the accumulated remaind~r 

is the check character without furthe~ computation or 

adjustment. 
In the equations that meet these require~ents for 

the three protocols cited previously, and a hardware 

implementation of them (Figs. 3, 4, and 5), the sym

bols R0 through R15 represent the bits of the old remain
der, B0 through B7 the bits of a single new character 

(B0 is the most significant bit, but the last bit of a 

character to be transmitted), and N0 through N15 the 

bits of the new remainder. All operations, indicated 

by EB, are the sum modulo 2, or the exclusive-OR. 

In BiSync protocol, most nonprinting control char

acters must he included in the CRC computation. Since 
most computers transfer data in parallel from one 
subsystem to another, the serial technique requires 
either (a) recognition and processing of these control 
characters on the same hardware component that per
for~s seriF!l-to-parallel or parallel-to-serial conversion, 
or (b) converting the parallel data back to serial 
data, within the system, for computing the CRC. Alterna
tive (a) is acceptable only for a very small number of 
lines, usually four or fewer. Alternative (b) imposes 
a serious overhead, whether CRC computation is per
formed by hardware or by system software. 

One disadvantage of parallel CRC computation is 

that once the hardware and/ or the instruction is de

signed for n bits per character, the number of bits 

in the data block must be a multiple of n. For ex

anlPle, in SDLC, once a parallel CRC is imple

mented for 8-bit characters, it cannot be used for 

other character lengths. This disadvantage may not be 

r~al, since no one has yet used SDLC with frames 

that are other than 8-bit multiples in length. 

Arun K. Pandeya is a senior develop
ment engineer with Interdata Commu
nication Products. He is a graduate of 
the Indian Institute of Technology in 
Kanpur, and holds an MSEE from 
Princeton University and an MBA from 
Northeastern University. 

Thomas J. Cassa is a continuation en
gineer for Interdata Computer Products. 
He holds a BEE from the City College 
of New York. 
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~ ~ ~ 1 
emor1esare 

Ttiere are two things 
wetl like you to 
re111ember about 
Ampex cores: 
1. UNIBIT™ means 

absolute unif orm'ity 
UNIBJT cores are made by an exclusive 
Ampex process,-they are punched from 
densified tape by the millions, and the 
finished product is so uniform that 
you can't tell the difference between 
the first core and the millionth core 
in a given batcn. 

2. TINf' means 
temperature 
independent 
Cores made with 
Ampex temperature
independent m~terial 
are so insensitive to 
temperature differ
ences that you get 
better operating 
margins over the 
entire miJitary quali
fication range, without 
current compensation 
(or any other kind of 
compensation). And 
only TIN cores permit 
reliable cross
temperature 
operation. 
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Ampex UNIBIT and TIN cores are availab[~ as 
loose cores, as wired stacks, and as 

complete memory systems. Ampex 
systems are available in customized 

and militarized versions, as w~l;l)1s 
standardized plug-in and add-oh 
modules for the most popular 
minicomputers. 
Remember this: When the chips are d9wn, 
Ampex core memories keep rigtlt on working. 

AMPEX 
·Ampex Memory Produ. cts Divis. ion 

13031 West Jefferson Boulevard 
Marina del Rey, CaHfornia 90291 

(213) 821-8933 

UNlBIT is an Ampex Trademark 

*TIN is a word that Ampex coined to stand for 
temperature-independent. 
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I DESIGN NOTE I 

Smooth Tape Handling 
Increases Cassette Drive Reliability 

Sidney Davis 

Associate Editor 

Mechanical simplicity takes many forms; here, in the shape of separate clrive 
motors, sfancling-sfarf capstans, ancl reliance on electronic control, if increa~es 
the i'eliability of a cassette clrive ancl exfencls the life of the tape in the 
cassettes · 

In magnetic tape cassette drives, 
lengthened tape life and increased 
performance may be achieved by 
combining electronic capstan con
trol with zero-speed capstan engage
ment. Reduced magnetic head pene
tration and elimination of the con
ventional pressure pad also sub
stantially increase tape life. The 
mechanical simplicity of the overall 
system is best judged by its mean 
time between failures, as supported 
by field experience. 

Possibly the most important re
quirement made of a cassette-drive 
tape deck is that it carry out its 
intended function, accurately artd 
reliably, over its specified service 
life. Considering the advanced state
of-the-art of today's ~lectronic sys
tems, the principal limitations to 
achieving required accuracy and re
liability are mechanical. Yet it is in 
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the mechanical area that 0 EM users 
of peripheral equipment such as 
tape decks are most deficient. 

However, although there is a cer
tain amount of "black magic" in 
the mechanical design and manufac
ture of tape decks, the user can go 
a long way toward obtaining a re
liable product by exercising reason
able judgment, and by asking the 
right questions. An ~xample based on 
a particular approach to tape deck 
design illustrates these points. 

Although maintaining mechanical 
simplicity is a common goal when 
striving for reliaple mechanical de
sign, it is not always easy to define. 
One rough guide is the number of 
parts, or perhaps the number of mov
ing parts. However, certain parts
clutches and brakes, for example
are far less reliable than others. 
In spite of some parts' reputation for 

unreliability, a strong initial aware
ness of their problems by the de
signer may lead to the extra margins 
and testing required to overcome 
this handicap. This, of course, is a 
t radeoff for special benefits to be 
derived from use of the less reli
able part. 

Probably the best indicator of 
mechanical simplicity is the mean 
time between failures (MTBF) for 
all critical components. Test pro
grams, combined with continuous 
production sampling, are essential to 
the determination and maintenance 
of a satisfactory MTBF. 

The process of design simplifica
tion is integrally intermeshed with 
performance requirements. Obvious
ly, the more stringent performance 
requirements are, the greater the 
likelihood of failure is, all other fac
tors being equal. 
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Simple cassette drive design. Four motors, though more complex by some 
yardsticks than one or two motors, are still more reliable than the 
mechanical linkages needed when the one or two motors must be connected 
to both reel shafts and both capstans in a bidirectional tape cassette drive. 
Head penetration into the cassette, controlled by the sliding carriage, is 
less than in some other machines, extending head life and improving tape 
guidance 

Thus, performance-as determined 
by the manufacturer. to meet his 
concept of market requirements-is 
an important element in tape deck 
reliability. Consequently, OEM tape 
deck users should limit performance 
specifications (with sufficient mar
gins) to realistic needs. 

As an example of these points, 
consider Raymond Engineering, Inc's 
Raycorder (see diagram). While the 
manufacturer emphasizes the me
chanical simplicity and consequent 
high reliability of the unit, by many 
criteria the package is not simple. 
There are four motors-more than 
in most tape decks-and two sole
noids, generally among the less re
liable control components. 

Nevertheless, the manufacturer can 
boast of high reiiability, because he 

identifies the reiiability problem 
primarily in terms of tape handling 
without tape damage. Net result is 
an MTBF of 5000 hr and a system 
that meets performance requirements 
over many thousands of tape passes. 
This is achieved with a capstan 
drive, and results in exceptionally 
uniform tape speed, and high and 
constant data packing density without 
clock tracks. 

Two of the four motors drive the 
capstans, while the other two con
trol tape tension. During fast for. 
ward or reverse operation, only the 
tension control motors operate. One 
turns the takeup shaft, which in 
turn winds the tape inside the 
cassette; the other maintains tension 
on the supply reel with a small 
torque in the opposite direction. This 

controlled tension prevents slack 
loops and tape stretching, and sub
stantially increases tape life and 
reliability. The capstan motors are 
stationary. 

During reading or writing, one of 
the two pinch rollers is engaged, 
depending on the direction of tape 
motion. The capstan is stationary at 
the moment of engagement. This 
avoids the "slamming" start char
acteristic of cassette drives with con
tinuously rotating capstans (Com
puter Design, Aug 1974, pp 127-
138) . Capstan acceleration and de
celeration are precisely controlled 
by electronic motor drivers, reducing 
tape stretching and wear, and elimi
nating one cause of oxide abrasion 
and flaking--<lifficulties found in 
other cassette drives, which limit 
tape life to a few hundred passes. 
Gentle tape handling leads, in addi
tion, to simple tape guiding and less 
wear on the read/write head. 

A properly designed capstan
driven machine may stress the tape 
less severely than reel-driven types. 
Capstans distribute drive forces 
more evenly, and the takeup reel 
motor's function is to get only 
the reel, not the entire system, up 
to speed. Therefore, acceleration 
forces in the takeup reel are much 
lighter; their magnitude depends 
upon the amount of tape on the 
reel. 

There are two drawbacks to the 
use of standing-start capstans: they 
reduce tape acceleration compared 
to that of systems using uniformly 
but oppositely rotating capstans, and 
the capstan motors may exhibit the 
motion irregularities characteristic 
of conventional de motors. 

Obviously, systems with continu
ously rotating capstans are faster, 
since their speed is limited primar
ily by the response time and impact 
characteristics of the solenoid, and 
by possible stretching of tape. How
ever, high tape ~tresses are inherent
ly present in such systems, indicat
ing a tradeo:ff of tape life for re
sponse time. 

When the capstans are driven at 
a relatively high unlf orm speed, ro
tational smoothness is limited only 
by the precision of the mechanical 
system; capstan inertia tends to 
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l digital 
magnetic 

heads 
Canon offers OEMs 

High Quality 
Low Cost 

for .150 
Tape 

Shown: 2 track read after write 

Others: 2 track tunnel erase, 
read/write 

1 , 2 and 3 track 
read/write and specials 

for Credit Cards 
Shown : 1 track read/write 

Others: 1 track read only 

1 track write only 
and specials 

for Flex Cards 
Shown: 4 track read/write 

Others : 3 track read/write 

5 track read/write 

9 track read/write 
and specia Is 

If you are involved with the design of devices 
requiring digital input or output in magnetic 
form-or with procurement of 
components for such devices-you 
will find it beneficial to learn 
about Canon's digital magnetic 
heads. We've a new technical 
bulletin which shows their 
performance characteristics and 
application data. 

Try us. Canon can: 
• respond quickly 
• deliver prototypes and production lots 

on schedule 
• help cut your costs 

Canon®u.s.A.,INC. 
E'Jectronics Components Division 
10 Nevada Drive 
Lake Success, L.I ., N.Y. 11040 
516/488-6700 Telex 96-1333 
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smooth out most fluctuations. How
ever, for start/stop operation, inertia 
must be low, so that some irregulari
ties in motor speed may be trans
mitted to the tape. Fortunately, these 
irregularities can be minimized by 
using newer types of de motors. 

In addition, departures from 
smooth rotation do not necessarily 
indicate low quality in a digital tape 
drive. Certain data encoding tech
niques, such as phase encoding, allow 
time base instabilities of up to ±25%. 
Therefore the wow and flutter ex
hibited e~en at low speeds may not 
concern the system designer. Al
though minimizing the mass in the 
system may introduce larger instan
taneous speed variations, it will also 
achieve greater capstan control of 
acceleration and deceleration rates. 
An optimum acceleration rate, in 
terms of quick response versus gentle 
handling, is 250 in./s2• 

Most tape wear results from mo
tion of the tape across the read/ 
write head. In the Raycorder, such 
wear is minimized by reducing the 
depth of head penetration into the 
cassette, and by omitting the pres
sure pad in the cassette. Pressure 
pads compensate for gross variations 
in dynamic characteristics, such as 
tape tension, and in static charac
teristics, such as head penetration. 
If both static and dynamic param
eters can be held sufficiently con
stant and repeatable, the pressure 
pad may no longer be required. The 
Raymond drive will operate with 
cassettes either with or without pres
sure pads. However, those with pads 
are more popular and more easily 
obtainable. 

The Raycorder can use cassettes 
without pads because the drive ap
plies constant forces, and hence main
tains constant head-to-tape contact. 
As a result, it requires less head 
penetration, with consequent bene
fits of reduced misguiding and skew 
caused by the squeegee effect of the 
pressure pad. Head life is also sig
nificantly extended. Head-to-tape con
tact area, in fact, is only one-third 
that of conventional cassette drives. 

The lighter pressure also de
creases wear so substantially that 
error-free tape life is considerably 
lengthened. Individual tapes some
times last for 5000 to 10,000 passes. 
In addition, the lower friction per
mits freer, more uniform tape mo
tion, which in turn reduces edge 
wear on the tape guides. D 

optically isolated, 
zero-crossing 
switching with 
superior new features 
• Superior transient 

protection: 
dv/dt > 4000V /microsecond 
to 600V (240VAC relay) 

• Wide operating range ... 
a single relay covers from 
100 to 240 VAC 

• High thermal transfer 
potting allows for cooler 
operation 

• Anodized heat dissipator 
for maximum corrosion 
resistance 

Here's tomorrow's relay ... 
today! And the performance 
features of the relays are 
matched by those of the 
manufacturer: prompt 
engineering assistance, 
flexible production capability, 
quick delivery (many standard 
units from stock). Consult 
EEM or write for complete 
technical data. 

561 Hillgrove Avenue • LaGrange, Illinois 60525 
(312) 354-1040 
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Progress Report: 

PDP·11 USERS: 
OUR TWO NEW ADD·IN MEMORIES 

MAKE YOUR PDP-11 FASTER, 
BETTER AND LESS COSTLY··AGAIN 

FasBUSll STORll 
Speed up your 11/45 or 11/50 processor with FasBUS 
11, a new low-cost MOS memory which plugs right 
into your computer's High-Speed Bus. No software 
changes required. FasBUS 11 memory can be concur
rently acx::essed by your CPU (at 20% faster transfer) 
and your DMA device (at 50% faster transfer). 
Available in 4K increments up to 32K words using 
Cambridge 's own field-proven MOS devices. Comes 
with parity, easy to install and completely 
hardware/software compatible. 

Our newest MOS add-in memory plugs right into the 
main memory section of your PDP-11 (any model). 

CIRCLE 48 

BK or 16K per card, STOR 11 adds on top of any 
resident memory- and it's taster. It's also transparent 
to CPU operation. Save yourself up to 25% in memory 
costs with Cambridge's latest add-in memory. 
CIRCLE 49 

FasBUS 11 and STOR 11. Two more reasons why 
Cambridge is the largest supPfier of add-on memory for 
all PDP/11 computers. Buy yours now. 

CAMBRIDGE. 
A good place to put your information. 

EXPANDACORE-620 EXPANDAMAC-16 EXPANDACORE-10 EXPANDACORE-11 OTHER MEMORIES 
Up t.o four megabytes of 
expansion and OEM 
memory for data process
ing, miniromput.er, 
terminal and peripheral 
products. Core, semicon
ductor and DOT. 
CIRCLE 54 

Up t.o 65K of memory 
expansion for Varian 620 
miniromput.ers- featur
ing paging, plug-in 
expansion and proven 
reliability. 
CIRCLE 50 

• 

Up to 65K of expansion 
memory for Lockheed's 
MAC-16 minis-with 
50% price advantage and 
immediate installation. 
CIRCLE 51 

Up t.o 1024K of expansion 
memory for the DEC 
System 10-at half the 
rost and with multi
processing capability. 

CIRCLE 52 

Up t.o 124K of expansion 
memory for all DEC 
PDP-11 's- featuring 
dual-port, multiprocess
ing, high-speed memory, 
and a romplet.e packaging 
system. 
CIRCLE 53 

1:111 Cambridge Memories, Inc. 12 Crosby Drive, Bedford, Mass. 01730 (617l 271-6500 
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I TECH NOTE I 

Using a Calculator Chip 
To Extend a Microprocessor'sCapabilities 

Patrick H. Stakem 

OAO Corporation 
Beltsville, Maryland 

Microprocessor architectures limited to fixed-point arithmetic can easily be 
extended to floating-point arithmetic by connecting an inexpensive 4-lunc
tion calculator chip as a peripheral device to the microprocessor itself 

The recent deluge of 8-bit micro
processors on the market provides 
the logic designer with powerful 
building blocks for computer systems. 
Current microprocessors allow for 
binary fixed-point arithmetic and 
logical operations on 8-bit data. 

Sometimes, however, manipulation of 
floating-point constants is also de
siraple, requiring some fairly sophis
ticated software or hardware to be 
added; but the hardware already 
exists in the form of calculator 
chips. Even the least expensive chips 
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Algebraic Versus Polish Notation 

Most calculator chips on the market today use one of two general approaches 
to data entry. One, algebraic notation, calls for data to be entered into the 
calculator in more or less the same way they are written on paper, so that 
the problem (2 + 3 = 5) would be worked out by pressing keys 2, +. 3, =, 
in that order. (Sometimes a calculator has keys + = and -=; these 
are also algebraic, with the convention that the sign of a number is entered 
after, rather than before, its numerical value, as in conventional handwritten 
notation.) Among the more widely known algebraic calculators are those 
manufactured by Texas Instruments. 

The other general approach is called reverse Polish notation, devis·ed by 
Polish mathematician Jan Lukasiewicz. It places the arithmetic operation 
after, rather than between, the two numbers on which it is executed. It 
makes parentheses unnecessary and simplifies the design of push-down 
stacks, which are required in calculators that can "remember" more than 
one number. Hewlett-Packard calculators use it, as shown by the "enter" 
key on their keyboards, which indicates the boundary between two successive 
numeric entries. 

(available for less than $10) in
clude the four basic mathematical 
operations on 12-digit decimal data. 
Although the chip is slower, it pro
vides the microprocessor with a con
venient peripheral unit for perform
ing its specialized calculations. The 
chip can be controlled by the micro
processor, obtaining its data from 
the microprocessor rather than a 
keyboard, and supplying data to the 
microprocessor instead of (or per
haps in addition to) a display. 

An alternative is to use a read. 
only memory (ROM) for floating
point software routines. Although 
this might be faster than the calcu
lator, it would be more expensive. 
The calculator chip can be loaded 
with data and put to work, inter
rupting the microprocessor when the 
results are ready. 

Basic problem is one of interfac
ing, ie, enabling the microprocessor 
and calculator to converse. Details 
of this process will be unique to 
each application and to the com
ponents selected. The particular 
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Fig. 1 Microprocessor extension. 
An ordinary 4-function calculator 
chip can perform floating-point 
arithmetic for a nominally fixed
point microprocessor if it is con
nected as a peripheral unit to the 
microprocessor 
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Fig. 2 Floating-point controller. These few simple integrated circuits can 
provide all interconnections required between a microprocessor's interface 
adapter and a calculator chip used as a floating-point arithmetic unit 

case discussed here involves the 
Motorola MC6800 microprocessor 
and a typical 12-digit, 4-function cal
culator chip that uses algebraic en
try (as opposed to reverse Polish 
notation [RPNJ, which is used in 
some calculators) . 

The microprocessor chip consti
tutes the system's central processing 
unit (CPU) . The calculator chip is 
referred to here as the floating-point 
unit (FPU), while the interface be
tween the FPU and microprocessor 
is the floating-point controller (FPC). 
The FPU -operates as a peripheral 
on the main bus (Fig. 1), using in
terrupts to compensate for the wide
ly differing speeds of calculators 

and microprocessors; calculator 
chips, constrained only to human 
finger speed, typically operate in 

milliseconds, where the microproces
sor operates in microseconds. 

In this example, the Motorola 
MC6820 peripheral interface adapt
er (PIA) is used as part of the 
FPC (Fig. 2). Two bidirectional 
registers are provided by the PIA, 
one of which is used to supply data 
to the FPU, the other to read data 
from the FPU. The interrupt feature 
of the PIA is used; upon completion 
of its calculation, the FPU gener
ates an interrupt 'B' to inform the 
microprocessor that data are avail
able, and another interrupt, 'A,' 

8-Blt Codes in Hexadecimal Notation 

00 number 0 OF decimal point 

01 number 1 10 + operation 

02 number 2 20 operation 

03 number 3 40 x operation 

04 number 4 80 ...,_ operation 

05 number 5 FF clear 

06 number 6 FO 

07 number 7 all other codes 
invalid 

08 number 8 

09 number 9 

when it is ready to accept a digit 
or an operation code. 

Calculator chip input is a string 
of up to 12 serial binary-coded 
decimal (BCD) digits, terminated 
by a load operation. Its output, how
ever, is a 7-segment data format 
that must be translated to BCD be
fore going to the PIA's input register. 
Successive steps of the FPU under 
CPU control are typically as follows. 
First, the CPU sends the most sig
nificant digit of a number to the 
FPU. When the FPU is ready, the 
CPU receives an interrupt 'A,' upon 
which it sends the next digit. This is 
repeated until the least significant 
digit and the operator ( +, -, x, 
or --:-- ) is sent, followed by all of 
the digits of the second number and 
the terminator ( =) or another op
erator. Thereafter, the FPC signals 
"calculation complete, data ready" 
with an interrupt 'B.' Examples of 
·the coding for these numbers and 
operators are shown in the Table. 

Data format in register 'B,' from 
FPU to CPU, would he one BCD 
digit in the four least significant 
bits, and a BCD digit count in the 
upper four bits. The digit count, 
derived from the digit-select lines 
of the calculator output, tells the 
CPU where to store the particular 
digit of the result-two digits in 
each location of the 8-hit-wide mem
ory under control of a software sub
routine. Meanwhile, the FPU keeps 
the results of the calculation until 
cleared by the CPU. 

For many applications, a calcula
tor chip can serve as a quick and 
easy approach to performing float
ing-point calculations in a micro
processor system. It is less complex 
than software stored in a ROM, and 
can overlap its processing with that 
of the CPU, reducing execution time 
of some CPU programs. 0 
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I APPLICATION NOTE I 

Adversary Analysis: 
Computerized Testing of Computers 

William S. Holderby 

Planning Research Corporation* 
Kennedy Space Center, Florida 

Just as diverse manufacturers apply computers to fest their outputs, so can 
compufer and peripheral designers, installers, and users apply them 

Adversary computer analysis is the 
technique of testing one computer or 
computer system against another to 
aid in design or in fault detection. 
This form of analysis is applicable 
in many areas of today's expanding 
computer market. It extends to com
puters the same advantages of com
puterized testing that have already 
been widely recognized in manufac
turing areas as diverse as automo
biles and integrated circuits-instan
taneously analyzing failures and de
tecting intermittent breakdowns. In 
addition, the method enables highly 
intricate devices to be produced with 
fewer customer-experienced failures 
and lower testing costs. 

Two examples of applied adver
sary technique are in testing intelli
gent terminals without human in
tervention, and in assisting design 
and checkout of a complex mini
computer system. 

Testing a Smart Terminal 

Intelligent terminals are defined, for 
the purposes of this article, as man
machine interfaces. Through these 
interfaces, the operator changes data 
stored in the terminal, displays these 
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data, and communicates with a com
puter system-all under microproces
sor control. The terminals present a 
manufacturing problem in environ
mental testing or searching for long
term cyclic failures. Such testing is 
constrained when only a limited num
ber of personnel can do it, and by 
environmental problems imposed by 
the need for special equipment, such 
as vibration tables, altitude cham
bers, or heat rooms. These problems 
seriously limit the number of termi
nals that can be tested at one time. 

The adversary technique can cir
cumvent human operator interfacing. 
It pits a minicomputer against a 
microcomputer to provide dynamic 
testing, which enab~es the manufac
turer to determine the reliability and 
integrity of each terminal before it 
is shipped. 

An adversary system assumes both 
the role of the operator and that 
of the computer system testing the 
terminals. This system (Fig. 1) con
sists of a 16-bit bus-oriented mini
computer, a serial-to-parallel bidi
rectional bus interface, and a key
board simulator. Most keyboards 
used in manufacturing terminals are 
standard "off-the-shelf" units which 

interface with an internal module 
through an integral connector. 
Through this same connector, a key
board simulator is attached to test 
the terminal. The electrical connec
tion between keyboard simulator and 
internal interface consists of a 6- or 
8-bit parallel data bus and a single 
data strobe, which signals the termi
nal that data are on the bus and 
stabilized. 

The keyboard simulator (Fig. 2 ) 
consists of a 16-bit address recog
nizer, and two 8-bit data interfaces 
that connect to the adversary system's 
address and data bus. Data bits DO 
through D7 are latched and pre
sented as an address of a program
mable read-only memory (p/ ROM), 
which in turn decodes this address 
and strobes the specific terminal de
fined by the adversary software. The 
adversary data interface is connected 
to data bits D8 through DIS of the 
adversary data word. This interface 
presents the data to a 6-bit data 
latch which gates the information 
onto a parallel data bus connected 

*Mr Holderby is now employed by Mod
ular Computer Systems Inc, Fort Lauder
dale, Fla. 
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to all terminals. Timing and control 
circuitry is driven by the adversary 
address recognizer, providing system 
bus recognition for the simulator. 

The bidirectional serial-to-parallel 
converter provides a high speed 
serial data link between terminal 
and adversary system, which is used 
by the terminal to transmit and re
ceive data previously stored in the 
larger computer's data base. Data 
received through this interface are 
checked against known data; errone
ous information is flagged and 
printed out for the adversary sys
tem's operator. 

Software for this system executes 
a series of cyclic operations: 

( 1) Load the terminal's data storage 
through the keyboard simulator. 

(2) Perform functional changes on 
these data, also through the key
board simulator. 

( 3) Initiate serial transmission from 
terminal to adversary system. 

( 4) Search for errors in the incom
ing serial data, by checking against 
a predefined data base. 

( 5) Repeat the sequence. 

By repeatedly cycling the termi
nals, two months of full-time opera
tion are simulated during every 24 
hours of testing under environmental 
extremes. This is usually long 
enough to determine the infant 
mortality rate for the terminals un
der test. Since this testing does not 
require human intervention at the 
terminal, it may be carried out in 
environmental test chambers and in 
racks where inconvenience dictates 
automatic testing. 

Testing a Dedicated Mini 
The second example deals with test 
and checkout of a minicomputer sys
tem that contains system software 
written for specific user applications. 
This type of system is frequently used 
in today's computer graphics facili
ties, and in automated newsrooms 
and banks. Their manufacturers can
not produce a standard product be
cause different parts of their market 
impose widely varying requirements. 
Since the specific application soft
ware usually requires a great deal 
more checkout time than is possible 
before the system must be shipped 
to the customer, systems are often 
installed and operating for six 
months or so before software prob
lems are completely solved-leading 
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Fig. 1 Adversary interrogation of an intelligent terminal. A 16-bit bus
oriented computer system is connected to a microprocessor-controlled 
terminal through a keyboard simulator and bidirectional serial-to-parallel 
interface. This configuration can be extended to as many terminals as de
sired by busing the outputs of the keyboard simulator and multiplexing the 
serial data link 
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Fig. 2 Keyboard simulator. The simulator interfaces to the ad
versary system's address and data bus. One data byte· is loaded 
by software with the terminal reference number; the other con
tains data for the terminal's internal keyboard interface. These 
data are latched and gated to a 6-bit data bus which intercon
nects all terminals under test. The keyboard strobe is gated only 
to the terminal which is to receive the data on the data bus; the 
terminal's address is determined by the programmable read-only 
memory, whose own address is specified by software 
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to considerable customer dissatisfac. 
tion. Many system software prob
lems that are encountered after the 
system is installed can be avoided 
by using an adversary system. 

Most special application systems 
consist of a central processor · unit 
(CPU) that controls a data base 
and directs the routing of data be
tween peripherals. Through periph
eral man-machine interfaces, op
erators load new data and direct 
CPU operation. Such systems m ay 
have 10 to 30 such peripherals at
tached. These systems have extreme 
software requirements, and often do 
not work at top efficiency, because 
of the problems associated with try
ing to test under conditions that 
approximate normal customer opera
tions. Such conditions are the design 
objectives to which the systems were 
built and may be considered worst 
case for testing purposes. 

A computerized test system m ay 
be constructed and programmed to 
simulate this worst-case condition 
(Fig. 3 ) . Such a system acts as an 
adversary to the primary system un
der test, and exercises the primary 
through simulated interfaces. 

Most systems employ serial data 
communication between peripherals 
and CPU-a relatively simple mat
ter to devise, requiring little unique 
hardware design. On the other h and, 
parallel interfacing requires a b i
directional buffer, such as the key
board interface in Fig. 2. This buffer 
must appear to the primary system 
exactly as a peripheral in both hard
ware and software capacity. In spe
cial instances where the hardware 
design cost becomes too extreme, the 
keyboard interface itself could be 
used directly, so that the adversary 
system interfaces directly through 
the primary's peripheral instead of 
bypassing and simulating it. 

The adversary system must pro
vide the proper simulated interfaces 
and the basic utility peripherals, 
including a man-machine peripheral, 
mass storage devices, and a perma
nently recording output device. W ith 
these additional peripherals, soft
ware personnel can control the ad
versary system and maintain a rec
ord of proven performance while a 
system is under test. 

Adversary Software 
The software design effort deman ds 
a great deal more preparation than 
the hardware (Fig. 4). Basic format 
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Fig. 3 Primary and adversary hardware interface. Interconnections 
between the two systems are through serial or parallel peripheral inter
faces. The adversary must simulate the primary's peripheral to inter
rogate the latter system 's software. These simulators are under adver
sary software control 

#I 
PERIPHERAL 

ROUTINE 

LAST 
PERIPHERAL 

ROUTINE 

ADVERSARY 
INITIALIZER 

& SIZER 

PASS CQJNT AND 
REAL-TIME 

CONTROLLER 

PERIPHERAL 
ROUTINES 
INSERTION 
POINT 

Fig. 4 Adversary system s·oftware. This real-time software 
determines its environment from the operator, then begins 
interrogating its peripheral simulators. After servicing all 
simulators, it tests incoming data against a known data base. 
Any detected errors are reported to the operator. The process 
is reiterated under real-time const raints imposed by the user 
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of the adversary's main program con
sists of a series of subroutine calls 
that correspond to the quantity and 
types of peripherals attached to the 
system. To determine the routines 
required, the main program begins 
by requesting from the human op
erator information upon which the 
software constructs itself dynamical
ly in a variable environment. With 
this dynamic construction, the sys
tem and its software can test all 
similar systems regardless of con
figuration. 

Next, the main program initiates 
real-time counters, or programmable 
interrupts, and a communication se
quence between all peripheral simu
lation drivers. This requires a special 
log-in sequence, entered in the rlor
mal initial access as if by an opera
tor. Then the main program begins 
a series of subroutine calls to the 
peripheral simulation drivers, which 
cause the peripheral simulators to 
imitate the primary system's periph
erals. There are as many peripheral 
driver routines as there are types of 
peripherals being simulated. 

Upon activating the iast peripheral 
simulator, the main program veri
fies any information received from 
the test system against known-cor
rect information in the adversary's 
data base. If no errors are detected, 
the main program determines its 
real-time pos1t10n and recycles 
through the routines. 

Real.time control of this loop is 
the most difficult portion of the main 
program because the various per
formance times of the simulated 
peripherals must be matched. If a 
peripheral is simulated at a speed 
exceeding its real performance time, 
the system under test begins to de
grade its response times and the test 
eventually aborts. Therefore, extreme 
care must be exercised in the de
sign of this real-time controller. 

In addition, the controller must 
be able to vary real-time perfor
mance upon request. This ability pro
vides the programmer with varying 
levels of activity to test his system 
software modules, and is extremely 
beneficial when performance time 
and efficiency are being tested. 

Various peripheral simulator mod
ules utilize the same data base, thus 
conserving the large portions of 
memory that would be needed to 
contain several data bases, with 
useless redundancy. Each module 
appends different unique file titles 

to the same data, and uses the prop
er communication codes required by 
the primary system. With this mod
ularized construction, more than one 
programmer can work on the ad
versary software with a minimum of 
conflicts, while the individaals who 
know the most about the perfor
mance capabilities of the test system 
software continue to be the pro
grammers who wrote that software. 

Coping with Recurrent Chores 

Three utility routines are necessary 
to handle various repetitive tasks 
that occur while the adversary is 
operating. 
• Initial Operator Interface is. a 
utility brogtam that determines the 
size of the system and the number 
of the various types of peripherals 
to be interfaced. It configures the 
main program from mass storage 
with the necessary peripheral simu
lation subroutines. Information is 
gathered on the real-time perfor
mance that is expected from the ad
versary system, giving the operator 
the option of establishing the per
formance that he requires from his 
software. 
• Error Detector module verifies 
data received from the various pe
ripheral simulators by comparing it 
with the common data base, and 
reports any deviations to an error 
reporter module. 

• Error Reporter documents those 
errors detected in the main pro
gram. It must determine whether the 
failure is so extensive that the test 
should be aborted and the system 
returned to the operator for further 
instructions, or whether the error 
should be reported and testing con
tinued. In addition, it maintains a 
detailed record of all errors and 
the peripheral activity which led to 
their detection. After a period of 
time, determined previously by the 
operator, it prints a performance 
report. 

Certain economic trade-offs must 
be weighed carefully before an ad
versary system is designed and pro
grammed. These include probable 
extent of future software develop
ment, unique interfacing problems 
that may be encountered, availabil
ity of a separate system or test set 
that can perform in an adversary 
capacity, and availability of the per
sonnel necessary to construct and 
program such a system. 

Another consideration is the sup
port of field service operations at 
the customer's facility which require 
a partial or total shutdown of his 
operation-whether a failure is in a 
small terminal or involves the com
plete system. An adversary system 
can be designed to support field 
service operations as well as de
velopment work. It requires the use 
of modems and the telephone net
work. The adversary system, once 
connected to a modem, can assist 
field service personnel in several 
ways. For example, it can provide 
an alternative system to interface 
peripherals for troubleshooting pur
poses, diagnose trouble by interfac
ing directly with the customer's sys
tem, quickly reload the customer's 
system software, and gather informa
tion for the manufacturer on soft
ware problems that are plaguing 
the customer. 

This form of support can rapidly 
solve on-site problems, and yield de
sign-flaw information to the manu
facturer. 

Conclusions 

The adversary technique offers a 
reasonah1e solution to many prob
lems which face computer systems 
manufacturers. When applied to the 
manufacturing testing of intelligent 
terminals, the adversary technique 
provides for unassisted, rapid, and 
thorough fault analysis. This form 
of testing lends itself well to pro
duction facilities by affording the 
manufacturer the opportunity to 
mass-test terminals. When system-to
system testing is applied, it provides 
system designers with real-time ac
tivity simulation, which points out 
software flaws not always apparent 
under normal testing, and permits 
system programmers to optimize the 
software to increase efficiency. 

On-site prob1ems and software 
flaws may be more rapidly eliminated 
by allowing field service people to 
recreate the conditions that led to 
their discovery, and enabling them 
to more rapidly diagnose and repair 
systems problems. Such online ser
vicing capability leads to better cus
tomer relations. 

Depending on individual economic 
trade-offs in hardware and software 
design costs, adversary analysis adds 
a badly needed new dimension to 
automatic system testing. 0 
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I APPLICATION BRIEF I 

Eliminating Glitches From 
One-Shots in Logic Systems 

John Carroll 

Analog Devices, lncorpotated 
Modular Instrumentation Division 

Norwood, Massachusetts 

Here is a method for inhibiting extraneous output pulses from a logic circuit 
used in equipment for testing isolation amplifiers. The technique is broad 
enough, however, to be applied to many circuits which employ one-shots 

In logic systems, one-shots are often 
used for such tasks as detecting the 
beginning or end of a state and 
generating a short pulse to initiate 
the next step in a sequence, or oper
ating only once on the first closure 
of a switch to mask contact bounce. 
System logic sometimes necessitates 
inhibiting operation of the one-shot, 
so that it will trigger only if specific 
conditions are satisfied. In this case, 
extra output pulses-even very short 
ones-can cause the system to mal
function. The inhibiting action must 
he absolute and inviolable. 

A cleat line on a one-shot that al
lows the output to change states mo
mentarily on a trigger condition does 
not serve the purpose. Neither does 
trigger-gating logic that fires the one
shot as soon as the inhibit is removed. 

To prevent one-shots such as the 
7 4122 or 7 412 3-when triggered 
while in the cleared state-from gen
erating short, spurious output pulses, 
an obvious solution is to connect the 
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CLEAR. input to one of the gate inputs. 
Although this works, it causes the 
one-shot to fire when the CLEAR line 

TRIGGER 

ENABLE 

is released, if the remammg inputs 
happen to be activated. The spurious 
pulse occurs when the clear condi
tion ends, and lasts for the full time
duration of the one-shot. This only 

compounds the original problem. A 
better solution is to connect the one
shot for enabled edge-triggering. 

The CLEAR line in the diagram is 
connected to clear the latch and dis
arm the one-shot. Before the latch 
can be set again, the trigger must fall 
to logic "O" while the clear signal is 
absent. Extra inputs may be added to 
the CLEAR side of the latch, to act 
as trigger edge enables. 

In a clocked system, a race condi
tion may arise. If the state of the 
TRIGGER line changes on the same 
clock edge as CLEAR or ENABLE, the 
one-shot may or may not fire, de
pending on differences in logic de
lays from the clock to the various 
inputs. In this case, the designer 
should analyze these delays, and, 
if the signals arrive in the wrong 
order for the application, or there is 
doubt, extra delays can be added as 
needed. Such noninverting gates as 
the 7408, 7411, 7417, 7421, or 7432 
are useful for this purpose. D 
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Computer Design magazine 
anno~ces CompDe~ign 76, 

a unique, new national 
supermarket of OEM products, 

services and information. 

Comp Design 76 is a series of OEM product supermar
kets that will appear in five cities across the country in 
conjunction with The 1976 Computer Caravan. Adapt
ing the proven success formula of The Computer Cara
van and sharing its facilities, Comp Design 76 will be a 
self-contained show with Designer Forums, Product 
Seminars and a complete Exhibition of the latest pro
ducts and services in The OEM market. It will bring 
thousands of OEM buyers and sellers together in a uni
que, information-oriented atmosphere designed for 
serious business. And it will cover key markets across 
the country . 

Here's the schedule: 
Boston 
New York 
Chicago 
Los Angeles 
San Francisco 

March 2-4, 1976 
March 9-11 
April 13-15 
May4-6 
Mayll-13 

As a user of OEM products and services, you'll find 
Comp Design 76 to be the most efficient way possible to 
get detailed information on the latest developments in 
the industry. You'll exchange information with your 
peers at our Designer Forums, gather details at ex
hibitor product seminars, and compare equipment 
from a variety of companies on our exhibit floor . We'll 
be sending you complete details and registration forms 
well in advance of the show. 

As an OEM marketer, you'll find that it's surprisingly 
easy to become an exhibitor in Comp Design 76, because 
our show manager, The Conference Company, does 
much of the work for you. They provide a standard 
booth or display stand, furniture , set-up and tear
down, transportation from city to city, help with your 
product seminars, all registration procedures- and 
much more. So it's possible for even the smallest com
panies to join with industry leaders in effective presen
tation of their products and services to the industry's 
decision makers. And the cost can be quite reasonable. 
If you'd like more details on exhibiting in Comp Design 

76, we'd like to send them to you. Just send in the 
coupon below. It could be your first step towards a very 
good new year . 

CD COMPDESIGN/76 
Sponsored by COMPUTER DESIGN 
Managed by The Confere nce Company 
A di vision of Comp u terworld , Inc. ----------------

To: Avery Blake 
President 
The Conference Company 
797 Washington Street 
Newton, Ma. 02160 
(617) 965-5800 

Please send me more information on exhibiting 
my products atCompDesign 76 

Title _________________ _ 

Company _______________ ~ 

Address _________________ _ 

City __________________ _ 

State ________ ~ip _______ _ 

----------------
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I MICRO PRDCESSCR 
COMPUTER 

Faster Microprocessor 
Module Available For 
Industrial Control 
Although built around the 4-bit Intel 
4040 microprocessor, as were earlier 
Comstar System 4 CPU modules, the 
4B operates at a 7-µ.s cycle time, 
35% faster than the 10.8 µ.s of the 
standard 4040. The System 4B, like 
its predecessors, is designed for in
dustrial control applications and is 
available both as a module and in 
a system including lK-word x 8-bit 
p/ROM, I-kilobit RAM, portable 
front-panel analyzer, and 32-channel 
digital I/ 0 module. 

Peripherals Interface 
Analog Signals With 
J1Computer System 
Printed-circuit-card-mounted analog 
peripherals, electrically and me
chanically compatible with Intel's 
lntellecR 8 microcomputer system, 
interface analog signals with digital 

DATA STACK 
5 

I 

An interrupt control module pro
vides 12 channels of priority inter
rupt, switch-selectable real-time in
terrupt, power fail detect, auto re
start, and watchdog timer. The front-

systems. Functionally, they provide 
analog data acquisition and analog 
output. A 5 V to ± 15 V de-de con
verter on each card permits use with 
the Intellec's 5-Vdc power supply. 

Two analog data acquisition sys
tems are available: the MP8208, for 
8-channel differential input; and the 
MP8216, for 16-channel single-

panel analyzer allows online control 
and program diagnostic capability. 

Manufactured by The Warner & 
Swasey Co, 30300 Solon Industrial 
Pkwy, Solon, Of.I 44139, System 4B 
interconnects via a data/ control bus 
to p/ROM and RAM modules as 
well as all of the Comstar 4 family 
of interface modules and peripherals. 
These include digital and power 
switching I/ 0 modules, analog I/ 0 
communications interface modules, 
displays, card and paper tape equip
ment, CRT displays, magnetic tape, 
and discs. Operating temperature 
range is -40 to 80° C. 
Circle 170 on Inquiry Card 

ended input. These systems include 
input analog multiplexers, instru
mentation amplifier, sample/hold am
plifier, and 12-bit A-D converter, as 
well as all necessary timing, decod
ing, and control logic. Operating tem
perature range is 0 to 70° C. 

The data acquisition systems send 
a wait request to the CPU during 

DATA . AQUISITION MODULE 
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Analog data acquisition system. Conversion of analog inputs to digital outputs starts when MAD 5 
through MAD 15 from lntellec bus equals the hardwired address, OBIN and MEMR signals are present, 
and MAD O = O (even address). Analog input channel is selected by MAD 1 through MAD 4. Output data 
bits are read into MDI O through MDI 7 (eight LSBs when conversion is complete, followed by four MSBs 
when MAD 0 = 1.) 
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NEW 5V/30A SWITCHER 
FROM ACDC 

This mini-switcher is the newest addition to ACDC's 5 volt power supply 
line. It operates from a selectable input of 115/230 VAC, 47-63 Hz or 
48-60 VDC. Like most power supplies, it's rated for full output at 40°C, 
but will also deliver over 83% of rated output at 50°C without internal 
fans or forced air cooling. 

THE MOST DEPENDABLE SWITCHERS ON THE MARKET. AND 
YOU r.AN PROVE IT 
Just ask for an evaluation unit and put it through its paces ... at your plant 
... under your own supervised test conditions. ACDC switchers will work 
better, longer and more dependably than any other switcher you can buy. 

HOW r.AN WE BE SO SURE? 
SWitchers are complicated devices ... tricky, tem
permental and tough to build, but we've been 
buildirlg them for over six years and have 
eliminated all the major problems. 
We start with a proven electrical 
design, proper derating of quality 
domestic components and rigid, 
comprehensive! in-process 
controls. All semiconduc-
tors, the most common 
cause of switcher 

*100 piece quantity 

failure, are thermally shocked for three cycles from 0°C to 100°C, fol
lowed by a 48-hour bake at 150°C. A thorough electrical test eliminates 
marginal devices and isolates potential failures due to thermal stress 
and infant mortality. 

A second phase of testing occurs after final assembly. Each power 
supply is subjected to a no load/full load burn-in at elevated tempera
tures for a minimum of 24 hours, then put through another test cycle 
before it gets an inspector's stamp of approval. 
ACDC switchers are designed to work when you get them and built to 
last so you can depend on them. 

A WIDE RANGE OF POWER SUPPLIES SOLD 
AND SERVICED INTERNATIONALLY 

In addition to these 5 volt switchers, ACDC also 
offers 12, 15, 20 and 24 volt switchers 

rated at 150, 300, and 500 watts. These 
switchers and 200 other conventional 

power supplies are available from 
stock and serviced at eighteen 
service centers throughout the 

world. The complete line is 
detailed inournew 72-page 

catalog. Write for it. 
It's free. 

I!! 
lilMlilRSDN ® 

acdc electronics 
401 Jones Road Oceanside, Californ ia 92054 (714) 757-1880 
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WRITE---

DC-DC 
CONVE~ER 
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DECODER 

1-0F-4 
DECODER 

AND WRITE 
CONTROL 

LOGIC 

15 VDC 

DAC 1 STROBE 

DAC2 STROBE 

DACJ STROBE 

DAC4 STROBE 

STROBE 
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Analog output system. A new data word is strobed to a D-A converter input register when MAD 
3 through MAD 15 equals the hardwired address, a write signal is present, and MAD O = 1. 
Analog output channel is selected by MAD 1 and MAD 2, input data bits are read by DBO through 
DB?, both via the lntellec bus 

conversion ( 20 µs) , holding it until 
the 12-bit output is ready. All pos
sible timing sequences have been 
considered to prevent illegal trigger
ing during conversion. Acceptable in
put voltage ranges are ±10 V, 0 to 
10 V, ±2.5 V, and 0 to 5 V. Maxi
mum throughput accuracy is ±0.025% 
full scale range ( FSR); temperature 
coefficient of accuracy is ±0.002% 
FSR/°C. 

Four 12-bit D-A converters on the 
MP8104 analog output system card 
provide individually-controlled out
puts. Transients caused by uneven 
data transfer are minimized by in
put buffers and other registers which 
permit simultaneous transfer of all 
12 data bits to the D-A converter's 
input buffer. Output voltage ranges 
of ± 10 V, 0 to 10 V, ± 15 V, 0 
to 5 V, and ±2.5 V (at 5 mA) are 
strap selectable. Output settling time 
is < 10 µs for a full scale output 
change and output impedance is 1 O. 
Temperature coefficient of accuracy 
is ± 0. 003% F SR/ ° C unipolar, 
±0.0045% bipolar. 
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All of the analog peripherals, made 
by Burr-Brown Research Corp, Inter
national Airport Industrial Park, 
Tucson, AZ 85734, are treated as 
memory locations by the microcom
puter, and may be plugged into any 
memory or I/ 0 slot of the Intellec 
8. Only one load instruction is re
quired (when using the mod 80) to 
read a 12-bit data word from the 
data acquisition system, or to trans
fer a 12-bit data word to the analog 
output system. 
Circle 171 on Inquiry Card 

Microcomputer Software 
Design .Aids Available 
On Time-Share Networks 

Software design aids for Motorola's 
M6800 microcomputer-based systems 
are now available at key locations 
within the U. S. and parts of Canada 

through the United Computing Sys
tems, Inc Network, and at major loca
tions throughout the world on the 
General Electric Information Services 
International Network. Software com
ponents available on the networks are 
MPCASM-cross-assembler, converts 
symbolic source code to machine
language, with listing; MPSSIM-in
teractive simulation, duplicates the 
execution of machine-language instruc
tions assembled with the MPCASM 
cross-assembler; HELP-a program 
that provides real-time documenta
tion of the software, including ab
breviated operating procedures; and 
MPBVM-a "build virtual-machine" 
program that simplifies file manage
ment problems associated with de
veloping microprocessor programs. 
The packages are also available via 
the Motorola Timeshare Service. In
formation may be obtained from the 
Technical Information Center, Mo
torola Inc, Semiconductor Products 
Div, PO Box 20924, Phoenix, AZ 
85036. 
Circle 172 on Inquiry Card 
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Even if you don't use 
our new ~-inch data cartridge now, 
you'll be glad it's there. 
Because, no matter what, you've always got 
Information Terminals Corporation as a source of 
supply. D And there are good reasons why you'll 
want to make us your primary source! D ITC 
produces, by far, the majority of data cassettes in 
use today. So you can depend on us to know what 
we're doing. D Then, we've added a few touches 
of our own to the %-inch cartridge: reduced skew 
and bit jitter; trouble-free running up to 90 ips; 
improved guiding system; extended cartridge life. 

D And every cartridge is certified 100% error free 
after assembly . . .. an exclusive feature of all ITC 
computer grade media. D For more about ITC's 
new TC2000 %-inch data cartridge, call 
Scott Cochran, National Sales Manager. 

Information Terminals Corporation 
323 Soq uel Way 

= Sunnyvale , California 94086 
Telephone: (408) 245-4400 
TWX: (910) 339-9381 
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Micro programmable 
Computer-on-a-Board 
Has 200-ns Cycle Time 
Building-block, I I 0-orien ted architec
ture of the 200NS microcomputer is 
designed to reduce system cost, inter
facing, and development time. Ac
cording to the manufacturer, Wintex 
Computer Corp, 544 Lunt Ave, 
Schaumburg, IL 60I 72, capability of 
the microprogrammable computer-on
a-board' s I/O structure to ·accommo
date any hardware element simplifies 
intfafacing to the computer. Inter
facing software and firmware can be 
tailored to users' needs. The 8-bit, 
bipolar, databyte-oriented machine 
uses 16-bit instructions. 

Basic features include 200-ns in
struction cycle time, I6-level priority 
vectored interrupts, I6-level stack 
for interrupt and subroutine returns, 
and 16 general-purpose registers di
vided into two blocks for indepen
dent foreground and bach~round pro
cessing. Up to 16K 16-bit words of 
control store and 65K 8-bit words of 
external memory can be addressed; 
as many as 256 I/O devices can be 
directly addressed through a bidirec
tional 8-bit bus. 

Various types of memory-ROM, 
RAM, or p/ROM-can be provided 
due to asynchronous operation. Inter
face for the 2102 static RAM is 
available on a separate board. A 
simulator, connected to the computer 

by a flat ribbon cable, is available 
for checking out firmware before pro
gramming the p/ROMs. 

Firmware building blocks that can 
be used in various systems permit 
the user to concern himself only 
with writing the application software 
peculiar to his need. These blocks 
include multiprogramming executive, 
macroassembly language interpreter, 
I/O control system, and disc file man
agement. For program development, 
the user can write, simulate, and 
debhg programs on a microprogram
ming development package. 

Peripherals can be supplied as 
. blocks consisting of hardware inter
face, peripheral device, firmware/ 
software, diagnostics, documentation, 
and test procedure. Interfaces are in
cluded for moving-head disc drive, 
dual floppy-disc controller, CRT dis
play, 110-char/s printer and full 
ASCII keyboard with cursor control 
keys, and synchronous or asynchro
nous bit or byte RS-232-C devices . 

Control section of the machine con
sists of a 16-bit instruction register, 
I4-bit program caunter, 16-level 
stack, dual I-bit condition code and 
I-bit state register, oscillator, and 
timing circuitry. Each location on an 
associated control store-a bipolar 
ROM with <90-ns access time-con
tains one 16-bit microinstruction. In 
minimum configuration, control store 
is made up of four 256 x 4 p/ROMs; 
up to 16 p/ROMs can be included. 

Wintex Computer Corp's 200NS microcomputer is fabricated on a single 
11 x 18" PC board. Basic elements are control section, data handler, 
local memory, interrupt handler, l/O bus interface, and 1 K words of 
control store 

Circle 173 on Inquiry Card 
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µProcessor Attains 60°/o 
Power Reduction in 
Digital Data Repeaters 
Low power consumption, a prime con
sideration for military applications, 
has led to the inclusion of a micro
processor in a system for retransmit
ting digital radio messages. Use of 
the microprocessor provides capabili
ties approaching those of a minicom
puter at a fraction of the cost and 
power con~;:tmption, according to 
C~llins Radi,o Corp; the system de
veloper. The battery-operated re
peating stations-including receiver 
interface, microprocessor, 2000 words 
each of RAM and ROM, and tele
typewriter interface-function on less 
than 5 W. 

To prevent a message from being 
retransmitted in the wrong direction 
by oqe of several repeaters which 
might intercept it, each message 
carries a header that identifies both 
its destination and the repeater which 
should retransmit it. The initiating 
transmitter listens for the retrans
mission as acknowledgement that the 
message has been properly processed. 
In this unit, software routines iden
tify the message and routing and 
perform other operations according 
to flags in the header. 

Choice of an IMP-16 microproces
sor, made by National Semiconduc
tor Corp, 2900 Semiconductor Dr, 
Santa Clara, CA 9505I, resulted from 
its I6-bit word length and software 
capabilities. The large word length 
reduces the number of steps required 
for processing operations. 

Several design steps were taken to 
reduce power requirements of the 
microprocessor from its normal I5 
to 20 W. Clock rate was reduced 
from a standard of I 7 5 ns to 500 
ns, permissible because of the large 
word length. In addition, the micro
processor's central processing unit 
(CPU)-which accounts for 3 to 3.5 
W of power-is turned off by a soft
ware program during inoperative 
periods. The program is flagged to 
turn off the proc{j)ssor after a spe
cific time interval. A second flag 
checks the system to be certain that 
the CPU is not being turned off in 
the middle of an operation, and sets 
a memory address to receive the next 
block of transmissions. New incom
ing transmission triggers the program 
to turn the CPU back on. Overall, 
power is reduced by 60%. 
Circle 174 on Inquiry Card 
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It draws faster than ink flows. 

We call it the 748. It's 
big. And it's fast. 

I ts 4 inking pens move 
at speeds over 40 inches a 
second. That's faster than 
ink flows, so we had to figure 
out a pressure inking system 
that lets the ink catch up to 
the pens. 

If you make integrated 
circuits or maps. Or if you 
have precision drafting 
needs, this is the new tool. 

The 748's plotting area 
is 48"x82". It can scribe 

coated materials and cut 
strippable film. At peak 
speeds! 

The quality of its line is 
not impaired by its incredible 
speed. And like all CalComp 
flatbed plotters, the new 748 
offers easy-to-use software 
for most computers. 

We service it in 29 
countries. But the way 
we've made it, you won't 
be calling us very often. 

Do call us to see it. Our 
number is (714) 821-2011. Or 

CIRCLE 82 ON INQUIRY CARD 

write California Computer 
Products, Inc., CD-M9-75, 
2411 West La Palma Avenue, 
Anaheim, California 92801. 

- 1 
I 
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High Speed, Bipolar 
pController Contains 
pProcessor Features 

Desirable features of both stored 
program controllers and high per
formance microprocessors are in
cluded in a bipolar programmable 
microcontroller designed for use in 
high speed instruments, control, and 
data processing/ collection systems. 
The single-board XMC-360, built by 
Xecon Associates, PO Box 267, Haw
thorne, CA 90250, offers a powerful 
and efficient instruction set, flexible 
and performance-oriented I/ 0 struc
ture, and versatile machine archi
tecture. 

On-board features include 8-bit 
binary or 4-bit BCD arithmetic; in
dividual bit test and manipulation 
capability; 32-word x 8-bit general 
register file; 16-level LIFO stack for 
subroutine nesting; high speed, low 
overhead, multi-level interrupt; paral
lel, serial, and bit 1/0; and lK-word 
program memory (field program
mable ROM). Program memory is 
expandable externally to 4K words. 

Typical register-to-register binary 
arithmetic, control, and test opera
tions are fully executed in 480 ns; 
literal orders, bit m~nipulation, and 
jump and link instructions in 360 ns. 
Muiti-precision binary arithmetic is 
performed at a rate of 480 ns/8-bit 
word group; multi-digit BCD arith
metic at 840 ns/digit. The standard 
repertoire includes over 50 instruc
tions. Microprogrammed architecture 
permits instructions to be modified to 
accommodate special user applica
tions as required. A versatile index
ing feature coupled with a uniquely 
configured I/ 0 instruction set and 
bus system permits especially high 
speed scanning and testing of periph
eral devices, external bilevels, or data 
points. 

A c0Ii1panion board holds an addi
tional 2K words of program memory, 
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8-level expandable, vectored priority
interrupt system, program-controlled 
real-time clock, and lK-word bipolar 
RAM. System development aids in
clude a program development/ con
trol console, high speed paper tape 
reader, and time-share cross-assem
bler. 
Circle 175 on Inquiry Card 

n-Channel pProcessor 
Lowers System 
Interfacing Cost 

Interface problems are reduced and 
sometimes completely eliminated as 
a result of the design of the 2650 
n-channel microprocessor, according 
to its manufacturer. Signetics, 81l E 
Arques Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
says that the architecture and in
struction set for this machine, also 
known as the PIP (for Programmable 
Integrated Processor), have been 
shown to further reduce systems cost 
by reducing program memory in 
many applications. 

PIP is completely TTL compatible 
on all 1/0 pins, including the sing~e-1 
phase, TTL clock input. Needs for 
external level shifters, pull-up re
sistors, and/ or latches are complete
ly eliminated by the interface 
structure when connected to other 
TTL or n-MOS devices. This elimi
nates the need for special I/ 0 and 
memory devices, allowing minimal 
system configurations to be designed 
using only standard multi-source TTL, 
n-MOS, or CMOS devices. 

Bus architecture includes 8-bit bi
directional data bus and separate 
15-bit address bus. A fixed instruc
tion set includes 75 arithmetic, log
ical, branch, and control instructions. 
The processor has seven general
purpose registers, main arithmetic 
logic unit and separate address add
er, 8-level return address stack, and 
binary-coded decimal arithmetic capa
bility. 

Three 1/0 modes are provided in
cluding a 2-byte parallel mode, a 
single-byte parallel mode, and a serial 
I/ 0 mode using the flag and sense 
lines. This last mode is particularly 
powerful in minimal system config
urations since it provides a means of 
performing serial 1/0 under program 
control. Therefore, a simple and low 
cost interface can be designed for 
communicating with teletypewriters 

and other serial input devices with
out memory buffering or reformatting 
the data. PIP also has a hardware 
vectored-interrupt capability which 
can handle up to 64 different I/O 
devices. This eliminates the need to 
poll the devices to find out which 
caused the interrupt, thus reducing 
the number of memory bytes required 
to handle interrupts and, at the same 
time, improving throughput time. 

In addition to the usual register
to-register, immediate, and absolute 
modes, the 2650 provides 128-byte 
relative and powerful indexed address
ing modes. Both relative and abso
lute modes have an indirect option 
which provides an efficient means of 
branching to various areas within the 
basic 32K of either program or data 
storage. Absolute indexed and ab
solute non-indexed modes can be 
specified with or without indirection, 
providing a total of eight different 
addressing modes on arithmetic and 
logical instructions. Relative and in
dexed addressing modes can be used 
to reduce program size and memory 
requirements compared with other 
microprocessors that do not have this 
capability. Indirect addressing capa
bility provides a flexibility typically 
found only in minicomputer systems. 

Because PIP has been designed us
ing static logic only, the clock can 
be stopped in its low state for in
definite periods of time without any 
loss of status or data currently on 
the chip. This provides a convenience 
in debugging the device during pro
gram development, and gives one 
additional method of implementing 
direct memory access. 

The company is also introducing a 
number of support prototyping and 
program development tools, including 
complete hardware and software man
ual with application notes, FORTRAN 

rv cross-assembler, and FORTRAN 1v 

cross-simulator. The assembler and 
simulator are available both in batch 
and on NCSS and GE time-sharing 
services. A prototyping card, the 
2650PC1001, which includes a crystal
controlled clock, 1024 bytes of RAM, 
several interfaces, and 1024 bytes 
of p/ROM coded with the PIPBUG de
bugging firmware package, is avail
able. Additional support capabilities, 
including more application notes, 
cards, kits, circuits including MOS 
p/ROMS, a compiler, and a proto
typing system, are in development. 

Sampling of the 2650 began in 
May, and small volume production 
quantities are now being shipped. A 
full production buildup is underway 
and large volume shipments are ex
pected toward the end of the third 
quarter. 
Circle 176 on Inquiry Card 
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Hard-nosed so 
Minicomputer system software is coming of age. 

A report from Ball Computer Products, Inc., 
for concerned OEMs, worried systems houses 

Software that really works. 

What the Nova world needs now is 
software that works. Really. 

What the Nova world has, right 
now, is just that. Ball Computer 
Products Minicomputer System 
Software (Ball/MSS). 

Software that works on smal I 
small systems and large small 
systems. 

Software that works 
and saves you 
money by reducing 
your hardware 
requirements. 

Software that works 
even after hardware 
malfunctions (we 
call it graceful degradation). 

Imagine that: software that works. 
Really. 

Four years new: the Ball Disk 
Operating System. 

Here's one you should get to know. 
A DOS that's been working for over 
4 years, yet is new because it's 
been evolving constantly for that 
entire 4 years-the Ball Disk 
Operating System. 

It requires less hard
ware than other 
Nova disk systems, 
so it saves you 
bread. Lots of bread. 

It works as wel I for 
floppy systems 
as for fixed disk systems. 

It supports FORTRAN IV with 
random access, and operates in 
as little as 16K of core. 
And it's been doing it for 4 years. 

The ayes have it. 

No more waiting around while the 
votes are being counted in the 
Wisconsin State Legislature. 

and victimized end-users. 

Not since they installed a unique 
Ball minicomputer-based vote 
tabulating system in both houses. 

Each legislator simply indicates his 
vote 
right at 
his seat, 
andthe 
disk
based 
Nova 
system 
-featuring the Ball OMR 6500 
mark reader-announces the re
sults. Ball custom-designed the 
software to make the system work. 

Regardless of the debate, the new 
voting system is never at issue. 

A user in every port. 

Ball's Time-Shared Basic is an
other friend when you're in need. 
It supports as many as 64 users, 
simply by adding multiplexors and 
their associated connector panels. 
And additional disk space, for both 
program and data storage, can be 
added simply by adding the specific 
peripherals or peripheral systems. 

A friend, indeed. 

The ticker isn't late anymore. 

Not since the Pacific 
Coast Stock Ex
change installed a 
Bal I Nova-based 
minicomputer 
system to keep 
up with stock
cleari ng trans
actions between brokers. 

Special softward developed by 
Ball Computer Products included a 
multi-tasking monitor with a guar
anteed 71-µsec interrupt response 
time. 
Profits we can't guarantee. But at 
least brokers can now bank their 
certificates much earlier. 

CIRCLE 58 ON INQUIRY CARD 

Goodies we got. 

Yes, Va., we've got editors. And 
compilers. And assemblers. And 
linkers. And debuggers. In fact, we 
offer the most powerful real-time 
debugger for Nova systems you 
can get. 
No, Va., you don't have to 
go anywhere else for , • 
software after you ,., 
come to Ball 
Computer Products. 
Except for the ~ 
bugs.... • 

Company ________ _ 

Add res.,__ ________ _ 

City __________ _ 

State/Zip ________ _ 

Phone _________ _ 

Send me more information on 
minicomputer software that really works. 

0 Minicomputer system software. My 
application is ______ _ 

0 Ball Disk Operating System. 
0 Ball Time-Shared Basic. 
0 Ball Fast Sort . 
0 Ball FORTRAN .. 
0 Ball editors, compilers, assemblers, 

linkers and debuggers. 

SUBSIDIARY OF BALL CORPORATION 

5601 College Avenue, Oakland, California 
94618. (415) 654-8626. 
New York· Boston· Atlanta· Chicago· 
Los Angeles · San Francisco 
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Micro/Mini 
Short Course 

"Microprocessors and Minicomputers 
-Interfacing and Application" is 
aimed at scientists and engineers who 
plan to put such small computer sys
tems to use, as well as managers 
who want to know the alternatives 
in control data acquisition and auto
mation design. This course will be 
taught Dec 14-19 at Virginia Poly
technic Institute · and State University, 
Blacksburg, Va under sponsorship of 
the American Chemical Society and 
the VPI Extension Div. Instructors 
will be Raymond E. Dessy and mem
bers of VPI' s Chemistry Dept Instru
ment Design and Automation Re
search Group. Laboratory participa
tion will involve I I 0 bus structure as 
well as hardware and software in
terfacing to standard components. 
Separate experiments will be organ
ized to match the needs of both those 
with no previous knowledge of elec
tronics and those familiar with small 
computer systems. 

For additional information or for 
reservations c ~mtact the Dept of Edu
cational Activities, Americart Chem
ical Society, 1155 Sixteenth St NW, 
Washington, DC 20036. Tel: · (202) 
872-4508. Registration is limited to 
24. Fee is $325 · for ACS members 
or $360 for non-members. 

pComputer Development 
System Adapts to 
Various J1Processors 

A complete, standalone system for 
writing, debugging, and executing 
programs on the Intel . 8080 micro
processor, Microkit-8/ 16 can also be 
used as a development tool for new 
microprocessors. The system, offered 
by Microkit Inc, 2180 Colorado Ave, 
Santa Monica, CA 90404, is made 
up of processor, memory, and periph
erals. Universal systems bus design 
allows memory and peripherals to 
be used with either 8- or 16-bit 
processors by adding processor cards 
and software packages. 

Features include 8 kilobytes of 
RAM, memory write protection under 
software control for each lK page, 
crystal-controlled real-time clock with 
32-µs resolution, interrupt driven 
1/0, memory expansion to 56 kilo-
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bytes, interprocessor I/ 0 port for de
velopmental and production testing 
of microprocessor systems, and boot
strap loader in p/ROM. 

Standard peripherals are alpha
numeric CRT display, ASCII keyboard, 
and two cassette units. Software con
sists of monitor, editor, and assem-
bler. · · 

The CRT display holds 960 char
acters and can update the screen at 
50,000 char/s. Magnetic tape cassette 
units read and write at an effective 
rate of 100 char Is including pre
ambles, postambles, and error check
ing. Keyboard is a full 53-key, reed
switch unit. Basic system includes 
two RS-232-C interfaces for modem 
and teleprinter, 8-level vectored in
terrupt, 1-megabyte/s DMA capabil
ity, programmable real-time clock, 
and six extra card slots for user
designed interfaces. 
Circle 177 on Inquiry Card 

Training Aid Spans 
pProcessor Hardware 
and Software Gap 

Designed to help hardware-oriented 
engineers master the software of any 
4- or 8-bit microprocessor now on 
the market, the µ Primer 4/8 con
tains microprocessor (CPU) memory 
circuits for program and data stor
age, front panel with controls and 
indicators to address and display mem
ory contents and CPU status, and 

power supplies. Made by Technitrol, 
Inc, 1952 E Allegheny Ave, Phila
delphia, PA 19134, the unit gives its 
operator a feel for the power of the 
instruction set and an appr~ciation 
of the advantage of software solu
tions to hardware problems. 

Among the teaching capabilities 
are writing programs in mnemonics, 
writing subroutines in high-order pro
gram memory address locations and 
jumping them with conditional or un
conditional jump instructions, and 
writing finite and infinite program 
loops. The unit can also be used to 
breadboard prototype systems. 

The learning aid provides entry of 
memory address and instructions in 
machine language ( l's and O's) ; dis
play of memory address and data 
by front panel LEDs; increment, 
decrement, or force-load of program 
memory address; display of results 
of CPU operation; and single-step 
operation to simplify learning and 
program debugging. Entry to the pro
gram memory is by front-panel 
switches using binary machine lan
guage formatted to be compatible 
with the operation code of the in
struction set as published by the 
CPU manufacturer. 

Address and content of the pro
gram memory are displayed simul
taneously in binary code to facilitate 
program entry and/ or verification. 
In addition, Il}achine status, indicat
ing the type of operation being per
formed by the CPU, is displayed on 
the front panel. Data are output to 
front-panel output display ports un
der program control. This feature is 
used to display the end result of a 
series of instructions or may be used 
to check the condition of the CPU 
accumulator at critical points with
in a series of instructions. When op
erated in the single-step mode, this 
provides a useful tool in debugging 
short program routines. 

All of the CPU manufacturer's in
struction set can be executed, includ
ing arithmetic operations, logic ma
nipulations, accumulator rotations, 
register-to-register transfers, and con
ditional and unconditional jumps. A 
4-bit machine may be converted to 
an 8-bit machine (or vice versa) by 
changing a personality card contain
ing the microprocessor chip and a 
front-panel harness assembly. Mem
ory and control devices remain the 
same. 
Circle 178 on Inquiry Card 
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ONLY ALL OF THE ABOVE 
CAN OFFER ALL OF THE BELOW: 

General Automation's new family 
of low-cost, expandable remote batch 
terminals off er more capabilities than 
any competitive systems produced by 
any terminal or minicomputer 
manufacturer anywhere. 

Here's what we mean by 
capabilities: 

Talk to any computer. 
Our software emulator packages 

make our terminals multi-lingual. 
They can talk to IBM 360/370 HASP 
or 2780 work stations. They'll also 
emulate a Control Data User Terminal. 
Or a UNIV AC 1004 system. 

Data spooling included. 
Our disk-based emulator packages 

have data spooling. Which saves you 
transmission time. Which saves you 
money. 

More operating systems. 
Most RBTs have one or two 

operating systems. Ours have three. 

Including Free Standing (FSOS), Disk
Based (DBOS) and Real Time (RTOS) 
operating systems. 

Name your configuration. 
We can provide any hardware 

configuration, including any kind of 
peripheral equipment you could ask 
for. Our RBT family consists of three 
basic communications systems .(base 
prices range from $19,500 to $30,000): 

RBT-1 is an intelligent batch 
communications terminal used for 
entering, transmitting and receiving 
data between a remote location and a 
central computer. 

RBT-2 combines communications 
terminal capabilities with a batch
oriented satellite data processing 
system. 

RBT-3 is a complete communica
tions system plus multi-programming
oriented stand-alone data processing 
system offering concurrent batch and 
real-time operations. 

Communicate with an expert. 
General Automation didn't get 

into the communications business 
yesterday. We are already the major 
supplier of minicomputer systems for 
front end processors, distributed data 
systems,Telex message switching 
systems and P ABX control systems for 
the world's largest international com
·munications companies. We're also the 
number one solver of tough commun
ications problems in more than a dozen 
different industries. 

We provide virtually everything 
you need to build or expand a data 
communications system. We can show 
you the best ways to get the most out 
of your communications dollar. 

Give us a call at (714) 778-4800. 
Or write to one of the addresses below. 

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS BY 
GENERAL AUTOMATION 

HOME OFFICE: 1055 South East Street, P.O. Box 4883, Anaheim, California 92803. Telephone (714) 778-4800. 
EUROPE: General Automation, S.A., 24 rue du Sergent Bauchat, 75012 Paris, France. Telephone (1) 346/7973. CANADA: G.A. Computer Ltd., Ontario. 
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PRODUCT 
FEATURE 

Digital 
Storage Unit 
Converts 
CRT Display 
Into 
Logic Analyzer 

Any X-Y display having a band
width of at least 500 kHz can be 
used for logic analysis of any bit-, 
byte-, or word-serial digital system 
by interfacing the LA 501 logic 
analyzer; virtually any cathode-ray 
tube (CRT) monitor or oscilloscope 
can be utilized to display up to 16 
channels of data in the form of a 
logic timing diagram. Introduced by 
Tektronix, Inc as a 2-module-wide 
plug-in for the company's TM 500 
line of test and measurement in
struments, the LA 501 provides 4096 
bits of data storage and sampling 
rate to 100 MHz. The display need 
not necessarily be dedicated; eg, if 
attached to an oscilloscope for fault 
isolation, the oscilloscope can also 
be used in its normal mode for in
depth, real-time electrical analysis 
once the fault has been located, 
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or for other tasks when not needed 
as a logic analyzer. 

Modes of Operation 

Storage capacity can be formatted 
as 4 channels x 1024 bits, 8 x 512, 
or 16 x 256, depending on user's 
application. Up to four units can be 
master-slaved to achieve 16 chan
nels x 1024 bits or 64 channels x 
256 bits. 

Choice of pre-, center-,. or post
trigger operating modes permits op
erator selection of where the dis
played block of data falls with 
respect to a trigger taken from his 
system. In pre-trigger mode, 90% of 
the displayed data occur before the 

trigger (to observe the data sequence 
preceding a fault, for example) . In 
center-trigger mode, 50% of the dis
played data occur before the trigger; 
and post-trigger mode provides a 
display (similar to that of a con
ventional oscilloscope) with 90% of 
the data occurring after the trigger. 

Virtually any logic family can 
be accommodated. TTL or ECL 
thresholds can be chosen by two 
pushbuttons of an input control; a 
third pushbutton and a rotary con
trol provide a variable threshold 
from -10 to + 10 V for compatibility 
with other logic families. 

A position control allows any one 
channel of the display to be se
lected and moved vertically for tim-

Housing for the LA 501 can be portable, benchtop, rackmount, or rollabout, 
as desired. For instance, it could be placed with an oscilloscope module in 
a 4-module-wide mainframe; or combined with digital delay and counter
timer modules in a mainframe, using a separate oscilloscope for the display 
(center}. The latter arrangement would allow the trigger point for the display 
to be delayed by up to 99,999 events following the system trigger point. A 
rollabout test system (right} could be made up of a mobile cart, portable 
oscilloscope, and up to six plug-in instruments including the 2-module wide 
LA 501. If the instruments had to be hand-carried to the test site, a traveler/ 
mainframe could house LA 501, oscilloscope, and one other module (top} 
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ing comparison with the other chan

nels. Combined with horizontal and 

vertical magnifiers (adjustable from 

Xl to XlO) , this provides a high 
degree of display resolution. 

The operator has a choice of in

ternal or external clocks, which per
mits synchronous or asynchronous 

sampling of machine data. Sampling 

rates are 100 MHz ( 10 ns/bit) in 
the 4-channel x 1024-bit mode, 50 

MHz for 8 x 512, and 20 MHz for 
16 x 256. 

Applications 

A 16-channel storage capability per
mits sequential data across a mini
computer's 16-bit word to be dis
played for timing comparison or for 

ready detection of undesired paral
lel combinations. Input and output 
of eight channel buffers, interface 

cables, or control buses can be dis
played simultaneously. Adding a 
digital delay module eliminates me
chanical jitter from the display by 
basing its delayed trigger on a count 
of clock pulses. Up to 16 channels 
of any data segment in a disc file 
can be displayed. 

In data communications applica
tions, which involve long trains of 
data in single-shot bursts, up to 4096 

bits of a data burst are stored for 
display as long as required. Choice 
of trigger modes permits data dis
play before or after a given trigger 
point selected from the train. Vari
able memory format permits use in 
specific tasks, such as-for example, 

in the 4-channel x 1024-bit mode
viewing a long segment of a modem's 
serial data output simultaneously 
with the clock and frame pulses. 

For industrial control operations, 
which commonly involve high elec
trical noise environments, the unit's 
single-shot storage capability can be 
used to trigger a display whenever 

a random noise pulse occurs. Loca
tion of the pulse in the stored data 

block can then be found by use of 
the multi-channel storage capacity 
and pre-triggering capability. 

Other Specifications 

In addition to those capabilities al
ready mentioned, the unit provides 
input impedance choices of 1 Mn on 
the first four channels, or 20 kn 
in any mode. Resolution is 10 ns/ 
sample in internally clocked mode. 
Clocking modes are internal using 
100-MHz clock, or external using 50 

Price and Delivery MHz or less for 4- or 8-channel 

modes or 20 MHz or less for 16-

channel mode. Trigger sources can 

be internal (channel 1) or external. 
Data storage and display time is 

variable from <l to ~ 10 s. Storage 
for an indefinite period can be se

lected. A new data recording cycle 

can be started at any time by man
ual reset. Both parallel and serial 
data outputs are provided. 

Price of the LA 501 logic analyzer 

is $3250, including standard probe 

package, plus $150, $180, $240, or 
$325, respectively, for the required 

TM 503, TM 504, TM 506, or TM 
515 mainframe. Deliveries will begin 
in December. Tektronix, Inc, PO Box 

500, Beaverton, OR 97005. Tel: 
( 503) 644-0161. 

Line voltage requirements are 100, 

llO, 120, 200, 220, or 240 Vac 

±10%. Power consumption is 32 W. 
For additional information circle 
199 on inquiry card. 

Register with our"Draft Board!' 
We Can Design To Your PC Board Needs. 

W.e'll take your engineering idea and return a prototype 

that meets your specifications. We call this " total con 

cept." Total concept with total responsibility. 

Total responsibility is your assurance of quality. Our 

competent designers in specialized disciplines will be 

responsible for the choice of the best and most econom

ical approach to layout your board and generate your 

artwork whether it be photoplotted, cut and peel or 

manual tape up. Careful checking before and after each 

major phase ensures built-in reliability. From pre-plan

ning through final shipment, there are more than 29 QC 

inspections, that make certain every board meets your 

specifications. That every board from prototype to high 

volume has that extra margin of electrical and mechani

cal safety to ensure reliability under even the most 

severe environments. And our design staff can make 

necessary changes, prior to etching, in hours, not days. 

Total concept can help you meet tight schedules with

ou t sac rificing quality and reliability. Let us be respon

sible for every phase of your project; conventional 

2-sided, multilayer or rigid flex. Send for Diceon's 

"Mu ltilayer Dividends." Now. 

=Dicean 
CHAIRMEN OF "THE BOARD" 

DICEON ELECTRONICS. INC. 18552 Von Karman Avenue, Irvine, California 92664 (714) 833-0870 

An Applied Magnetics Company 
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PRODUCTS I 

Time-Domain Oscilloscope With Real-Time Display 
Can Also Provide Data-Domain Picture of Same Signal 
Real-time display of actual signals is prime capability of the 
model l 740A 100-MHz oscilloscope. To relate the timing of 
events to one another and to the triggering event, external 
trigger is displayed as a third trace, rather than as a substitute 
for one of the two channels. Center screen is always the trigger 
threshold. Time relation 'between external trigger and vertical 
signals is held steadily at 2.S ns ±1 ns. S m VI div at 100 MHz 
provides detail to study ECL; sensitivity of 1 m VI div at 40 MHz, 
obtained with a XS magnifier, can be used to look directly at 
tape or disc outputs or at power supply ripple. 1 m VI div is 
available on both channels simultaneously. Lowest sensitivity is 
20 VI div. When associated with a model 1607 A logic state 
analyzer, a data-domai~ picture can be alternated with time
domain waveforms of the same signal. Frequency response is 
maintained through a 0 to 50 ° C range. Power line voltage may 
be 100, 120, 220, or 240 V (±10%); line frequency 48 to 440 
Hz. There are only 44 adjustments inside the fully closed case. 
Hewlett-Packard Co, 150l Page Mill Rd, Palo Alto, CA 94304. 
Circle 200 on Inquiry Card 

Low Cost CMOS Static RAM 
Competes with n-MOS Devices 
As fast as many standard n-channel MOS RAMs, the low power PSlOl-8 CMOS static 
RAM is also claimed to be more than price competitive when both parts and power 
supply costs are considered. The lK (256 x 4) silicon-gate device operates on a single 
S-V power supply and costs less than 1¢ /bit in production quantities. Max standby 
current is SO nA I bit ( 2SO µ W or less per package) . Worst-case access time is 850 ns. 
Chip-enable clocking is not required during address transitions; the device can be 
placed into low power standby mode by applying a logic low level to the second chip. 
enable input. It can operate on either separate memory system I/0 buses or on a 
common I/ 0 bus without bidirectional bus logic. Four 3-state data outputs with disable 
control, two chip-enable inputs, R/W control, and address inputs are provided on a 
22-pin DIP. Intel Corp, 3065 Bowers Ave, Santa Clara, CA 95050. 
Circle 20 I on Inquiry Card 

Microprocessor Control in Plasma Display 
Graphics Terminal Offers User Flexibility 
By combining microprocessor technology with a plasma panel 
graphics medium, the model 12,000 provides users with flexi
bility in generating dynamic graphical presentations. There is 
no screen jitter or flicker since the plasma display does not 
require refresh. The 512 x Sl2 matrix display has 60-line resolu
tion. Complete selective write and erase of each dot permits dis
plays to be dynamically altered. Data rates are selectable to 
4800 baud, 240 char Is (2400 baud), 80 vectors/ s any length 
(2400 baud). Char generation is 7 x 9 on an 8 x 16 matrix, 32 
lines of 64 char /line. Communications interface is std RS-232-C 
with ASCII format. Firmware microprogram options include APL 
char set, extended ASCII char, space-overwrite latch, variable 
writing modes, variable char size, and addressable cursor. Sup
porting software is written in FORTRAN. A touch panel device, a 
microfiche rear-projection unit, and a program alterable char 
set with 2K RAM for constructing special symbols are also 
available. The Magnavox Co, 2131 S Coliseum Blvd, Fort 
Wayne, IN 46803. 
Circle 202 on Inquiry Card 
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VARIAN DATA MACHINES, 2722 MICHELSON DRI VE, IRV INE, CA 92664 

SALESAREUP 
PROFITS ARE UP 

AND OUR 
SALES FORCE IS 
GOING UP SO% 
Grow with us. We're looking for more 
experienced minicomputer salesmen to 
continue this past growth. Salesmen who 
know the products, competition and markets. 
In return for this experience we'll pay you 
the industry's highest bonus for new accounts. 
As well as our excellent commission plan 
for existing business. Best of all is the 
products we'll give you to work with. 

New Varian products introduced in just 
the past few months include: TOTAL Data 
Base Management, RPG II, FORTRAN IV 
Level G, COBOL - and top of the V70 series 
minicomputer line: The V75 handling 32-bit 
functions. So act now before the positions 
are filled. 

Call collect to the Varian District 
Sales Manager nearest you for an 
appointment today. 
Orange County, CA (714) 897-9515 J. McNutt 
Los Angeles (213) 598-4438 J. McNutt 
San Francisco (408) 736-5630 J. Usher 
Dallas (214) 231-5145 I. Wardlow 
Chicago (312) 692-7184 F. Hi rsch 
Boston (617) 890-6072 D. Mcinnis 
New Jersey (201) 569-2323 R. Bassin 
New York (212) 325-5248 R. Bassin 
Washington, D.C. (301) 773-6770 R. Schaper 
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PAD DUCTS 

VOICE DATA-ENTRY SYSTEM 

VDETS 1000 series terminals convert spoken 
utterances to machine-readable code. In
put may be words or short phrases and 
output is std ASCII code, which may be 
used to enter data into a computer, re
trieve stored information, or control ma
chine operations. The system is trained 
for the individual speaker; vocabulary can 
be trained on- or offline. It will operate 
in amb noise conditions up to 90 dB spe
cific avg and llO dB pk, Min inter-com
mand gap is 200 ms and response time 
is approx 20 ms. Scope Electronics Inc, 
1860 Michael Faraday Dr, Reston, VA 
22090. 
Circle 203 on Inquiry Card 

4K RAM, PLUGGABLE 
PACKAGING ASSEMBLY 
A wire-wrappable board, the multilayer IC. 
pluggable packaging assembly accepts 54 
22-pin 4K RAM chips and also has a uni
versal pattern capable of mounting up to 
4-0 std 14- or 16-pin DIPs. The board mea
sures 9.5 x 10". It has a voltage distribu
tion plane (V cc) on the component side 
of the assembly, an internal plane (Vnn), 
and V ss plane on the wrapping side. Garry 
Manufacturing Co, 1010 Jersey Ave, New 
Brunswick, NJ 08902. 
Circle 204 on Inquiry Card 

LOOP CURRENT REGULATOR 

Modules regulate loop current over wide 
variations in loop resistance and battery 
voltage. Each contains two independent 
regulators that are adjustable from 13 to 
75 mA over a voltage range of from 15 to 
150 V, polar or neutral. LED indicators 
display circuit conditions. Max power dis
sipation is 8.5 W at 55 ° C. 16 modules, 32 
circuits, may be housed in a rack-mounted 
enclosure. Dataprohe Inc, 290 Huyler St, 
Hackensack, NJ 07606. 
Circle 205 on Inquiry Card 
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SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY 
OL series open-frame, 4-output supplies 
for computer peripherals provide 10-, 60-, 
or 300-W power. All outputs are short
circuit proof and reverse polarity pro
tected; one has overvoltage protection. 
Customized for each application by modi
fying the output transformer and filter, 
outputs up to 300 V and up to 25 A are 
available. Efficiency is 75 to 80% typ, de
pending on output voltage. Ripple and 
spikes are held to 4-0 m V rms and 100 m V 
pk-pk. Boschert Associates, 3010 Law
rence Expy, Santa Clara, CA 95051. 
Circle 20b on Inquiry Card 

FORMATTED 
CARTRIDGE DRIVE SYSTEM 

The DCS- i}000 data cartridge system com
bines DCD-3 data cartridge drive with 
power supply and formatter electronics to 
provide an ANSI/ECMA-compatible data sys
tem of up to eight drives. System features 
include a register for command inputs, 
read-while-write error check, status and 
error flags, automatic generation o.f the 
ANSI-required block-formatting including 
tape mark, automatic search to tape mark 
at 90 in./s, and a clocked variable-length 
erase capability. 3M Co, Mincom Div, 
223-5E, 3M Center, St. Paul, MN 55101. 
Circle 207 on Inquiry Card 

DC SOLID-STATE RELAYS 
Modular solid-state series 223 devices are 
opto-isolated for total I/ 0 isolation, and 
are directly compatible with DTL/TTL 
input. Offered in six models, the relays are 
spst (N.0.) devices rated for loads of 50 
V de. Load current levels of 2 and 5 A are 
available in 0.032" -pin, quick-connect, or 
screw terminals. Switching speed is 100 
µs. Dielectric withstanding voltage (60 
Hz) is 1500 Vac rms. Insulation resistance 
is 109 0. Storage temp ranges from -55 to 
100°c, and op temp from -40 to 80°C. 
C. P. Clare & Co, 3101 W Pratt Ave, Chi
cago, IL 60645. 

Circle 208 on Inquiry Card 

AUTOMATIC 
S/R DATA TERMINAL 

Model 38 KSR terminal, with ASCII-com
patible Philips tape cassette unit, permits 
data transmissions over std telephone lines 
via a phone coupler. Data can be received 
at normal typewriter speeds, then batch
processed at 300 baud from the cassette 
cartridge (1200-baud transmission is op
tional) . Other features include high speed 
numerical search, remote control of tape 
from a std IBM Selectricn typewriter key
board, hardcopy printout of stored data, 
and a status display panel for operators. 
Tycom Systems Corp, 26 Just Rd, Fair
field, NJ 07006. 
Circle 209 on Inquiry Card 

REMOTE DATA ENTRY 
SIGNALING TERMINAL 
Direct access to a computer from any 
Touch-Tonen or rotary dial phone is pos
sible with the model 5000 OVERDIAL T?d 

terminal, which provides slow speed data 
entry for information-handling tasks. For 
input security of remotely accessed com
puter systems, the unit disconnects users 
without the proper access code. The ter
minal decodes from two to six digits, 
Touch-Tone signals as low as -30 dBm, 
or dial pulse input. Std ring detection is 
20 Hz, 1.8-s on, and 4.2-s off. BBL In
dustries Inc, 2830 Clearview Pl, Atlanta, 
GA 30340. 
Circle 210 on Inquiry Card 

3-D SONIC DIGITIZER 

GP-3/ 3-D converts descriptions of 3-dimen
sional objects into digital form for input 
to data processing systems, by generating 
sets of X-, Y-, and Z-coordinates for points 
within the space bounded by linear sensors. 
The operator traces a 3-D object on the 
unit's operational area with a stylus which 
generates supersonic pulses. Units are 
available with English or metric outputs, 
with 0.01" or 0.1-mm resolutions. Sensor 
lengths-defining the Graf/Pen's active 
area-are up to 24". Science Accessories 
Corp, Kings HWY W, Southport, CT 06490. 
Circle 211 on Inquiry Card 
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I ... 

AT THE INVITATIONAL COMPUTER CONFERENCES ... 
You are invited to see and hear everything you need to know about state-of-the-art 

technology in OEM Computer Equipment and Systems. Plan to attend the 

technical product seminars and product displays brought to you and presented by: 

Ampex, Cipher Data Products, Computer Automation, Control 

Data Corporation, Data Disc, Data Printer, Dataram, Digi-Data, 

EMM Computer Products, Facit-Addo, Hewlett Packard, Interdata, 

ISS/Sperry Univac, MITS, Memorex, Mohawk Data Sciences, 

Pertee, Plessey Microsystems, REMEX, Rockwell International, 

Scientific Micro Systems, Sykes Datatronics, Tally, Tektronix, 

Varian Peripheral Products, and Victor Associates. 

• Iii: 

Plan to attend the location nearest you 
during 1975/ 76: 

September 30. 1975 
October 21. 1975 
October 23. 1975 
November 20. 1975 
January 15. 1976 
February 17, 1976 (tent) 
March 25. 1976 
April 13. 1976 

Newton. Massachusetts 
Cherry Hill. New Jersey 

Long Island, New York 
Palo Alto. California 

Houston. Texas 
Ft. Lauderdale. Florida 

Orange County, California 
Cleveland, Ohio 
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For your personal invitation contact one of the participants listed above or 

B. J. Johnson and Associates. 300 Otero. Newport Beach. California 92660 (714) 644-6037. 
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PRODUCTS 

DIGITAL PROGRAMMABLE 
PULSE MODULE 
A TTL/ECL-compatible one-shot system, 
model 2141 provides output pulses within 1 
ns of selected time in a range of 20 to 
1020 ns after TTL or ECL trigger, as well 
as variable pulse widths from 15 to 1000 
ns. Delay and pulse widths are controlled 
by three decades of remotely generated 
BCD inputs. External trigger rate is 0 to 
> 15 MHz, input impedance is 50 0, in
sertion delay is <20 ns (including ±500 
ps uncertainty), programming time is 
<100 ns, and worst-case jitt~r between lead
ing and trailing edge pulse is ±200 ps. 
Technitrol, Inc, 1952 E Allegheny Ave, 
Philadelphia, PA 19134. 
Circle 212 on Inquiry Card 

DATA SEND/RECEIVE 
OPTICAL SYSTEM 

Al, A2, and A3 senders transmit either one 
channel of digital data or a ·o- to .10-V 
analog signal having 0- to 10-kHz, 0- to 
100-kHz, or 0- to 10-MHz frequency. Used 
with an optical waveguide which is im
mune to electric and magnetic disturbance, 
the DU-S-1 single-bit digital sender and 
DU-E-1 digital receiver, as well as DU
S (E) -lAl, -A2, and -A3 analog senders 
and receivers permit data to be transmitted 
in abnormal environments. Std systems op
erate over distances of up to 60 m. Tri
skelion ag, Fiber-Optic Div, Ch-63i7-
0berwil, Switzerland. 
Circle 400 on Inquiry Card 

p/ROM PROGRAMMER 
The Altair 8800 is a complete software de
velopment and p/ROM programming sys
tem that is equipped with an industrial 
Altair 8800 processor, 8K dynamic RAM 
memory, TTY or std RS-232 interface, 
p/ROM programmer, p/ROM memory card 
with 256 bytes, loader on p/ROM, and 
slots for plugging in two additional cards. 
Room for eight additional slots is provided. 
Software, on cassette or punched tape, in
cludes resident assembler, text editor, sys
tem monitor, BASIC, and dfagnostics. MITS, 
6328 Linn, NE, Albuquerque, NM 87108. 
Circle 213 on Inquiry Card . · 
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MAGNETIC STRIPE 
CARD READER 

The hand-operated CR-1000 has no moving 
parts, springs, dampers, or return mecha
nism; the card is stroked through the slot 
by hand. Designed to operate at from 2 to 
60 in./ s, the unit is insensitive to speed 
changes. Complete with detection and code 
conversion electronics, the reader provides 
RZ serial data with a clock. The 7% x 1 % 
x 2112" unit is capable of reading cards en
coded with 2-frequency (Aiken) coherent 
phase· recording which conforms to ABA 
or IA TA stds. Conrac Corp, Cramer 
Div, Mill Rock Rd, Old Saybrook, CT 
06475. 
Circle 214 on Inquiry Card 

GRAPHICS DISPLAY SYSTEM 
The M-EGRAPHIC 6000 contains graphics 
processor, 8K Nova 2/4 minicomputer, 19" 
display, and full ASCII keyboard. Heart of 
the system is the BP-752 graphics processor 
which can display 6000 flickerfree points 
and/ or vectors with full-screen resolution 
of ±0.05%. The unit operates from a· core
based display list which accepts either 2-
word absolute or 1-word relative vector 
elements. Jump-to-subroutine capability per
mits up to four levels of display list nest
ing. Megatek Corp, lOSS Shafter St, San 
Diego, CA 92106. 
Circle 215 on Inquiry Card 

BIDIRECTIONAL 
COUNTER-DISPLAY 

Available in 1-, 2-, or 3-axis models, with 
from four to seven 200,000-hr cold cathode 
display units per axis, the DDC features 
fully floating resettable-zero with auto
matic display of appropriate ( +) or ( - ) 
polarity. An automatic data-overflow indi
cator lamp is also provided; a positive 
power interruption protection feature stops 
the counter and triggers an indicator lamp 
if line voltage drops below rated min for 
more than 30 ms. A built-in switch matches 
the unit to either llS or 220 Vac, SO- to 
60-Hz operation. C-Tek, Inc, 4 Railroad 
Ave, Wakefield, MA 01880. 
Circle 216 on Inquiry Card 

SYNCHRO-DIG·ITAL 
CONVERTERS 
M series modules convert analog signals 
from transducers such as synchros, resolv
ers, and selsyns to binary or BCD digital 
format. A large number of inputs can be 
multiplexed into a single converter using 
a compatible series of input signal-condi
tioning modules. Accuracy and resolution 
of 8-, 10-, and 12-bits binary or 0.1-deg 
BCD are available. Units will accommo
date all std synchro frequencies and volt
ages. Modules will track inputs at a max 
rate of 2000 deg/ s and will respond to a 
180-deg step input in <4 ms. Astrosys
tems, Inc, 6 Nevada Dr, Lake Success, 
NY 11040. 
Circle 217 on Inquiry Card 

STATIC SEMICONDUCTOR 
MEMORY 

WE-VM8E plugs directly into the DEC 
PDP-8 Omnibus™ and is completely hard
ware/ software compatible with PDP-8E, F, 
or M minicomputers. 4K x 12 (-VM8E4) 
and 8K x 12 (-VM8E8) memory systems 
are designed around a 1024 x 1 n-MOS 
static RAM, resulting in fewer components 
(no refresh circuitry) and low power con
sumption-18 V max for the 8K memory. 
A simple field-select jumper matrix printed 
on the circuit board allows easy memory 
field assignment in 4K increments. Com
puter Extension Systems, Clear Lake 
Towers, 16902 El Camino Real, Houston, 
TX 77058. 
Circle 218 on Inquiry Card 

ULTRA-STABLE 
D-A CONVERTERS 
1900A series 14-, IS-, and 16-bit D-A con
verters feature differential linearities of 
<14, <%, and <1h bit with the MP1914A, 
-ISA, and -16A, respectively, over the full 
op temp range. Settling time to rated ac
curacies are LS, 2, and 3 µ,s typ in cur
rent mode. Tempcos are specified as: 
3-pi:>m/ ° C max gain, 2-ppm/ ° C typ line
arity; and 3-ppm/° C max reference volt
age, Offset drift in unipolar current mode 
is l-ppm/ °C max; and offset drift in uni
polar voltage mode is 2 ppm/ °C max. All 
are packaged in a 2 x 4 x 0.37S" shielded 
module whi.ch can be mounted on 0.5" 
centers. Analogic Corp, Audubon Rd, 
Wakefield, MA 01880. 
Circle 219 on Inquiry Card 
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NONVOLATILE 
IC MEMORY SYSTEM 

A CMOS memory system with battery 
..,.. backup, the Monostore IX/Planar is de

signed around a 1024 x 1 CMOS static 
RAM, providing up to 4K x 8 capacity 
on a single board; multiple boards can be 
combined for 64K, 8-bit words on the 
same bus. Access and cycle times are 450 
ns; I/ 0 levels are TTL compatible. Each 
board includes timing, control, module de
code and address register, I/ 0 data reg
ister, backup battery, and memory array. 
A single 5-V de supply powers the board. 
3.25-Vdc at 120-,uA standby power is pro
vided by the battery. Monolithic Sys
tems Corp, 14 Inverness Dr E, Engle
wood, CO 80ll0. 
Circle 220 on Inquiry Card 

PORTABLE DATA TEST SET 

A fully keyboard-programmable test unit 
for synchronous and asynchronous data 
communications equipment, the 1608 may 
be used with computer terminals operat
ing at speeds . to 19,200 baud in either 
mode. The device incorporates an 8-level 
keyboard and independent, expandable re
ceive and transmit program stores having 
64- and 192-char capacities, respectively. 
Using an array of LED indicators, the 
unit displays received and transmitted 'data 
for comparison. Nolton Communications 
Ltd, Delamare Rd, Cheshunt, Herts, Eng
land. 
Circle 401 on Inquiry Card 

2000/2400-BIT IS MODEM 
WITH ANSWER-BACK 

Bell 201C-compatible, the TT-201C is a 
medium speed, synchronous modem that 
is capable of operating at either 2000 or 
2400 bits/ s over the DDD network and 
features an answer-back tone for use with 
auto-dial systems. Internal strap options 
permit users to select from a variety of 
configurations and operating modes to 
meet specific requiremepts. Consisting of 
two PC cards housed in a standalone en
closure with integral power supply, the 
modem is also available as a card set, or 
in a rackmount enclosure that holds four 
modems plus integral power supply and 
mounts in a std 19" cabinet. Syntech Corp, 
ll810 Parklawn Dr, Rockville, MD 20852. 
Circle 221 on Inquiry Card 

Ultra-Stable 
Less than 1 ppm/°C change - all sources (TC series) 

Ultra-Linear 
Relative accuracy to within 0.001% FSA (16-bit) 

Ultra-Accurate 
Absolute accuracy to within 0.002% FSA NBS traceable (16-bit) 

Ultr8-FitSt 
1.5µ,s typical settling time to 1 LSB (14-bit) 

New MP1900 Series D/A Converters 
with true 13to16 binary-bit resolutions. 

1900 Series DACs offer state-of-the-art 
performance for the most demanding 
instrumentation and control applications. 
They're available in two versions
temperature compensated (TC series) for 
thermal stability within <1 ppml°C all 
sources, including TCs of gain, offset, 
reference, and differential linearity, and 
the standard (A series) for thermal 
stability within 5ppm/°C all sources. 

The actual performance of the 
MP1900TC series exceeds rated 
specifications. Stability is guaranteed by 
three field-proven design techniques -
use of premium grade matched tracking 
components, a.built-in proportionally 
controlled, high gain temperature 
compensator to further stabilize all critical 
components, and a proprietary 
"worst-case" error budget analysis . 

All 1900 Series converters are 
shielded from external electromagnetic 
and electrostatic noise and internal noise 

ANALDG1C®• 
... The Digitizers 

sources in the 14to16-bit units generate 
less than 0.0008% FSA over a DC to 
1 MHz bandwidth. Other features 
include-monotonicity guaranteed to 
16-bits, self-contained latch register for 
data storage and strobed simultaneous 
update, and pin-selectable performance 
options including range, unipolar or 
bipolar, internal or external amplifier. 

The MP1900TC and A Series DACs 
provide the digital systems designer with 
state-of-the-art devices for instrumenting 
many wide dynamic range display and 
control systems-and at significantly 
less cost than any competitive converters 
presently available. 

For immediate assistance in your 
application, call Analogic's Marketing 
Department at (617) 246-0300 or your 
nearest Ana logic sales office. For our new 
40-page Catalog/Handbook, write on 
your letterhead to Analogic Corporation, 
Audubon Road, Wakefield, Mass. 01880. 
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PRODUCTS 

LOW POWER 
DATA LOGGING SYSTEM 

Recording digital information directly in 
ANSI/ECMA format on Philips cassettes, 
which can then be read, printed, edited, 
or copied onto other cassettes, or trans
mitted at 1200 baud with Tl's ASW733 
terminal or other ANSI/ECMA compatible 
devices, the basic 2800 series accepts paral
lel 8-bit ASCII-char, TTL or CMOS input. 
It operates on a single 5- to 12-V supply, 
consuming power only while recording; 
during standby it requires <100-µA cur
rent. An optional expander card provides 
for up to 40 parallel inputs (five decimal 
numbers). Input range is 10 V, or ±5 V. 
Memodyne Corp, 375 Elliot St, Newton 
Upper Falls, MA 02164. 
Circle 222 on Inquiry Card 

PROGRAMMABLE SCIENTIFIC 
POCKET CALCULATOR 

The 6-oz HP-25 offers engineering notation, 
which displays exponents as multiples of 
±3 for ease in working with units of mea
sure [such as kilo (103

), giga (109
), pico 

00-12
)' nano 00-9

)]' and also has fixed. 
decimal format and scientific notation. The 
calculator has 49 steps of program memory, 
coupled with merged keycodes that con
serve steps to effectively expand memory 
capacity, An integer/fraction key permits 
storage of two numbers in a single memory 
and an absolute value key adds to storage 
capacity and flexibility, Hewlett-Packard 
Co, 1501 Page Mill Rd, Palo Alto, CA 
94303. 
Circle 223 on Inquiry Card 
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KEYBOARD ENCODING IC 
EA2030 is a 99-key, 4-mode encoder that 
identifies each key and mode with a simple 
binary number. Given that binary input, 
a p/ROM may be programmed, producing 
any code the user requires. Features in
clude 10-bit code output, on-chip clock 
generator, built-in keybounce suppression, 
complete N-key rollover, electronic shift
lock, error detection for simultaneous key 
depressions, complete TTL compatability, 
and operation with std 5- and -12-V sup
plies. Electronic Arrays, Inc, 550 E 
Middlefield Rd, Mountain View, CA 94043. 
Circle 224 on Inquiry Card 

TRIPLE-OUTPUT 
DC POWER SUPPLY 

Claimed to be the small((st triple-output 
open-frame power supply available, model 
HTAA-16W provides 5 V at 2 ·A with 
over-voltage protection and ±9 to 15 V at 
0.2 A to power TTL, ECL, IIL, p-MOS, 
n-MOS, CMOS, and linear devices. Total 
isolation is provided between outputs to 
allow the user to arrange polarities to suit 
his application. Std features include 115/ 
230 Vac ±IO% input capability, ±0.05% 
line/load regulation, and full protection 
against short circuit and overload. Power
One, Inc, 531 Dawson Dr, Camarillo, CA 
93010. 
Circle 225 on Inquiry Card 

DUAL DISC FILE SYSTEM 
Providing large volume, inexpensive data 
storage for RS-232 compatible 1/0 devices, 
the D-474 features removable flexible mag
netic discs with capacity for 217,000 char 
in 1000 sectors, and max access time of 1 
s/ sector. Simplified program control, com
bined with full 1/0 buffering, enhances 
the operational convenience of serial ASCII 
devices. Dual disc drives are available in 
the std cabinet; modular design allows di
rect plug-in expansion for multiple disc 
file operation. BRD, Inc, Box 10237, Bain
bridge Island, WA 98110. 
Circle 226 on Inquiry Card 

HIGH NOISE IMMUNITY 
LOGIC ICs . 
Applicable to all present devfoes in the 
company's HiNIL family, changed supp}y 
voltage specs permit operation over a 10-

to 16-V V cc range and ease interface with 
CMOS in systems operated in the upper 
supply voltage range. Inputs on the devices 
(AC/CJ-plastic, AL/CL-ceramic) give 
3.5-V min noise immunity and provide input 
protection for CMOS circuits. They also 
handle higher current/voltage output in
terface problems. Teledyne Semiconduc
tor, 1300 Terra Bella Ave, Mountain View, 
CA 94043. 
Circle 227 on Inquiry Card 

SWITCHING REGULATED 
POWER SUPPLIES 

Family of small-size supplies offers from 
70 to 80% efficiency, line/load regulation 
of < 1 % with an input voltage of 115 Vac 
±15% single phase at 40 to 500 Hz. The 
24 incremental output voltages available 
range from 5 to 30 V de at 1.5 to 60 A 
with <50-mV pk-pk ripple (5, 9, 12, 15, 
24, or 30 Vdc; 50, 100, 150, or 300 W). 
All models feature overvoltage and over
load protection. Remote sensing is std. 
Multiple outputs in custom packages are 
also available. Electro-Module, Inc, 2855 
Metropolitan Pl, Pomona, CA 91767. 
Circle 228 on Inquiry Card 

200-LINE/MIN. PRINTER 

Model 104, a 132-col impact printer, in 
addition to an acoustically quiet, fully en
closed cabinet and modular electronics, 
features a self-test switch which allows 
offiine testing for quick system checkout 
and for correct line-up of preprinted mul
tiple-part forms. The device is plug-to-plug 
compatible with the company's entire line 
of printers and interfaces. Foreign lan
guage and u/lc char sets are available as 
are various others which are not available 
with std full-char printers. Centronics 
Data Computer Corp, Hudson, NH 
03051. 
C ircle 229 on Inquiry Card 
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TOUCH-SENSITIVE 
MEMBRANE KEYBOARDS 

Std and custom Monopanel keyboards have 
no mechanical linkages. Layer construction 
incorporates a tough membrane with con
ductive rear surface which effects contact 
closure when moved approx 0.005". Re
quired touch sensitivity is 2 to 4 oz typ. 
Std series includes 12- and 16-position spst 
(1200 and 1600 series), black on white 
nomenclature, and black or white plastic 
bezel, with or without mounting flange. 
Contact rating is 50 mA at 30 V de, re
sistive load; max voltage, current, and 
power are SO Vdc, 100 mA, and 1.5 W. 
Centralab Electronics Div, Globe Union 
Inc, 5757 N Green Bay Ave, Milwaukee, 
WI 53201. 
Circle 230 on Inquiry Card 

SINGLE-BOARD 
TAPE CONTROLLER 

A magnetic tape controller that combines 
PE and NRZ formats on a single hoard 
and fits a single slot in Data General Nova 
computers, the TC-120 includes board and 
tape drive cabling; it is also available as 
the TS-120, which includes tape drives 
and cabling in a fully integrated and tested 
system. Features include ability to mix up 
to eight 7 - and 9-track NRZ, PE, or dual
density tape units in any combination, and 
4-6-6 pack on 7-track, which allows the 
user to do core memory dump onto tape. 
Western Peripherals Corp, 2893 E La 
Palma, Anaheim, CA 92806. 
Circle 231 on Inquiry Card 

UNINTERRUPTIBLE 
POWER SYSTEM 

Claimed to provide 25% greater reliability 
than conventional step-wave designs, mea
sured as MTBF, and more than 275% 
short-circuit current, the Delta-Y 3</> system 
can operate with 100% phase-load imbal
ance and still put out balanced voltage, 
can start heavier inrush loads without 
switching to alternate power lines, and can 
clear larger faults. Circuitry of the solid
state inverter and a sub-cycle static trans
fer switch uses approximately one-third 
fewer components to provide trouble-free 
service. Std capacities are 30 to 90 kV A; 
a 15-kVA model and capacities to 180 kVA 
also can be provided. Cyherex, Inc, 7171 
Industrial Park Blvd, Mentor, OH 44060. 
Circle 232 on Inquiry Card 

1 K B'IPOLAR p/1ROMS DATA REGENERATOR/BUFFER 
STORAGE 
A char-by-char asynchronous data regener
ator that can be expanded to perform speed 
and/ or code conversion, serial-to-parallel 
conversion, or ·buffer storage by adding op
tional plug-in suhassemhlies, the model 
1350 can he customized by the communica
tions user to meet specific requirements 
through choice of PC card building blocks. 
Optional add-ons include end-of -message 
code detection, isolated polar-output key
ing, and a loop power supply. The unit 
interfaces between circuits employing std 
TTY signaling circuits. Plantronics, Inc, 
385 Reed St, Santa Clara, CA 94301. 
Circle 233 on Inquiry Card 

Available as 6300-1 (open collector) and 
6301-1 (3-state) commercial or 5300-1 
(open collector) and 5301-1 (3-state) mili
tary versions, the 256 x 4 p/ROMs are 
fully pin-compatible with the company's 
H5200/6200 ROM-mates. Low power dis
sipation is claimed to cut power require
ments without sacrifice in speed. Mafor 
characteristics of the part have been im· 
proved: fan-in is 0.25 mA max; and grow
hack problems have been virtually elimi
nated. At least 95% of all units program to 
completion in 2 s. Monolithic Memories, 
Inc, 1165 E Arques Ave, SunnyVale, OA 
94086. 
Circle 234 on Inquiry Card 

Deltec's standard Uninterruptible Power Systems solve numerous types of power 

problems - blackouts, brownouts, transients - that cause expensive down time 

on critical electronic and computer systems. Our on-line power equipment is avail

able as standard single systems and as partially or totally redundant component 

systems. Options include an electronic transfer switch for ultimate reliability and 

load sharing between redundant systems for no break power, and complete moni

toring and control systems for remote indication or other computer control. 

Deltec enjoys a growing reputation for producing advanced-designed power con

version systems which meet specific customer requirements. Our equipment is 

engineered with the ~sers' requirement in mind and that means ease of installation 
and maintainability by your own local electricians with complete factory support. 

WRITE FOR FREE POWER SELECTION GUIDE. Deltec has compiled detailed data 
to assist you in specifying a standard reliable system to meet your application. 
Installation requirements, including suggestions as to possible methods of main
taining maximum MTBF and MTTR at the most economical price, are also included. 
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NONIMPACT 
PRINTER MECHANISM 

With 20-columns capacity, the NMP prints 
at 5 lines/ s. Its stationary printhead uses 
100 electrodes to form the 5 x 7 dot
matrix char. Features include noiseless 
discharge printing, variable char height, 
compact design, and automatic paper in
sertion. Applications include digital and 
alphanumeric printing for electronic cal
culators, point-of-sale terminals, test and 
measuring equipment, data logging and 
plotting. Olympia USA Inc, Box 22, 
Somerville, NJ 08876. 
Circle 235 on Inquiry Card 

HEAD-PER-TRACK 
DRUM MEMORY 
Specifically applicable to dirty industrial 
environments, heads on the model 4000 
automatically retract to avoid media con
tact if the drum slows to a point where air 
bearing is insufficient to fly them. The 9.5-
megabit capacity unit has 128 data tracks 
with 8 min and 16 max spares. A set of 
clock tracks plus a spare set are switch 
selectable. Specs include 74,000 bits/ track; 
2.96-MHz bit rate at 2400 rpm; 12.5-ms 
access time; and error rates of 1 in 1011 bits 
transferred, recoverable; 1 in 1012 non
recoverable. Ver.mont Research Corp, 
Precision Park, N Springfield, VT 05150. 

Circle 236 on Inquiry Card 

COMPUTER TERMINAL MONITOR 

A dedicated microprocessor in this monitor 
processes and stores transaction informa
tion accurate to 0.1 s. On pushbutton com
mand, min, max, and avg response times 
(0.1 to 9999 s) or number of transactions 
(0 to 9999) are shown on a 4-digit LED 
display. An optical coupler system permits 
attachments near the terminal without in
ternal connections and without interference 
with terminal operation. An LED indicator 
shows loss of power. Time base is a crystal 
oscillator. Unit size is 2 x 5 x 6"; power 
requirement is llO Vac at 60 Hz. Ques
tronics, Inc, 3596 South 300 West, Salt 
Lake City, UT 84ll5. 
C ircle 237 on Inquiry Card 

A major difference between 
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the two leading card reader manufacturers 
is OEM warranty time. 

We give you 640 extra days. POI gives a 
two-year OEM repair-or-replace warranty with every card reader. 
Our competition gives a fast 90 days . And the difference is more 
than just time. It 's money. A lot can happen after 90 days. If you ' re 
not using a POI card reader you ' re on your own. If you are, whatever 
happens is on us. But let ' s face it, the long and short of any war
ranty is based on how the manufacturer expects his equipment to 
perform. We expect our card readers to perform beautifully, that's 
why we warrant them for two years. Obviously our competitor 
doesn 't have such great expec tations about his equipment. Think 
about it. A lot of major OEM's have. They went with POI, and the in
creased quality and two-year warranty didn't cost them anything 
extra. On the contrary, the POI card reader line is consistently 
priced wel I below the 90-day line . Write us for specifications . 

••• 
PERIPHERAL DvNAMtcs INc. 
The card reader specialists 
1030 West Germantown Pike, Norristown, PA 19401 
(215) 539-5500 
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MODULAR KEYBOARD 
Individually encoded keyswitches on low cost keyboard allow 
almost any key array to be assembled. Keyboard logic is inde· 
pendent of key array, resulting in a universal logic that will 
operate with a variety of keyboard configurations. Based on a 
photo-optic encoding technique, the design develops a fulJy 

encoded TTL-compatible 
output without logic. 
Hardwired logic is avail
able to implement N-key 
lockout/2-key rollover er
ror protection, while 
translating the internal 
code to the full ASCII 

char set plus 60 addition
al codes. However, the 

algorithms may be easily implemented in a microprocessor without 
significant memory or overhead requirements. Eliminating need 
for hardwired logic in this way further reduces keyboard costs. 
Collimation, Inc, 4206 Commercial Sq, Austin, TX 78745. 
Circle 238 on Inquiry Card 

MICROPROCESSOR-CONTROLLED 
WIRING ANALYZER 

A high speed analyzer for backplane panels, card racks, cables 
and harnesses, and other wired assemblies can be expanded in 64-
node increments. Go/ no-go indication of good or bad assemblies 
can. be provided in 1 s for a 50,000-point back panel using a 
65,000-node or test point system. Programming requires ap
proximately 10 s for a 50,000-point assembly, when using a known
good unit and entering a developed program number into thumb
wheel switches; the system can be programmed from an optional 
cassette or other external source. Go I no-go programming can be 
done using program number only. Errors are listed at a rate of 
1 to 40 / s, depending on the printer selected; a known-good unit 
or cassette input is required. System interfacing to backplane 
or card rack is accomplished with 2-sided interface cards similar 
to service-type extender boards; one end fits the user assembly 
while the other accepts a 72-pin PC connector mounted on a 64-
point matrix 1/0 board. Algorithm Technology, Inc, PO Box 
1910, Prescott, AZ 86301. 
Circle 239 on Inquiry Card 

300-CHAR/S TAPE READER 

Previously rated at 150 char Is, 260 SAM, a photoelectric reader, 
has been rerated to 300 char Is. Without any adjustments, it will 
handle all std 6-, 7-, or 8-level tapes, center or advanced feedhole, 
paper, paper-polyester, or metallized-polYester. A single light 

source, fiber-optic distrib-
utor, and 9-element photo
transistor sensing system 
perform the reading. A high 
performance stepping motor 
and dual-sprocket drive sys
tem transport tape through 
the read head at 0 to 300 

~ char Is, asynchronous, bidi
rectionally, and stop on 

char. Dual-sprocket drive eliminates tape skew and assures posi
tive data registration. Both motor drive and output electronic 
(TTL) functions are included in a single PCB assembly with one 
edge-board connector. Decitek, a div of Jamesbury Corp, 250 
Chandler St, Worcester, MA 01602. 
Circle 240 on Inquiry Card 

TOLERANCE TO -+-.0001 
MINIMUM OD's .010 

WALL THICKNESS TO .0009 
In A Wide Choice of Metals 

• Nickel • Kovar 
• Nickel Sliver • Titanium 
• Stainless Steel • Platinum 
• Paladium • Platinum·lridium 

e Beryllium At:&~tATED AND LAMINATED M~Tl:1~t~lum 

AT COST SAVINGS 
OVER OTHER METHODS 

OF MANUFACTURE 
COOPERATIVE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

CONSULTATION AT YOUR PLANT OR ONE OF OURS 
RUNS FROM ONE PIECE TO AS MANY AS REQUIRED 

Representative samples of our 
custom manufactured products upon request 
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OPTICALTAPEREADERS 

A rack-mount unit containing a 4023 opti
cal tape reader and a 4014 servo tape 
spooler provides full tape handling capa
bility for NC operations. Reader and spool
er are designed for use in combination, but 
may be incorporated individually into any 
system. Std reader features are light trans
missivity of up to 80%, ISO, typesetting, 
Japanese Telex tapes, and low error rate. 
Reading direction can be reversed ;it the 
desired char. Spooler features include a 
pushbutton for manual high speed spool
in~ at an average speed of 1200 char Is. 
Facit-Addo, Inc, 501 Winsor Dr, Secau
cus, I'iJ 07094. 
Circle 241 on Inquiry Card 

MICROMOTORS 
Low inertia, zero-cogging de servo motors 
provide high efficiency, long life, low noise, 
and rapid response. Features include stall 
torques up to 11.4 oz-in., mechanical time 
constant of 19 ms, and thermal resistance 
of 9°C/W. Suitable for driving 3M tape 
cartridges, the motors measure 2.6" long 
and are 1.378" in dia. Hitachi America, 
Ltd, 100 California St, San Francisco, CA 
94111. 
Circle 242 on Inquiry Card 

SYNCHRONOUS OR 
STEPPING MOTOR 
Low cost, instrument-grade model A motor 
provides 2-oz-in. output torque at the rotor 
shaft at 300 rpm. Hardened steel, broached 
gears and heat-treated steel pinions as
sure trouble-free gear-train operation at a 
rating of 150 oz-in. at 1 rpm. A selection 
of 12 gear-trains is offered, providing choice 
of speeds from 1 to 120 rpm. The unit is 
also available in a direct-drive model with
out gear-head at 300 rpm. Hurst Manu
facturing Corp, Princeton, IN 47670. 
Circle 243 on Inquiry Card 

FUNCTION GENERATOR 
INTERFACE CARD 

A plug-in and operate interface for model 
605 and 606 programmable-function gen
erators, the Model 67 interface card plugs 
directly into any I/0 connector in H-P 
computers, supplying card, cable, connec
tor, and software. The unit provides 44 
binary outputs with storage and is DTL 
and TTL compatible. Each output bit is 
strobed with new data each time the sub
routine EXACT is called; data are stored 
until it is recalled. Dana Exact Electron
ics, Inc, sub of Dana Electronics, Inc, 
PO Box 160, Hillsboro, OR 97123. 
Circle 244 on Inquiry Card 

MEMORYTEST~STEM 
All-round Quiz Whiz, Rams, Boards, Systems, Micro processor Chips. Does it all with super simplicity 

New Improved 
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M·IOA IEST SYSTEM 

At last! Someone has come up with a truly simple-minded 
memory tester that's incredibly easy to operate while pro
viding genius performance. And ... prices start at $36K. 
Does everything you want in a memory tester. Schmoo 
plots. Fault isolation. Adapts to new IC's as soon as they 
hit the market. Designed around the field-proven M-10. a Jt Immediately available. Check these features: 

1 
i!!, ,,~ p • Tests RAMS/ROMS, boards or systems - even Micro-

1 • A - processor Chips 

r ~' ~:" ~0: :•;...; : ~~~~~~~:~~y ;~t:~r~:~:~~:.,a~~ ~Hkz~yboard l . ,, c .:;,. ~:!~::;:.,_,, • ~~i~;atic digital DUT timing with 1 nanosecond reso-

o . o . tJ It ., ,p • Up to 24 address bits and 80 data bits .,,_ .. hilliliiJilu~;.,..,:;;. Ml"; • Test programs quickly loaded & stored on tape car-
:"'~~"- .ft ' ,,, tridges 

--....... .. • .... i ••• 

' • One internal timing system adapts to all device testing 
requirements 

• Interfaces with TTY, CRT displays, printers and a vari
ety of other peripherals 

4 Get the who le story by checking the reader service num
ber or call Harold Hamilton collect: (612) 788-3351. It's a 
refreshingly new approach to solving your memory testing 
problems! 

MICRO CONTROL COMPANY 
1364 BUCHANAN PLACE• MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55421 

PHONE (612) 788-3351 
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MULTIMEDIA, ALPHANUMERIC PRINTERS 

Simultaneously prmtmg different data at each of three inde

pendently controlled stations, SV printers achieve 2 lines/ s, 

using a segment matrix-char format. 64 char (10 numerals, 32 

alphas, and 22 symbols) are provided. The unit accommodates 

roll papers and/ or cut forms. Forms are inserted at the side, 

through an open throat, to allow for variable widths. A cartridge 

ribbon survives 3 million char impressions. Models 700/800, each 

> with different external dimensions for applications flexibility, are 

30-col serial units capable of printing up to 44 alphanumeric and 

special char at 37 char/s. Each can print on multi-copy, front 

inserted forms. Journal take-up spi:lldle is std. Sweda Interna

tional, OEM Products, 34 Maple Ave, Pine Brook, NJ 07058. 

Circle 245 on Inquiry Card 

HYBRID LIGHT SENSORS 

Complete subsystems combining the best qualities of silicon 

photo diodes and photo transistors with stable hybrid amplifier I 
digitizer microcircuitTY in one package, Opto-HybridR sensors 

feature high photosensitivity with pre-adjusted thresholds, low 

impedance, DTL-, TTL-, MOS-compatible output. Circuitrv is 

optimized to give a speed of response of <l µs. Supply voltage 

is specified at 5 ±0.25 Vdc; current requirement (max/channel) 

is 6 mA. Radiometric threshold values are 2.5, 1, 0.3, 0.03, 0.15, 

<H th·min) and 10, 3, 1.2, 0.1, 0.6 (Hth·inax) for OTlOO, 102, 

104, 106A, and 108, respectively. Op temp range is 0 to 75 ° C; 

storage temp range is -55 to 125°C. Multichannel arrays with 

channel-to-channel matching are availa'ble on request. Opto 

Technology, Inc, 1001 E Touhy Ave, Des Plaines, IL 60018. 

Circle 246 on Inquiry Card 

600-BAUD DATA TERMINAL 
Based on the Qume printer mechanism, 
the 300-Q, a 30-char Is, wide-carriage im
pact terminal, features both interchange
able type fonts and snap-in/ snap-out 
ribbon cartridges. 10- or 12-pitch printing 
is switch-selectable. The unit is available 
in a 600-baud configuration; 300-baud 
units in the field may be upgraded by 
exchanging printer mechanisms. Designed 
around a microprocessor controller, the 
terminal has both horizontal and vertical 
tabbing, super and subscripting, and 
half-line-feed controls. Proportional text 

mode allows variable spacing between char down to ;120 in. 
Multidirectional printing forward and backward, up and down 

is std, as are ASCII and IBM 2741 communication codes. Gen-Com 
Systems, Inc, 2306 Cotner Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90024. 
Circle 247 on Inquiry Card 

Inside 
Story 

Beat the "bends". EMC's Nurl-Loc® Terminals 
spread the stress evenly throughout the panel, 
eliminating warp (and the need for stiffeners) ... 
even on J{6" boards. The straight male splined cyl
inder guides the terminal securely into a more 
accurate true position than a barbed ring. And the 
internal burr-free, four-finger contact grabs any 
IC lead firmly, even as small as .011 dia. Proto
types or production, call Allan Klepper (401) 
769-3800 for a copy of our new, interesting "Inside 
Story" ... or write Electronic Molding Corp., 96 
Mill Street, Woonsocket, R. I. 02895. 

EMC's Wire- Wrap® Panels 
with Nurl-Loc1) Terminals 
... better performance 

by design! 

Wl,...Wrm'8 ........,...,.__.., Co. 
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MICROPROCESSOR 
PLOTTER CONTROLLER 

Advertisement 
MINICOMPUTER 
INFORMATION SERVICE 

Datapro Reports on Minicomputers, a two
volume information service, provides prices, 
specifications, evaluations, and users' ex
periences with hundreds of minicomputer 
and microcomputer systems and their pe
ripherals ... and the companies that sup
ply them. A useful tool for EDP system de
signers, mini users and equipment vepdors. 
Information about a $10 trial subscription 
is available from Datapro Research Cor
poration, 1805 Underwood Blvd., Delran, 
NJ 08075. 

CIRCLE 68 ON lf<19UIRY CARD 

EDP INFORMATION SERVICE 

This three-volume EDP information service 
has become the most widely used in the 
world, with more than 2,300 pages and 
10,000 users. Considered the first and only 
complete general-purpose information serv
ice on EDP hardware, software, services 
and suppliers, Datapro 70 includes produet 
prices, specifications, operating characteris-

. tics, availability, and users' evaluations. Jn. 
formation about a $10 trial subscription is 
available from Datapro Research Corpo
ration, 1805 Underwood Blvd., Delran, NJ 
08075. 
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Automatic detection and transmission error 
correction as well as increased host com
puter software efficiency are attained by 
use of a microprocessor in the PTC-5-
with no changes in operating system soft
ware. The microprocessor also provides for 
local generation of alphanumerics, blocked 
format circular buffer, compressed plot 
codes, compatibility with wide range o·f 
data transmission rates, and implemented 
2-way handshake procedure with FORTRAN
level plotting software. Data can be ac
cepted from either EIA RS-232-C or TTY 
20-mA loop data sources. Houston Instru
ment, div of Bausch & Lomb, 1 Hous
ton Sq, Austin, TX 78753. 
Circle 248 on Inquiry Card 

DIGITAL OSCILLOSCOPE 

Using an ADC to digitize the input signal 
and store it in solid-state memory, the 
second-generation Explorer then recon-

. structs the stored signal by D-A conversion 
on the CRT. Storing the signal in mem
ory, rather than on a CRT, allows the 
waveform to be manipulated during or 

. after recording. Bandwidth is from de to 

. 5 MHz. Memory is 4096, 12-bit words, 
which may be used in halves or quarters. 
0Jle- ~nd 2-input plug-ins are offered with 
choice of single-ended or differential amps. 
Nicolet Instrument Corp, 5225 Verona 
Rd, Madison, WI 53711. 
Circle 249 on Inquiry Card 

INTERACTIVE 
DISPLAY TERMINAL 
A high speed refresh type, interactive 
graphic display, system 32/2000 is fully 
buffered and requires no overhead in the 
computer for refreshing the CRT. It is 
available with optional 4-color presenta
tion (red, orange, yellow, and green). 
Vector drawing speed is 1.4 in./ µs. Char 
drawing speed is 4.8 µs avg. Std features 
include programmed char-generator (96 
char and symbols in either ASCII or EBCDIC 
code), 4096 x 16-bit refresher core memory, 
16-key function keyboard, and light pen. 
Options include interfaces to most 16- and 
32-bit minicomputers. Lundy Electronics 
& Systems, Inc, Glen Head, NY 11545. 
Circle 250 on lnq_uiry Card 

MINIATURE 
PRECISI01N RESISTOR 

In values from 10 0 to 100 MO in a std 
CK 06 case, type MK extended-range re
sistors feature std resistance tolerance of 
±1%; 0.75-W power rating at 125°C, with 
derating for operation at temps to 175 ° C; 
and tempcos of 50 ppm/ °C for values up 
to 10 MO and 80 ppm/ °C from 10 to 
100 MO. Extended life stability is >0.05% I 
1000 hr typ, Max working voltage is 400 V. 
Used in resistive divider networks, all 
values will track to within 40 ppm/ °C. 
Caddock Electronics, Inc, 3127 Chicago 
Ave, Riverside, CA 92507. 
Circle 251 on Inquiry Card 

FAST 4K STATIC RAM 
Featuring complete cycle time of 400 ns, 
and worst-case access time of 225 ns, the 
4200 is claimed to be the fastest TTL. 
compatible 4K static n-MOS RAM in pro
duction. Operating power is <150 mW; 
since normal V DD can be reduced from 12 
to 4 V de without risking loss of stored 
data, standby power consumption can be 
as low as 2 µW /bit. The memory is avail
able in a std 22-pin DIP. SEMI, Inc, a 
sub of Electronic Memories & Mag
netics Corp, 3883 N 28th Ave, Phoenix, 
AZ 85107. 
Circle 252 on Inquiry Card 

MINICOMPUTER 
TAPE CARTRIDGE UNIT 

The TCP-1000 directly replaces the DEC 
· TA-11 cassette tape system. Interfacing 
with the PDP-11 UnibusT1

'\ and software 
compatible with the TA-11, the unit uses 
3M DC300A cartridges as storage media 
and the TCD-300 tape cartridge drive. Fea
tures include up to 20.5 megabytes of online 
storage; one to eight drives per controller; 
6-kilobyte/ s transfer rate; and 120-in./ s 
independent rewind. Three Phoenix Co, 
10632 N 21st Ave, Phoenix, AZ 85029. 
Circle 253 on Inquiry Card 
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CARTRIDGE TAPE 
STORAGE SYSTE1M 

Incorporating 3M data cartridge and · the company's model 600 
tape drive with read-write speed of 30 in./ s, rewi~d speed of 
90 in./ s, and packing density of 1600 bits/ in. PE, the model 
2200 can be provided with either one or two cartridge tape 
drives for storage capability of up to 5.76 million bytes in a 
dual-drive system. Drives- are available with 1-, 2-, or 4-track 
read-after-write head. Each track is either computer selectable 
or manually selectable through a front-panel switch. Built-in 
ANSI-compatible tape formatter offers high speed search at 90 
in. Is, command chaining to emulate a disc where no computer 
interrupt is requested until the proper tape mark is found, hard
ware CRCC, and phase-encoding of data. Interfaces are available 
for PDP-11, Nova, Rolm, and Intel 8080 computers. Qantex, div 
of North Atlantic Industries, Inc, 200 Terminal Dr, Plainview, 
NY 11803. 
Circle 254 on Inquiry Card 

DUAL OUTPUT, BAUD RATE GENERATOR IC 

An n-channel CoplamosR LSI device, model COM 5016 simul
taneously provides any 2 of 16 externally selectable clocked out
put frequencies required for asynchronous/ synchronous data com
munication devices. Designed to provide universal asynchronous/ 
synchronous receiver-transmitters (UARTs/USRTs) with a 
clock, the device r~places as many as 15 MSI chips. The only 
requirement in addition to external power is a crystal or TTL 
logic-level input frequency. Both timing chain and multiplexer 
are on the chip. Features include baud rates from 50 to 19,000; 
direct UART /USRT compatibility, reprogrammable ROMs for 
other than std frequencies; TTL and MOS compatibility; on-chip 
input pull up resistors; and accuracy to within 0.01 % with 50% 
duty cycle. SMC Microsystems Corp, 35 Marcus Blvd, Haup
pauge, NY 11787. 
Circle 255 on Inquiry Card 

SMART DATA TABLET 
DIG.ITIZER 

Calcutizer line combines a proprietary 
data tablet with an advanced program
mable calculator to provide a desktop 
graphic data processing system. Con
sisting of an integrated hardware and 
software package, Alpha/Tablet systems 
provide data tablets and digitizers with 
active areas from 11"-sq to 44 x 60". A 
series 200 calculator with printer, or an 
optional series 300 calculator are inter
faced to the digitizer. The data tablet in

put mechanism features Cybergraphic technology, which is 
characterized by accuracy, high resolution, environmental im
munity, stability, and simple design. Talos Systems, Inc, 7311 
E Evans Rd, Scottsdale, AZ 85260. 
Circle 256 on Inquiry Card . 

oes1qn In 
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thermostats 
With 

Why eliminate world-wide sales with 
unlisted temperature controls? Many 
Elmwood snap-action thermostats are avail
able to meet U.L., C.S.A. and European 
requirements for high limit or control. 
Choose wide or narrow differentials and 
tolerances to suit your application at mini
mum cost. Each is factory pre-set and tam
perproof, 100% thermally and operationally 
tested and available with a variety of ter
minals, mounting brackets or 
custom packages. If your appli
cation requires exposures from 
-65° to +550°F, ask for suit
able commercial or precision 
prototypes and prices to meet 
your needs. Elmwood Sensors, 
I n c. , 1669 E I m wood Ave. , 
Cranston, R. I. 02907. Phone 
401 /781-6500. European Div., 
Elmwood Sensors, Ltd. North 
Shields, England 
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new 
lllUlli·Sli~e 
lllUlli·Circuit 
DIP Switches 

• Widest variety of switching 
combinations available anywhere 

• One switch ... many functions 
Frequency Range Selection Select on Test 
Test Point Monitoring Cross Point Switching 
Program Addressing Attenuator Level Selection 

• Choose from these popular models ... 
and more 
2 Poles, 4 Posit . 1 Pole, 8 Posit. 
4 Poles, 2 Posit. 4 Poles, 2 Posit. (var.) 

• True "make-before-break" action 
• Spring-loaded double ball-bearing 

detenting for positive positioning 
• Self-cleaning Gold/Nickel contact 

plating, wiping action for consistent 
switching performance 

• Epoxy dust cover (clear optional), 
molded-in standoffs 

Sudden seruice 
on small ouanlllies 1 

PROTOTYPES 
available on phone or letterhead request 

MINELCO Div. General Time 
135 South Main St ., Thomaston, Conn. 06787 

· Phone 203-283-8261 
A 00 TALLEY INDUSTRIES COMPANY 

... trom Dlinetco 
132 CIRCLE 71 ON INQUIRY CARD 

PRC DUCTS 

HYBRID MICROCIRCUIT 
SAMPLE/HOLD 

Housed in a 14-pin metal DIP case, the 
SHC85 acquires and holds up to ±10-V 
analog data to an accuracy of ±0.01 % in 
5 µs max. Feedthrough error is ±0.005% 
of the step-change at the input. Proprietary 
charge-offset and dielectric-absorption com
pensation circuits and drift-compensated 
amps provide throughput offset of 2 m V, 
500-µ VI ms droop, and ±2-ppm I ° C gain 
drift over the 0 to 70 ° C op temp range, 
The unit consumes only 390 mW of ±15-
V de power. Logic control input levels are 
TTL compatible. Output range is ±IQ V 
with a drive current of ±10 mA. Burr
Brown Research Corp, Box 11400, In
ternational Airport Industrial Pk, Tucson, 
AZ 85734. 
Circle 257 on Inquiry Card 

PC BOARD PROCESSOR 
The EXTRA 80 is c~mpatible with the Intel 
8080, yet provides enhanced speed and ad
ditional instructions. Hardware multiply I 
divide instructions are std; user-specified 
op codes can be added. The processor can 
execute an 8 x 8-bit multiply in approx 3 
µs-about 40 times faster than the 8080. 
The LSI Schottky bipolar 3000 processor 
is available on an 8 x 9" PCB with an 86-
pin connector. Features include single 5-V 
supply, 3-state outputs, 10 TTL loads, and 
TTL-compatible input. Display & Deci
sion Systems Ltd, 80 Galaxy Blvd, Unit 
11, Rexdale, Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
M9W 4Y8. 
Circle 258 on Inquiry Card 

BIPOLAR MICRO·PROCESSOR 
Am2901 is the first of a family of low
power Schottky TTL circuits offering ar
chitectural and functional flexibility of 
MSI circuits with performance and cost 
advantages of LSI devices. A 4-bit micro
programmable data processor slice, con
taining an 8-function ALU; a 2-port, 16-
word scratchpad memory; an additional 
accumulator register; and shifting and 
control logic, the Am2901 can execute a 

. total of 12,992 instructions and performs 
a read-modify-write cycle in <100 ns. Ad
vanced Micro Devices Inc, 901 Thomp
son Pl, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. 
Circle 259 on Inquiry Card 

6-DECADE COUNTER 
AND DISPLAY DECODER 
A presettable, 6-decade synchronous, up I 
down counter/ display driver with compare 
registers and storage ,latches, MK 50395N 
has multiplexed 7-segment and BCD out
puts, and can count and display frequen
cies to 1 MHz. Counter contents can be 
transferred into the 6-digit latch, which 
is then multiplexed from MSD to LSD in 
BCD and 7-segment format to the outputs. 
The device interfaces directly with std 
CMOS logic families. Mostek Corp, 13300 
Branch View Lane, Dallas, TX 75234. 
Circle 260 on Inquiry Card 

PROGRAMMABLE 
TICKET PRINTER 

Model DMTP-5 will print alphanumeric in
formation across the width of a std multi
part ticket with variable horizontal and 
vertical line pitch. Virtually any char or 
symbol can be printed in almost any po
sition on the ticket, through programming. 
Operation is fully automatic, requiring 
that the operator present the ticket to the 
printer, where it is sensed, captured, and 
motor-driven to an internal stop. Print rate 
is approx 2 lines/ s, assuming a 25-char 
line length. Data input is ASCII bit-parallel, 
serial, parallel-binary, or RS-232-C. Prac
tical Automation, Inc, Trap Falls Rd, 
Shelton, CT 06484. 
Circle 261 on Inquiry Card 

MICRO DATA SYSTEM MODULE 
Built around a single calculator chip, 
Procal-4, an externally programmable, 
micro data system, accepts BCD inputs 
from external keyboard, ROM, switch, or 
other source, performs arithmetic calcula
tions ( +, - , x, +), and provides outputs 
for printers, machine control functions, 
LED displays, D-A converters, or DPis, 
supp}yiQg eight latched-BCD decades and 
a multiplexed 7-segment dynamic display 
decoder output. The system is TTL com
patible and operates from a single 5-V 
supply. Elcom Industries, Inc~ Civilian 
Terminal, Hanscom Field, Bedford, MA 
01730. 
Circle 262 on Inquiry Card 
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RETRO•REFECTIVE LED SCANNER 

Model SP-510, an LED photoelectric scanner 
that operates with most photoelectric am
plifiers, is totally solid-state for high re
liability and long operating life. The LED 
light source never needs rep]acement, and 
will operate with any input voltage from 5 
to 30 V. Operating range is up to 6 ft with 
a 3-in. retro-reflective target. Measuring lh" 
thick and 21h" square, the unit can be 
stacked in code reading applications or in
stalled in restricted areas. Response time is 
<5 ms. Approximate range (using any of 

the company's B series amplifiers) is from 3 to 6 ft for a 3-in. 
retro-reflective disc, 1 to 2 ft for a 1-in. disc, and from 2 to 4 in. 
for a 14 x 1,4-in. retro-reflective tape. Banner Engineering 

Corp, 9714 Tenth Ave N, Minneapolis, MN 55441. 
Circle 263 on Inquiry Card 

TABLE-MOUNTED LOGIC CIRCUIT TESTER 

Series 505 testers, in addition to 500-series features, offer console 
mounting to permit convenient access to printed wiring boards 
and troubleshooting aids, tilt-mounting for easy access to the 
control panel, remote-start switch to speed testing and trouble
shooting, and a circuit board connector that can be rotated to 
three positions to permit full access to either side of the board. 
Providing comprehensive, automatic testing of all types of 
digital logic circuit boards, the system incorporates a micropro
grammed test processor that executes test language instructions 
directly, resulting in clock and pin-change rates of up to 500 
kHz. Programmed and pseudorandom test patterns are combined 
to comprehensively test either simple or complex boards having 
up to 223 edge pins. Mirco Systems, Inc, a sub of Mirco, Inc, 
2106 W Peoria Ave, Phoenix, AZ 85029. 
Circle 264 on Inquiry Card 

SERVO-POSITIONING SYSTEM 
The Index-Syn™ family of servo-positioning systems features 
a modular approach to positioning control, offering de servo motors 
ranging up to 100-in.-lb in torque output and providing stepping 
rates to 100,000 Is. Interfacing is identical to that associated with 
stepping-motor positioning systems. Preset servo indexers accept 
a parallel word command directly from computers and/ or digital 
signals directly from thumbwheel switches or an optional keyboard 
for manual data entry. Buffered servo translator systems accept 
serial data command pulses without accel/ decel ramp controls 
up to a specified max value. Electronically determined resolution 
may be selected within the 20- to 10,000-step/s range. Control 
Systems Research, Inc, 632 Fort Duquesne Blvd, Pittsburgh, 
PA 15222. 

Circle 265 on Inquiry Card 

A program loader 
in a briefEase I 
.STR-LIDH™ 

STR-LI NK is the first portable program loader 
to give you so many advantages in one package. 

It's compact enough that you can carry it any-
where. · 

And it's versatile enough that you can use it al
most anywhere. STR-LI NK has a built-in interface 
that makes it compatible with line printers, 
MODEMs, mini-computers, CRT's, programmable 
controllers and send/receive printing terminals. 

The key to STR-LINK's performance is our pat
ented Speed-Tolerant Recording, a single-track, 
self-clocked technique that eliminates the need for 
an ultra precise drive mechanism. 

Other features include: 
• 20 MA current loop or RS232C .. 
•Read/Write capability at 110, 150, 300, 600 and 

1200 baud. 
•Ability to write at one speed, play back at that 

speed or any higher. 
• 19" Relay Rack-Mount Kit available. 

STR-LI N K is available through sales offices in 
over 25 major cities in the U.S. and Canada. 

And best of all, it costs as little as $995 in OEM 
quantities! 

For complete information on the most revolution
ary program loader ever, write or call today. 

11111 ELEETRDDIE PRDEESSDRS 
1 IDEDRPDRATED 

1265 W. Dartmouth Avenue, Englewood, Colorado 80110 
Phone: 303/761-8540 TWX 910-933-0171 
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NEED A 
FLOPPY DISK 
FOR YOUR 
INTERDATA? 

AED HAS-THE 
INTERFACE & 
THE SOFTWARE 

Yes! We can offer you both DOS Drivers and 
the OS-16 Drivers for your Interdata 70, 80, 
7 /16, 7 /32 & 8/32 with our Floppy Disk 
Subsystem-AED 3100-P and our Interdata 
MUX or SEL interface. Quantity 1 prices 
range from $3, 150-$5,250 depending on 
the number of drives ordered. 
AED 3100-P features: 
• up to 4 independent drives per cabinet 
• 315,392 bytes per diskette 
• double the capacity by using both sides 

of diskette 
•Initial Program Load (bootstrap) from disk 
• Write-Protect system disk drive 
• data diskettes may be IBM 3740 or 3600 

compatible or any format you wish 
• system chosen by National Bureau of 

Standards 
Call numbers below map for information. 

Bf1D§\IoY!, ~f 
nnP o~OQCi1qB 
~uDCl ·~~ 

··-~~ • Call (213) 889-6312 D Call (408) 733-3555 

VANCED 
LECTRONICS 
DESIGN, INC. 

754 N.Pastoria, Sunnvvale, Calif.94086. Cable:Disksvstem 
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SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY 

PQWLA LOS$ 
(1J5'"1"T~'» 

A 5.25-V fully regulated supply, series 
"A" provides 105 W from a 100 to 130 
Vac, 47-1 to 440-Hz line with only 35-W 
power loss. The conduction-cooled module 
measures 4 x 6 x 2~", and weighs 21h lb, 
providing double power density over sim
ilar-sized competitive units. Combined 
line/load regulation is ±IO mV from 2-A 
min. output current to full-load current of 
20 A over full-line range. Output ripple is 
±SO m V from all sources. Etatech, Inc, 
187-M W Orangethorpe Ave, Placentia, 
CA 92670. 
Circle 266 on Inquiry Card 

FIXED-HEAD DISC MEMORIES 
Featuring parallel data-channel operation 
and offering data rates up to 128 MHz 
(32-channels parallel), disc memories have 
capacities up to 40 megabits. Patented, fail
safe head lifting mechanisms eliminate 
disc/head contact during start and stop 
operations. Heads and discs are mounted in 
a dust-free, sealed chamber. Disc electronics 
are packaged on easily replaced 41h" -sq 
circuit cards. Std systems have 8.4-ms ac
cess time, optional ultra-fast access systems 
are available. Alpha Data Inc, 20750 
Marilla St, Chatsworth, CA 91311. 
Circle 267 on Inquiry Card 

NC TAPE PREPARATION 
AND EDITING SYSTEM 
The NC-7 permits high speed original typ. 
ing, stores all typewritten material on tape, 
corrects errors electronically from the 
typewriter keyboard without erasing, and 
reads back the tape to produce perfect 
finished copy at speeds of > 15.4 char Is. 
The typewriter is an IBM SelectricR spe
cially modified to include the editing con
trols on the keyboard. The punch reader 
features all solid-state ICs for reliability 
and min maintenance. International Com
puter Products, Inc, 2925 Merrell Rd, 
Dallas, TX 75229. 
Circle 268 on Inquiry Card 

MODULAR 
MEl\llORY SUBSYSTEM 
A modular subsystem of memory cards and 
systems controllers-sTOR IO-enables 
DECsystem 10 computer users to configure 
and expand their memories in six ways: 
increase data ports from four to eight; 2-
or 4-way interleaving; simultaneous access 
to any data ports; plug-in field expansion 
in 16K- or 32K-word increments; max 
storage capacity up to 4 million words; and 
rapid reconfiguring of size, data transfer 
rates, and throughput of main memory. 
Access/cycle times are 450/825 ns. Cam
bridge Memories, Inc, 12 Crosby Dr, 
Bedford, MA 01730. 
Circle 269 on Inquiry Card 

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
THIN PROFILE FAN 

BT2907F IMCool tubeaxial fans meet re
quirements of increased power-density en
closures with typ operating point of 200 
cfm at 0.18 W g. Mounting requirements 
are 6% x 52%2". Depth is 2". Free-air 
speed is 3400 rpm. MIL-B-23071/B environ
mental requirements are met. Specs for 
types 2516 and 2523 include 115/208 Vac, 
400 Hz, 3¢, 45 W (free air), 0. 7 I 0.35 A 
(free air), and 2.3 lb. Fan can be mounted 
inside or outside of equipment enclosure. 
IMC Magnetics Corp, 750 Main St, West
bury, NY 11591. 
Circle 270 on Inquiry Card 

LED INDICATOR MODULE 
Designed for use with microprocessors as 
a control panel indicator, this module con
sists of eight red LEDs and TTL drivers, 
with a 4-LED unit optionally available. 
Interfacing is via ribbon cable and 14-
pin DIP connectors with no soldering or 
wirewrapping. Power requirement is 5 V, 
with 20 mA per lighted LED (3.6-mA 
standby). Light output is 1.2 med/LED. 
Viewing angle is 80 deg. Overall dimen
sions are 5.9 x 1.1 x 0.75". Electronic 
Solutions, 8070 Engineer Rd, San Diego, 
CA 92111. 

Circle 271 on Inquiry Card 
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MULTICHANNEL 
DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 
The Dataquire 7000, a microprogrammed data logger I acquisition 
system, comes equipped with 10 input channels and can be ex
panded to 1000, a 9-digit real-time clock with independent dis
play, and a multirange timer that ranges from 0.1 s to 99 hr. In-

dependent channel monitoring 
and random-channel skipping 
features are std and easily ac
cessed at the front panel. The 
system can measure from 1 µ V 
to ±20 V de, as well as inputs 
from mo st thermocouples, 
RTDs, strain gages, and photo
multipliers. Digital inputs from 
contact closures, BCD counters, 

or other instruments are also accepted. Output to any recording 
device (teleprinter, 9-track magnetic tape, paper tape punch) or 
external processor is possible directly or via phone line or termi
nal. E-H Research Laboratories, Inc, 515 11th St, PO Box 
1289, Oakland, CA 94604. 
Circle 272 on Inquiry Card 

MICROPROCESSOR-GRADE POWER SUPPLIES 

• 
In addition to excellent regulation, open-frame modules feature 
short-circuit proof operation as well as over-voltage crowbar pro
tection, which is essential to protect microprocessor and memory 
chips from being wiped out in the event of regulator failure. 
Specifically designed for chip sets such as Intel 8008 or 8080, 
Motorola M6800, or Fairchild F-8, the line provides 6 or 10 A 
at 5 V to operate a substantial memory bank as well as various 
special voltages. Models include MD-08-5 V at 6 A, -12, -9 V 
at 200 mA (for the 8008); -80-5 V at 6 A, -12, -5 V at 200 
mA (for the 8080); -8--5 V at 6 A, 12 V at 200 mA (for the 
F-8); and -5-5 V at 6 A (M6800) . Scarpa Laboratories, Inc, 
46 Liberty St, Brainy Boro Station, Metuchen, NJ 08840. 
Circle 273 on Inquiry Card 

OPTICAL SWITCHES 
Featuring hermetically sealed components for long-life operation 
in harsh environments, CLI-55 and -200 consist of IR LED 
emitter, coupled with either an npn phototransistor or · npn 
photoDarlington sensor. Available with std gap widths of 0.1 or 
0.25" the switches can be custom-tailored to any size or width. 
The -55 develops 12-mA output current min; the -200, 1 mA, 
with rise ~r fall times as low as 5 µs. With 12" leads, the -55 is 
suitable for bracket mounting; it can operate from either a 5-
or 10-V de supply. The -200 is designed for PC-board mounting. 
Min reverse voltage of the emitter is 3 V for both; max forward 
voltage is 1.5 V. Min collector-to-emitter breakdown voltages of 
the sensor are 30 and 40 V, and max dark currents are 100 and 
50 nA, for -55 and -200, respectively. Op temp range is -55 to 
100 ° C. Clairex Electronics, a div of Clairex Corp, 560 S 
Third Ave, Mount Vernon, NY 10550. 
Circle 274 on Inquiry Card 

One 
good tum ... 

007 NORMAL 
008 NORMAL 141. C 

€::•09 ALFtRH 

desCnies 
another . 

,-HJ:S IS Fr 
pRJ: OR I T"r• 

MESSAQe: 

You flipped over our Matri-Dot alphanumeric min i for "first 
line down" data printing; now we've flipped our design to 
give you "first line up" text print format, too. So you're 
ahead, whatever your point of view. Because no one else 
makes printers as small as 3"H x 3V2"W x 7"0. No one 
else sells them as low as $140 (in quantities of 100). And 
no one else offers our features. Instead of a drum, our 
unique print head purrs along at 138 lines per minute for 18 
data columns, even faster for fewer columns. Instead of 
messy ribbons, our exclusive drop-in ink platen lasts for 
75,000 lines and replaces from the front panel. And instead 
of engraved drum limitations, our 7 x ""•" ·"""'""'1'""""""""&*'<"'"'"""" 
5 dot matrix characters provide full • " 
alphanumerics with a complete ASCII • • 
63 character set. Enhanced charac- • • 
ters are also available ... 8, 10, 12, or • • • • • 
14 characters per inch. All this, • • 
plus multiple-copying capabilities and • • 
plug-in panel mounting. No matter • • 
how you look at Matri-Dot, it's a turn 

for the better. /I OIOI PA. AC1'1CAL ':_ 
• ' AUl'OMATION, 

INC. 
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our quiet one 
Our low noise, punched tape 1/0 
desktop unit, is designed to satisfy numerical 
control, graphic arts, data communications 
and computer peripheral applications. 

lt'accommodates oiled paper, 
dry paper, metallized mylar, 
sandwich paper I mylar /paper and 
polyester ... 5, 6, 7 or 8-level tapes. 
And, it's TTL/DTL compatible. 

Asynchronous punching at up to 
60 characters per second. 
Photoelectric reading at up to 150 
characters per second, ROYTRON 

Model 1560 Reader/Punch start/stop. Synchronous reading 
at up to 250 characters per second. 
Via a highly reliable stepping 

High speed, compact, with integral. 
electronics and power supply 
self-contained in a quietized housing motor tape transport. At OEM prices. 

For full details, write or call us. WESCON-
Booth 1810 rn OEM PRODUCTS 

SWEDA INTERNATIONAL 
Litton 34 Maple Avenue. Pine Brook , N.J . 07058/(201) 575-8100 

IN U.K. - ADLER BUS. SYSTEMS/OEM PRODS ., Airport House, Purley Way , Croyden , Surrey, England 
IN FRANCE - SWEDA INTERNATIONAL/OEM, 103-107 Rue de Tocqueville , 75017 Paris , France 
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PDP·ll 
General Purpose Interface Module 

0 16 Decoded device addresses 
0 4 Selectable interrupt control levels 
0 2 16-bit registers (l in, l out) 
0 Maximum Unibus 'M load is l 
0 3 External 1/0 connectors available 
0 20 Wirewrap positions available for user designer logic 
0 Requires l quad slot 

OPTIONS INCLUDE: 
Wirewrap pins and sockets inserted, and ribbon cable 
subassemblies. Also available is the MDB-llW wirewrap 
module which can accommodate up to 70 sockets or IC's. 
Board price is $390. Delivery from stock. 

M[)O MOB Systems, Inc., 981 N. Main St., 
111 []Orange, CA 92667 (714) 639-7238 

Dealer inventory in Europe 

CIRCLE 77 ON INQUIRY CARD 

PRODUCTS 

DUAL-DIGITAL 
FACSIMILE SYSTEM 
Made up of recorder and digitizer at the 
receive terminal and scanner and digitizer 
at the transmit terminal, this system han
dles both ASCII and compressed digital 
facsimile signals over 3-kHz lines. It may 
be interfaced with computer, TTY key
board, or floppy disc. ASCII signals are re
ceived at 1200 to 9600 bits/ s; at 2400 
bits/ s, the receive terminal prints the 
equivalent of three 81h x 11" pages/min. 
or compressed digital facsimile at l 1h min./ 
page. Alden Electronic & Impulse Re
cording Equipment Co, Inc, Alden Re
search Center, Westborough, MA 01581. 
Circle 275 on Inquiry Card 

PROGRAMMABLE 
IN-LINE PACKAGE SWITCH 

A 2-to-10 station mmiature input device, 
the PIP switch is designed to replace 
slide, thumbwheel, and toggle switches. 
Std switching circuits or BCD coding ap
plications include computer peripherals. 
Features include positive-detent, self-wip
ing action, long life expectancy, and wave 
solderability. Op temp range is from -40 
to 190°F. Shock wave parameters are 20 g 
level, 11 ms duration, half-sine pulse 
shape. AMF Inc, RCL Electronics Div, 
700 S 21st St, Irvington, NJ 07111. 
Circle 276 on Inquiry Card 

LOW SPEED 
ASYNCHRONOUS MODEM 
Tl03A2/3 features abort timer, loss of 
carrier disconnect, and separate clear-to
send and data-carrier-detector interface 
leads. It is specifically designed for 2-wire, 
full-duplex operation over DDD or pri
vately owned switched telephone networks. 
Speed is variable from 0 to 300 bits/ s. 
Full-duplex operation is achieved on two 
bands, each with separate mark and space 
frequency; in operation, stations transmit 
and receive on opposite bands. Rixon Inc, 
a sub of Sangamo, 2120 Industrial PkWY, 
Silver Spring, MD 20904. 
Circle 277 on Inquiry Card 
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I LITERATURE I 
CMOS Logic Circuits 
54C/74C and CD4000 series are covered in 
246-page paperback handbook that con
tains data sheets, specs, diagrams, charts, 
graphs, applications information, · and a 
cross reference. National Semiconductor 
Corp, Santa Clara, Calif. 
Circle 300 on Inquiry Card 

CRT Monitor 
Brochure describes aperture correction cir
cuitry1 switchable line rate, switchable 
videb inputs, and video-inhibit control fea
tures, and . provides detailed specs on the 
BH-15. Electronic Display Div, Ball 
Brothers Research Corp, St. Paul, Minn. 
Circle 30 I on inquiry Card 

Open-Frame de Power Modules 
Specs and . dimensional diagrams for four 
DAPS series repairable, dual-output IC
regulated de power modules are contai'ned 
in data sheet. Adtech Power, Inc, Ana
heim, Calif. 
Circle 302 on Inquiry Card 

Cabinet Air Conditioners 
Guide discusses applications, selection, 
and operation of units, and provides sche
matic diagram, performance curves, and 
photos of rack- and rear-panel mounted 
units. Kooltronic, Inc, Princeton, NJ. 
Circle 303 on Inquiry Card 

OEM Power Supplies 
Reference guide contains basic specs on 
120 models ranging from 1200 mW to 750 
W, including dual and triple output, high 
current, and PC card and encapsulated 
modules. ACDC Electronics, Oceanside, 
Calif. 
Circle 304 on Inquiry Card 

APL Applications Programs 

Accounting, engineering, data-base man
agement, financial planning, plotting, and 
statistical pro.grams in the common li
braries of the APL *PLUS time-sharing ser
vice are listed in catalog. Scientific Time 
Sharing Corp, Bethesda, Md. 
Circle 305 on Inquiry Card 

32-Blt Minicomputer 
Features, performance, software instruc
tions, and system diagrams of the model 8/ 
32 MegaminiTu are included in brochure. 
Interdata, Inc, Oceanport, NJ. 
Circle 306 on Inquiry Card 

Encapsulated Power Supplies 
Catalog describing line o'f modular single, 
dual, and triple supplies includes a cou
pon which enables the customer to buy 
any two units and get a third free. Calex 
Mfg Co, Inc, Pleasant Hill, Calif. 
Circle 307 on Inquiry Card 

ATE Systems 
Catalog discusses required features, cov
ers factors in determining cost-of-owner
ship, and contains chart listing specific 
features available with each model of the 
System 390. Instrumentation Engineer
ing, Inc, Franklin Lakes, NJ. 
Circle 308 on Inquiry Card 

Microprogrammable 
Video Display Terminal 
Brochure contains chart listing key oper
ating features with associated advantages 
for five main application categories. Delta 
Data Systems Corp, Cornwells Heights, 
Pa. 
Circle 309 on Inquiry Card 

Intelligent Terminals 
Brochure covers utiJization of Diskette 
1100 and Cassette 1100 systems for data 
entry and communications and as inde
pendent processing stations. Datapoint 
Corp, San Antonio, Tex. 
Circle 310 on Inquiry Card 

Programmable Controller 
Operating features, programming steps, 
and technical specs of the UMAC PC1200 
series for automating and monitoring in
dustrial machines and processes are pro
vided in bulletin. Sperry Vickers, a div 
of Sperry Rand Corp, Burlington, Vt. 
Circle 311 on Inquiry Card 

Miniature, Subminiature Switches 
Catalog provides photos, line drawings, 
and specs on 300 different slide, snap
action, rotary, pushbutton, leaf, rocker, 
and paddle switches. Chicago Switch, 
Inc, Chicago, Ill. 
Circle 312 on Inquiry Card 

Data Conversion Modules 
Line of A-D and D-A converters, sample/ 
holds, and analog multiplexers is covered 
in brochure, which lists key specs for each 
module. Datel Systems, Inc, Canton, 
Mass. 
Circle 313 on Inquiry Card 

CRT Terminals 

Modular logic systems, high resolution 
scan display, firmware, keyboard, and pack
aging of the 2640A are described in the 
Hewlett-Packard Journal along with re
ports on its operation, design, and £unc
tions. Hewlett-Packard Co, Palo Alto, 
Calif. 
Circle 314 on Inquiry Card 

Militarized Mass Memory 
Model CL107, a fully militarized controller 
and rotating disc memory which provides 
8 million words o'f storage, is presented in 
brochure with performance specs and i'n
stallation data. The Singer Co, Libra
scope Div, Glendale, Calif. 
Circle 315 on Inquiry Card 

Hard-Sector Formatting 
Method of configuring a hard-sectored for
mat for FD400 and -500 flexible discs is 
discussed in application note, which de
scribes parameters contributing to sector 
format timing. Pertee Cnrp, Peripheral 
Equipment Div, Chatsworth, Calif. 
Circle 316 on Inquiry Card 

Photoelectric Control 
Product sheet lists features, typ appli
cations, specs, and mounting dimensions 
for the FE-MLS5A, and includes a func
tional schematic and distance-vs-beam size 
diagram. Micro Switch, a div of Honey
well Inc, Freeport, Ill. 
Circle 317 on Inquiry Card 

32-Bit, Medium-Scale Computer 

Detailing advances in data-handling soft
ware and hardware, brochure describes 
6024/4 and reports on energy management, 
weather data gathering, and electronic 
editing applications. Harris Corp, Cleve
land, Ohio. 
Cirde 318 on Inquiry Card 

Custom-Designed CRTs 
Brochure describes and pictures prototype 
and production facilities for high per
formance CRTs as well as quality assur
ance procedures to meet customer require
ments and mil specs. Raytheon Co, In
dustrial Components Operation, Quin
cy, Mass. 
Circle 319 on Inquiry Card 

Digital Process Computers 
A guide for specifying, testin.g, and dem
onstrating hardware performance of pro
cess computers, IS.A Recommended Prac
tice MC8.1 contains tests and procedures 
for su'bsystems and system parameters as 
well as a glossary of terms. Copies are 
available at $7 each from Instrument 
Society of America, 400 Stanwix St, 
Pittsburgh, PA 15222. 
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Process Control System 
Booklet describes V upaK Ill, which pro
vides online; real-time data acquisition and 
process control of plant operations in small
to medium-sized industrial applications. 
Honeywell Inc, Process Control Div, 
Phoenix, Ariz. 
Circle 320 on Inquiry Card 

Synchros and Resolvers 
Characteristics for size 8 and 11, single
speed; size 11, 2-speed; and a size 18, 
IO-speed unit are tabulated in brochure 
with supplementary outline drawings and 
wiring schematics. Kearfott Div, The 
Singer Co, Little Falls, NJ. 
Circle 321 on Inquiry Card 

3340-Compatible Data Modules 
Discussing reliability and performance of 
Data Mark 70/70F disc packs, brochure 
also describes disc-substrate preparation, 
proprietary disc coating and oxide particle 
alignment technique, and surface shield 
performance. Memorex· Corp, Santa 
Clara, Calif. 
Circle 322 on Inquiry Card 

Data Communications Products 
Test sets for low and medium speed asyn
chronous, medium and high speed syn
chronous, and Bell 300 series or equivalent 
wideband modems, as well as time and fre
quency division multiplexers are included 
in catalog. International Data Sciences, 
Inc, Providence, RI. 
Circle 323 on Inquiry Card 

High Speed Data Transfer Unit 
Operational features of the Lineplexer II, 
which provides full-duplex data communi
cation at rates to 19,200 bits/ s over two 
independent voice-grade channels, are de
scri'bed in brochure. International Com
munications Corp, Miami, Fla. 
Circle 324 on Inquiry Card 

Circular Connector with 
Twist-Pin Contacts 
Bulletin describes MD73, which uses cen
ter-to-center contact spacing of 0.065", en
abling 91 contacts to be mounted in a 15 
shell size. Malco, a Microdot co, South 
Pasadena, Calif. 
Circle 325 on Inquiry Card 

LSI Board Test System 
Including diagrams of hardware and soft
ware and complete system specs, brochure 
describes typ memory testing as well as 
real-time random logic testing with the 
MD-107. Macrodata Corp, Woodland 
Hills, Calif. 
Circle 326 on Inquiry Card 

Side-Panel Mounting 
Miniature Connector 
"Handbook of Standard Connectors" fea
tures GF series connector, which will ob
tain either male or female contacts or both, 
positioned for customer requirement. Posi
tronic Industries, Inc, Connector Div, 
Rogersville, Mo. 
Circle 327 on Inquiry Card 

Linear Circuit Test System 
Listing major features of the J273B, bro
chure discusses many tests that can be per
formed on each device family as well as its 
applications in wafer test, final test, manu
facturing quality control, component evalu
ation, and incoming inspection. Teradyne, 
Inc, Boston, Mass. 
Circle 328 on Inquiry Card 

I NE~FROM AUGAT. 
f 1 
f 
I 

I Programming jumper plug assembly gives 
you more flexibility at lower cost than DIP 
switches. Available in standard units of 
from 1 through 9 poles. Special assemblies 

I 
available with contacts on both .100" and 
.300" centers. Available now 
from your 
Augat 
distributor. \\ 

IAU6Af ....... 
I Augat Inc., 33 Perry Avenue, P.O. Box 779, Attleboro, 

Massachusetts 02 703 

Name 

I 

I 

ROTASSEMBLY PRODUCTS 
New Hampshire Ball Bearings' ROTASSEMBL Y Division has 
had many years of experience producing precision rotating and 
stationary components for a variety of customers. The product 
line includes tape guides, gimbal assemblies. pinch and feed 
rollers, precision idlers, fuel controls, capstans, motor encoders, 
miniature precision components for the data processing industry, 
guides, pulleys, and linear bearings. Each new product is thor
oughly engineered to the design specification of the customer 
and submitted to him for his approval. 
We invite your inquiries directly or contact your nearest NHBB 
sales engineer. 

Send for literature today . 

ROTASSEMBLY DIVISION 
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I BUIDE TD PRODUCT INFDRMATIDN I 

NOTE: The number aHociated with each item in this guide indicates 
the page on which the item appears-not the reader seryice number. 
Please do not circle the page number on the reader service card. 

HARDWARE 

CONNECTORS AND INTERCONNECTION 
SYSTEMS 

Rectangular Connectors 

PAGE 

Viking Industries ................ .......................... 88 
Interconnection System 

ITT/Cannon Electric ..........................••.......• 45 
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ItS all over. 
Surprisingly enough, the best kept secret in town was patented 

over eight years ago. That's right. ICC is the largest and oldest 
independent manufacturer of light pens in the world. So we can 
offer performance at the right price - right off-the-shelf. 

Our fast-response pens work well with vector and alpha
numeric computer graphics, radar displays, automated signs, IC 
mask or schematic designs, and even color graphics. 

So if you're looking for light pens, your search is over. 
Information Control Corporation, ( 213) 641-85 20. I 11 • I 

LIGHT PEN 
SERIES 300 

FREE. Go for it. 
Send us this coupon now. We'll send you our "Under
standing Light Pens" book. 
Name ____________ Date ____ _ 

Company Phone. ____ _ 
Address. __________________ _ 

City/State/Zip _____________ _ 
ICC, 9610 Bellanca Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90045 
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*Appea ring in selected geograph ic a reas 

SALES OFFICES 

NEW ENGLAND, 
NEW YORK STATE 

Lindsay H. Caldwell 
129 Cedar Hill Road 
East Dennis, MA 02641 
phone ; ( 617) 385-2533 

MIDDLE AND SOUTH 
ATLANTIC STATES 

Hajar Assoc., Inc. 
Emile H. Hajar 
520 5th Avenue 
New York, NY 10036 
phone: ( 212 ) 682-5844 

MIDWESTERN 
STATES 

Hajar Assoc., Inc. 
Emile H. Hajar 
100 West Chicago Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60610 
phone: ( 312) 337-8008 

SOUTHWESTERN 
STATES 

Lindsay H. Caldwell 
129 Cedar Hill Road 
East Dennis, MA 02641 
phone: ( 617) 385-2533 

WEST COAST 
STATES 

Buckley Boris Assoc. 
Terry Buckley-Tom Boris 
- Joan Marshall 
912 South Barrington Avenue 
Suite 202 
Los Angeles, CA 90049 
phone: ( 213) 826-4621 
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